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Narrative 
The following is a description of the various documents that make up the Readiness Proposal for the 
Cascade Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA). Each category is introduced with a summary explaining how our 
region has met the minimum requirements and outputs for the respective category. This overview is 
followed with a list of supporting documents. Each document is briefly introduced to clarify the relation 
of the document to the respective category. Please note that we have incorporated elective Additional 
Activities as a separate category, namely Category 7. For a complete listing of all supporting documents, 
please refer to the Table of Contents. 

Category 1: Governance Structure 
Demonstration of operational governance structure, interim or otherwise, includes a plan for 
testing/adjustment. 

The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance has worked hard to design and test a governance structure that is 
not only inclusive, effective and broadly supported, but also capable of leveraging broad multi-sector 
community and stakeholder engagement toward a common action agenda. In our region, a shared and 
distributed leadership approach was intentionally chosen to secure the buy-in of diverse stakeholders, 
many of whom are concerned about potential domination by stakeholders that have more resources or 
are perceived as being more powerful. Our region also decided early on to build on existing community 
structures to the greatest extent possible and adopt a bottom-up approach that links individual 
communities in the seven counties coming together within the CPAA with a regional coordinating group. 
The CPAA governance structure thus reflects the desire to harness the energy and enthusiasm that 
exists for health system transformation activities at the local level with the need for alignment of actions 
across counties and across sectors as well as with the state.  

The CPAA governance structure is based on four foundational operating principles that reflect all 
stakeholders’ shared core values: inclusiveness, equality, consensus, and shared learning (see document 
1.1., CPAA Charter). These operating principles have been tested extensively over the last twelve 
months as the CPAA has evolved into an increasingly robust regional partnership that is based on the 
voluntary collaboration of independent organizations. New members have been admitted (e.g., elected 
officials were incorporated as a separate stakeholder group of the CPAA Council) and we are continuing 
outreach to other potential members, for instance, tribal representatives. Consensus-based decision 
making, based on the principle of equal voice for all stakeholders, has been successfully practiced at the 
monthly meetings of the CPAA Council as well as the Council Support Team and Pilot Work Group (see 
below for details) following the adoption of a detailed protocol for consensus-based decision making 
(see document 1.4., CPAA Decision Making Process). And the group has regularly taken time to learn 
together, for instance, the CPAA Council reviewed key health statistics for the seven-county region 
earlier this year to inform our regional health planning, and has also engaged in a discussion of the 
potential role of ACHs in Medicaid procurement.  

In its work, the CPAA has utilized local frameworks for community planning and action to the greatest 
extent possible. While the local community forums are at different stages of development in each 
participating community, they share a commitment to cross-sector dialogue and broad, authentic 
inclusion and engagement of their communities. The local forums have been instrumental in the 
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identification of shared regional health priorities that reflect health needs that are common throughout 
the seven-county region. The five shared regional focus areas are (in no particular order):  

• improving health care access with a particular emphasis on provider capacity,  
• improving care coordination and integration within and across sectors,  
• improving chronic disease prevention and management,  
• preventing and mitigating Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), and  
• enhancing economic and educational opportunities.  

The work of our region’s local community forums has also informed the selection of objectives within 
each of the shared health focus areas. The local forums will play an even more important role during the 
coming action implementation phase, when each participating community will engage in the shared 
regional action agenda based on their local interests, enthusiasm, and capabilities.   

The local community forums are connected with each other through the Regional Coordinating 
Councilor CPAA Council for short. The CPAA Council is composed of representatives from all seven 
participating communities as well as other key stakeholders that transcend county boundaries. The 
CPAA Council’s composition has been carefully designed to balance inclusion of different stakeholder 
perspectives while maintaining a manageable group size that supports effective decision making (see 
Category 2 below for details).  

Over the last twelve months, the CPAA Council has steadily built trust among diverse council members 
and has proven that it is capable of making sometimes difficult decisions using the consensus method 
described in the attached CPAA Decision Making Process (see document 1.4., CPAA Decision Making 
Process). For example, one instance when the cohesion and effectiveness of the group was truly tested 
occurred when the CPAA Council was tasked with developing a policy response to a request from the 
Washington State Health Care Authority to define the potential role of ACHs in Medicaid Purchasing. 
The discussion resulted in the affirmation of our region’s partnership approach with Medicaid Managed 
Care Organizations and Behavioral Health Organizations. It also affirmed our region’s shared interest in 
engaging in Medicaid purchasing while not losing sight of the need for larger population health 
improvements in our communities that transcend the Medicaid program. This discussion served to 
strengthen the bonds that bind us together as a group and as a region. 

The CPAA Council is supported in its lead decision making role (detailed in document 1.3., CPAA Council 
and Backbone Support Roles & Responsibilities) by both the CPAA Support Team and the CPAA 
Backbone support organization. The CPAA Support Team is made up of a subset of CPAA Council 
members that have volunteered to serve in a supporting role to the CPAA Council. The group is 
composed of members from throughout the region and different stakeholder groups. Working closely 
with the Backbone support organization, the CPAA Support Team prepares monthly CPAA Council 
meetings by developing meeting agendas and undertaking important pre-work. For instance, the group 
has helped to frame up discussions on the potential role of ACHs in Medicaid purchasing, and the 
development of important governance documents like the Conflict of Interest policy, Sustainability 
Pathways, etc.  

Since the launch of the CPAA, CHOICE Regional Health Network has served as our region’s backbone 
support organization. Over the last twelve months, the respective roles and responsibilities of CHOICE 
and the CPAA Council have been delineated (see document 1.3., CPAA Council and Backbone Support 
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Roles & Responsibilities and Category 4 below).  The performance of CHOICE as a backbone organization 
was most recently reviewed in June 2015 (see document 4.3., CPAA Backbone Performance Review 
Summary) and CHOICE was affirmed with unanimous consent as the CPAA’s backbone organization for 
the next 12 months.  

The CPAA’s governance structure is rounded out through the addition of work groups to assist with the 
accomplishment of specific tasks or projects. To date, the CPAA has established one standing work 
group, the CPAA Pilot Project Work Group. As the name implies, this work group has focused on 
advancing our region’s ACH Pilot Project, the Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project (see 
Category 7 for details). The work group is composed of cross-sector stakeholders from all seven 
participating counties, and has worked hard to plan the implementation of our region’s pilot project on 
an accelerated timeline. The group has met every other week, and has successfully worked through a 
number of very challenging planning tasks, including clarifying project work flows between the 
educational and clinical sectors, selecting preferred behavioral health risk screening tools, assembling a 
preliminary inventory of community-based resources, and selecting pilot test sites. All major pilot 
project deliverables have been completed. 

The CPAA Council has adopted a policy to formally review the CPAA governance structure and the 
composition of the CPAA Council on an annual basis (see document 1.6., CPAA Annual Governance 
Structure Review Policy). However, the group’s established practice is to review and adjust the CPAA’s 
governance structure and composition of the council as needed throughout the year. This is in keeping 
with the group’s inclusive nature and recognition that modifications to the CPAA governance structure 
may be required more frequently than once a year as circumstances change and new stakeholders may 
need to be integrated. For example, depending on when we are able to successfully engage tribal 
representatives and what this engagement will ultimately look like, the CPAA Council may expand its 
ranks before the formal annual review. 

In sum, our region has worked diligently over the last twelve months to develop, refine, and test a 
governance structure that is the product of a careful, deliberate design process. This structure has 
proven to be a capable framework for regional cross-sector planning, engagement and policy 
development. It is intentionally open to modification in recognition of the dynamic environment within 
which the regional collaborative operates. It is also widely supported throughout the region, as 
demonstrated by the sustained engagement of our stakeholders in the CPAA at all levels over the past 
twelve months. In short, the CPAA’s governance structure is fully functional and operational. 

Following is a brief introduction of each document included in the ACH Readiness Proposal Portfolio in 
support of Category 1. 
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1.1. CPAA Charter 
This document summarizes the purpose, rationale, operating principles, shared leadership structure, 
approach and decision making method adopted by the Cascade Pacific Action Alliance. It was the first 
document developed by our region spelling out a cross-sector approach to regionally aligned action. It 
specifies that the CPAA builds to the greatest extent possible on existing structures and makes decisions 
by consensus.  
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Supporting local forums where agencies and  
organizations within a county that contribute to safety 
and well-being come together to pursue system  
improvements; 

Establishing a Regional Coordinating Council  
representative of the local forums; 

 

Identifying, advocating for and helping implement 
shared, regional priorities and;  
 

 

Proactively participating in the design and testing of 
the Washington State’s Health Care Innovation 
Plan.  

We Do That By 

August 2014 

OVERVIEW 

The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance, is a formal, regional association of independent agencies and 

organizations committed to acting and planning together to improve individual and community  

safety and well-being, while advancing the Triple Aim: improving the patient experience of care,  

including quality and satisfaction; improving the health of populations; and reducing per capita 

health care costs. 

 

The CPAA Approach 

 Collaborate across sectors and systems to improve safety and  

well-being; 

 Proactively engage on the State’s Health Care Innovation Plan to: 

 Help design and test its key components; and  

 Position the region for funding from the state and/or federal 

government.  

 Pursue health improvements broadly, including clinical and social  

determinants of health;  

 Focus initially on priorities where local passion and consensus exists; 

address more challenging and complex change later; and 

 Collect, aggregate and analyze data on a county and regional level to 

inform choice and guide action.  

The Alliance engages Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, 

Thurston, Wahkiakum counties in Washington State. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Regional  

Coordinating 

Council 

Cowlitz 

Grays 

Harbor 

Lewis 

Mason Pacific 

Thurston 

Wahkiakum 

IMPROVING COMMUNITY HEALTH & SAFETY 
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Decision Making 
 

The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance aims to reach  

consensus on key decisions. Consensus in this  

context does not necessarily mean 100% agreement 

on all parts of every issue, but rather that all members 

review a decision in its entirety and can say “I can live 

with that.” While decisions are not binding on  

individual members, members are encouraged to 

adopt collective positions, recommendations or  

other decisions for joint action where possible.  

Backbone Organization 
 

CHOICE Regional Health Network, a 501 (c)3 nonprofit, is the Lead Organization 

for the Cascade Pacific Action Alliance. CHOICE has nearly two decades of  

experience leading successful health improvement initiatives in the region. CHOICE’s role as Lead Organization 

is to manage the project against timelines, engage stakeholders, support local forums, establish shared  

measurement tools, and aggregate local action plans to develop a Community Health Plan for action  

implementation in our region.  

Cascade Pacific Action Alliance 

To learn more, visit: www.crhn.org 

CHOICE 
Regional Health Network 

Operating Principles 

 
Set Shared Regional  

Action Priorities 

Take Region- 

Wide Action 
Share Learnings 

Regional Coordinating Council 

 Keep an open door. 

 Promote cross sector 

participation  

throughout the  

region. 

 All participants have 

equal standing  

regardless of  

organizational size, 

resources, etc.  

 Decisions are made by 

consensus. 

 Work an issue until 

everyone can support 

it.   

 Focus on exploring 

and sharing  

opportunities for  

innovation.  

INCLUSIVENESS EQUALITY CONSENSUS SHARED LEARNING 

IMPROVING COMMUNITY HEALTH & SAFETY 
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1.2. Visual Governance Structure Representation 
This document is a visual representation of the Cascade Pacific Action Alliance’s overall governance 
structure. It illustrates the interplay between seven local community forums - one local forum within 
each participating county - and a regional coordinating group (CPAA Council). It also illustrates the 
relationship between the local forums and the CPAA Council on the one hand, and the CPAA Support 
Team, Work Groups and backbone organization on the other.  
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Local Forums Coordinating Council
• Communicate local 

priorities
• Share learning
• Support defined 

strategies and actions
• Inventory local assets

• Communicate local and 
regional priorities, strategies 
& actions

• Share learning

Cowlitz Co.
Grays Harbor Co.

Lewis Co.
Mason Co.
Pacific Co. 

Thurston Co.
Wahkiakum Co.

Behavioral Health
Consumers
Criminal Justice
Economic Development
Education
Elected Officials
Long-term Care Services
Managed Care Organizations
Medical Care Delivery
Public Health
Social Services

Support Team Work Groups/Ad Hoc 
Committees

Local Coordinating Council / Local 
Action Teams or Task Groups

• Develops Council meeting 
agendas

• Support facilitation of 
Council

• Provide guidance to lead 
org. in between Council 
meeting

• Gather data
• Analyze data
• Discuss options
• Take recommendations to Council

• Develop local goals, strategies and 
actions

• Agree on shared milestones and 
metrics

• Monitor local action implementation

Lead Organization

• Support local forums as needed 
through organizational 
and administrative support services

• Support Coordinating Council, Support Team, and Work Groups/Ad hoc. 
Committees

• Provide organizational and administrative support, including coordinating 
and facilitating meetings, resource acquisition and financial management; 
documentation of meetings, communication with stakeholder groups on 
behalf of Council

• Set strategic direction 
for region

• Implement shared 
regional priorities

• Establish regional action 
plan including shared 
goals, strategies, 
actions, milestones and 
metrics

• Take regional action
• Monitor regional action 

plan implementation
• Establish regional asset 

map and regional health 
needs assessment

• Oversee performance of 
lead organization

• Identify local health 
priorities

• Adopt shared 
regional priorities 
and actions that 
align with local 
action agenda

• Implement local 
action agenda
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1.3. CPAA Council and Backbone Support Roles & Responsibilities 
This document describes the roles and responsibilities of the CPAA Council in ten functional areas 
(Administration through Policy) and contrasts these roles and responsibilities with those of the 
Backbone Organization (Supporting Organization). In doing so, it clearly delineates the roles and 
responsibilities of each group.  
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Cascade Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA): Distribution of Roles & Responsibilities  

Function CPAA Council Support Organization 
Administration • Annually review support organization 

performance 
• Prepare annual support organization performance 

report 
Communications • Serve as venue to convey interests, priorities and 

perspectives of local county-based cross-sector 
community forums  

• Report on local community forum activities and 
projects 

• Serve as forum for ongoing shared learning 
across the region 

• Review and approve regional communications 
plan 

• Approve key messaging 
• Annually review communications performance  
• Receive regular updates from support 

organization on interactions with state agencies 
and other AHCs  

• Organize and coordinate shared learning 
opportunities and events 

• Prepare regional communications plan 
• Develop key messaging 
• Implement communications plan 
• Represent CPAA in statewide meetings of ACH 

support organizations (e.g., ACH Advisory Group) 
• Serve as initial point of contact for information 

requests from state agencies 
• Distribute Council meeting records 

Community 
Engagement 

• Host annual regional stakeholder meeting, 
including agenda setting and invitations 

• Take the lead on engaging “missing” stakeholder 
groups (sectors) 

• Assure functioning of county-based cross-sector 
community forums 

• Prepare and coordinate annual regional 
stakeholder meeting (logistics) 

• Support Council in outreach to “missing” 
stakeholders (sectors) 

• Support functioning of county-based cross-sector 
community forums as per request of local 
communities 

Data • Determine performance metrics for collaborative • Assemble regional data sets 
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Function CPAA Council Support Organization 
• Review and approve regional dashboard 
• Review data reports 
• Interpret data  
• Determine baselines for key metrics 
• Monitor regional performance toward 

achievement of shared regional goals and 
successful implementation of RHIP 

• Monitor fulfillment of stakeholder commitments 
• Use data to inform decision making 

• Develop regional dashboard  
• Prepare data reports 
• Analyze data 

Finance • Approve budgets 
• Oversee management of funds, including review 

of financial reports 

• Develop budgets 
• Receive and manage funds 
• Provide financial reports to Council 

Fundraising • Set fundraising goals 
• Oversee acquisition of funds 
• Participate in fundraising activities 
• Co-design shared savings and reinvestment 

mechanism/model 

• Prospect funding opportunities 
• Prepare funding requests 
• Submit funding requests 
• Acknowledge funding received 
• Manage grants, including grant reporting 
• Liaise with funders (donor cultivation) 

Governance • Annually review governance model, including 
CPAA Council composition 

• Adjust governance model as necessary 
• Review and approve governance policies 

• Support Council in annual governance model 
review 

• Develop governance policies 

Implementation • Form workgroups to advance pilot initiatives 
• Review performance of local county-based cross-

sector community forums (ensure accountability) 
• Take collective action on strategies that require 

region-wide aligned action at CPAA Council level 
(e.g., policy advocacy)  

• Report on failures and successes of actions at 
local level 

• Support work of workgroups (logistics, facilitation 
services and generation & distribution of meeting 
summaries, reports, etc.) 

• Provide process leadership as needed and/or 
desired 

• Support work of local county-based cross-sector 
community forums as needed and/or desired 

• Support Council in region-wide aligned action 
Planning • Develop Regional Health Improvement Plan 

(RHIP), including: 
• Support Council in regional action planning 

through: 
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Function CPAA Council Support Organization 
o Setting shared regional health priorities 

(focus areas) 
o Determining shared regional strategies 

for aligned action 
o Prioritize strategies 
o Identify supporting actions 
o Determine lead implementation agencies 

and support agencies 
o Develop implementation timelines and 

define progress milestones 
o Secure implementation commitments 

from key stakeholders 
o Determine performance metrics 

• Annually review and adjust RHIP 
• Set performance targets for key metrics 

o Organizing and coordinating Council 
meetings (logistics) 

o Providing process leadership as needed 
and/or desired 

o Providing thought leadership as needed 
and/or desired 

o Facilitating Council meetings 
o Recording Council meeting outcomes and 

distributing meeting summaries 
o Prepare RHIP based on Council content 

decisions 
• Support Council in annual RHIP review 

Policy • Develop and approve shared regional policies 
• Advocate for approved shared regional policies 

• Support Council in policy development 
• Communicate Council-approved shared regional 

policies 
 

Note: 
The Support Organization works with the CPAA Support Team, a subset of CPAA Council members, to prepare CPAA Council discussions and 
decisions. This includes developing draft policies and other documents for review and approval by the Council.  
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1.4. CPAA Decision Making Process 
This document lays out a specific process for coming to agreement using a consensus-based decision 
making process. This includes a description of how disagreements are handled. The outlined process has 
been extensively tested over the last twelve months at CPAA Council meetings, and has been found 
highly effective in achieving broadly supported decisions.  
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The Council’s Decision Making Process 

1. We aim for consensus. 
The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance Council aims to reach consensus on key decisions. Consensus in this 
context does not mean 100% agreement on all parts of every issue, but rather that all members review a 
decision in its entirety and say, “I can live with that.”   
 
The council will work to understand and integrate perspectives until a solution is identified that is 
acceptable to everyone. This process is consistent with true collaboration to produce sustainable 
agreement.  
 
We use a “thumbs up/thumbs down” signal as a way of gauging members’ positions: 

• Thumbs up – supports the decision 
• Thumbs middle – neutral, can live with the decision 
• Thumbs down – deal breaker, suspends the decision until further discussion   

In the event of a thumbs down vote, we attempt to resolve the issue through further discussion in a 
reasonable amount of time. In the event that’s not doable, a sub-team of the council will convene 
separately and come back with recommendations. 

2. We act as team players.  
As council members, we acknowledge and are explicit about our organizational or sector-specific self-
interests but also participate in service to the collective, common agenda (i.e., we practice “enlightened 
self-interest”). As such, we are conscientious about invoking our veto power (thumbs down vote) and ask 
ourselves first, “is this issue or decision fundamental to my participation in the Alliance?” We also expect 
council members to actively reach out to peers in their sector or community to help inform the council’s 
key decisions.  

3. A quorum of voting members is required. 
A quorum of the majority of council members is required for a decision to be considered valid. Any 
interested party can participate in a council meeting; however, only the attached roster of members, 
their designee or their dually appointed-successor can vote.  
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4. One must be present to win. 
Members or their designees must be present to vote on decisions. If a member is unable to attend a 
council meeting, they agree to communicate their views to the entire council or via staff prior to the 
meetings.  

5. We make good use of the council’s time. 
We empower our members and designees with decision-making and negotiating authority. We revisit 
previous decisions by the Council only if the members collectively agree to re-open an issue.  

6. Decisions are voluntary. 
Individual council members and/or their organizations are not bound by a decision of the Council. 
Members can adopt collective positions, recommendations or other decisions for joint action when 
desired. They can also individually elect to implement recommendations or actions within their 
respective organizations. 
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1.5. CPAA Conflict of Interest Policy 
This document specifies how CPAA Council members are supposed to handle real or perceived conflicts 
of interest. The document defines conflict of interests and lays out a specific process for dealing with 
such conflicts responsibly and transparently. The policy is the product of many deliberations and 
considerable research, and was adopted in June 2015 and will be used henceforth. 
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Council Conflict of Interest Policy 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this policy is to help inform the Council about what constitutes a conflict of 

interest, and assist the Council in identifying and disclosing actual and potential conflicts. The 

Council is a collaborative of interested parties and it is acknowledged that Council members will 

have organizational and/or sector-specific self-interests. Conflicts of interest, sometimes 

referred to as duality of interest, happen all the time. In fact, they are inevitable. The key 

therefore is not to try to avoid all possible conflict-of-interest situations, which would be 

impossible; rather, the collaborative needs to identify and follow a process for handling them 

effectively. 

2. What is a Real or Potential Conflict of Interest? 

A real conflict of interest is present when a Council member’s stake in a transaction or decision 

is such that it clearly reduces the likelihood that the Council member’s influence can be 

exercised impartially in the best interests of this collaborative. A potential conflict of interest 

exists when there is either the appearance of a real conflict of interest, even if a real conflict 

does not exist, or the transaction or decision contemplated by the Council could possibly 

involve a real conflict of interest for one or more Council members. 

Of particular concern are personal conflicts of interest. A personal conflict of interest exists 

when a council member is in a position to influence a decision that may result in personal gain 

or gain for a relative as a result of the collaborative’s business dealings. For the purpose of this 

policy, a relative is any person who is related by blood or marriage, or whose relationship with 

the Council member is similar to that of persons who are related by blood or marriage.  

In the case of this collaborative, special attention needs to be paid to situations where 

organizational conflicts of interest could result in personal gain. Such conflicts are to be 

considered as equivalent to personal conflicts of interest and should be handled as such.  

 

3. How to Manage a Real or Potential Conflict of Interest? 

A council member who has a real or potential conflict of interest must do the following: 

3.1. Duty to Disclose 

Each Council member shall disclose to the Council all material facts regarding his or her interest 

in the transaction under consideration promptly upon learning of the proposed transaction. It 

will not be necessary to excuse oneself from participating in related discussions or in the voting 

process as long as the conflict is not a personal conflict or an organizational conflict that could 
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result in personal gain and has been disclosed.  In the case of a personal conflict or an 

organizational conflict that could result in personal gain Council members will excuse 

themselves from the voting process. 

When a vote is required of the Council and a conflict of interest is not a personal conflict or an 

organizational conflict that could result in personal gain, the conflict will be stated to the 

Council and the vote will resume with all Council members.  If a personal conflict exists or an 

organizational conflict that could result in personal gain, the vote will resume with the 

remaining Council members. 

3.2. Determining Whether a Conflict of Interest Exists 

If necessary, the Council may determine if a personal conflict of interest or an organizational 

conflict that could result in personal gain exists for a Council member.  The Council member(s) 

and any other interested person(s) involved with the transaction need not be present during 

the Council’s discussion or determination of whether a personal conflict of interest exists or an 

organizational conflict that could result in personal gain. 

3.3. Procedures for Addressing a Conflict of Interest 

1. The Council may ask questions of and receive presentation(s) from the Council 

member(s) and any other interested person(s) that have a personal conflict of interest, 

but shall vote on the transaction in their absence.   

2. The Council shall ascertain that all material facts regarding the transaction and the 

insider’s conflict of interest have been disclosed to the Council and shall compile 

appropriate data, such as comparability studies, to determine fair market value for the 

transaction, if applicable.   

3. After exercising due diligence, which may include investigating alternatives that present 

no conflict, the Council shall determine whether the transaction is in the collaborative’s 

best interest, for its own benefit, and whether it is fair and reasonable to the 

collaborative; the remaining members of the Council may approve the transaction. 

4. Best Practices 

In addition to observing the policy above, the following summarizes best practices related to 

the effective and transparent handling of conflicts of interest. The CPAA Council will follow 

these best practices in support of the implementation of its conflict of interest policy.  

1. Before voting on an agenda item related to an expenditure or the awarding of a 

contract, the facilitator should ask all council members whether a real or potential 

conflict of interest exists. 

2. Annually, each member of the CPAA Council will be asked to sign a statement that 

identifies, or discloses, potential conflicts of interest. The statement includes an 
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acknowledgment that the CPAA Council member understands and agrees with the 

standard of conduct outlined in this policy. 

The statement asks CPAA Council members to: 

 Disclose personal or professional affiliations (including those of relatives defined in 

the policy above) with companies the collaborative does business with. Council 

members should report, for instance, whether they hold a sizable amount of stock or 

have other financial interests in a company.  

 Disclose any personal business dealings (including those of immediate family 

members) he or she has had with the collaborative in the previous twelve months. 

 List other corporate or nonprofit boards on which he or she (or an immediate family 

member) serves.  
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1.6. CPAA Annual Governance Structure Review Policy 
This brief policy stipulates that the CPAA Council will formally review the CPAA governance structure 
annually. As mentioned above, it is likely that the CPAA Council will continue to modify the CPAA 
governance structure and composition of the CPAA Council on an ongoing basis rather than only once a 
year. However, this policy ensures that a formal review of the CPAA governance structure occurs at least 
annually. 
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Annual Review Policy of Backbone Organization and Council 
This process is established and documented to allow for adjustments to the ACH structure as issues/gaps 
emerge over time. It’s noted that collaborating is an iterative process to get to a desired result. Included 
in this policy is a statement to annually review the backbone organization as well.  

Backbone Organization 
On an annual basis the governing body (CPAA Council) will select or reaffirm the backbone 
organization. Affirmation will be noted in the Council meeting summary.   

CPAA Council 
On an annual basis the Council will review the current structure and affirm the current 
composition or make adjustments as issues and gaps emerge over time. Adjustments or the 
affirmation will be noted in summary.   
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1.7. CPAA Council Meeting Summaries 
These meeting summaries span almost a year of CPAA Council meetings. They demonstrate the 
operational nature of the CPAA governance structure. 
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July 1, 2014 
   

 

Attendees 

    
Clallam Eric Lewis Iva Burks  
Cowlitz Carlos Carreon Chris Bischoff  

Grays Harbor Joan Brewster Renee Jensen  
Jefferson Jean Baldwin Thomas Locke  

Kitsap Doug Washburn Rochelle Doan Scott Daniels 
Lewis John Abplanalp   

Mason Kim Klint Vicki Kirkpatrick  
Pacific    

Thurston Cathy Wolfe Don Sloma Jon Tunheim 
Wahkiakum Sue Cameron   

Structure/Functions of the RCC 

• Team approved the CPAA Overview document 

• Governance structure:  
o General level comfort with the proposed bottoms-up approach and 

principles 
o Team discussed the number of local forums and the tight 

timeframe for synthesizing/identifying local priorities 
• RCC roles:  

o Team agreed with the 4 proposed roles: determining shared 
regional priorities, sharing learnings, taking region-wide action and 
leading/supporting local forums. In addition, we discussed: 

o Focusing on systemic, meaningful change (pushing the envelope) 
o Encouraging creative disagreement or productive conflict 
o Balancing state with local priorities 

• Logistical/planning sub-group: 
o Team approved the creation of a logistical sub-team; members 

were identified 
o Project managers to distribute a summary of what this sub-group 

can/can’t do (help with logistics, agenda development, stakeholder 
outreach; does not have policy or content role) 

o Communication between the sub-team and the full RCC will be 
important 

 

 

 Action Items 

 
All:  
 
 Follow-up with tribal 

representatives (Tom and Carlos) 
 
 Planning sub-team to develop 

options for who should be 
included on the RCC; full-team to 
resolve via email if possible, 
schedule conference call in August 
as backup 

 Each county to identify top local 
priorities in preparation for the 
September RCC meeting. 

 
CHOICE Staff: 
  
 Follow-up with Pacific County 

 
 Send out a reminder/explanation 

about the type of information on 
existing, local activities we’re 
trying to collect  

 
 Send out the State strategies listed 

in the State Health Care 
Improvement Plan 
 

 Follow-up with the lead contact 
for each local forum to better 
understand current activities, 
potential support needs, etc. 
 

 Send out the list of functions for 
the logistical/planning sub-team 
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RCC Representatives and Local Forums 

• Team reviewed the current RCC roster and HCA stakeholder list. 
• Lengthy discussion about who to include on the Regional Coordinating 

Council, beginning with September meeting (e.g., health plans, state 
agencies, tribes) 

• Planning sub-team will develop options for the full-team’s consideration 
(resolve via email if possible, schedule full-team conference call for August 
as backup) 

• Identified key contacts for each local forum  

Project Plan and Meeting Dates 

• Team reviewed the proposed project plan 

• Each county is to identify local priorities that may be ripe for regional 
action (what you can’t solve or do alone). We acknowledged that each local 
forum is at a different stage; build upon/bring what you have. 

• September RCC meeting will review local priorities and look for areas of 
alignment 

Next Meeting: September 11, 1:00-4:00pm In-Person 
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From: Jennifer Brackeen
To: Amina Suchoski (amina_suchoski@uhc.com); April Kelley (april.kelley@lewiscountywa.gov); Bennett, Deborah;

 Brian Cameron (cameron@trsn.org); Carlos Carreon (CarreonC@co.cowlitz.wa.us); Carole Halsan
 (chalsan@willapa.net); Cathy Wolfe (wolfec@co.thurston.wa.us); chase napier (chase.napier@hca.wa.gov);
 Cheryl Fambles (cheryl@pacmtn.org); Chris Holmes (holmesc@co.wahkiakum.wa.us); Christina Hulet
 (christina@huletconsulting.com); Danette York (danette.york@lewiscountywa.gov); Dean Gushee MD; Dennis
 Mahar (mahardw@dshs.wa.gov); Dian Cooper (dcooper@cfamhc.org); Don Sloma (slomad@co.thurston.wa.us);
 Eric Lewis (elewis@olympicmedical.org); Eric Yakovich (eric.yakovich@ccgacares.com); Erin Hafer
 (erin.hafer@chpw.org); Jennifer Brackeen; Joan Brewster (jbrewster@co.grays-harbor.wa.us); John Masterson
 (jmasterson@bhr.org); Jon Tunheim (tunheij@co.thurston.wa.us); Julie Lindberg
 (Julie.lindberg@molinahealthcare.com); Kara Panek (Kara.Panek@dshs.wa.gov); Kathie Olson
 (Kathie.olson@molinahealthcare.com); Kevin Barnett (kevinpb@pacbell.net); Kim Klint; Kristen Rogers
 (Kristen.rogers@providence.org); Lynn Nelson (lnelson@esd113.k12.wa.us); Mark Freedman
 (freedmm@co.thurston.wa.us); Mary Goelz (mgoelz@co.pacific.wa.us); Matt Canedy
 (Matt.Canedy@amerigroup.com); Mike Hickman (MHickman@esd113.org); Patty Seib
 (pattys@strategies360.com); Paul Wilkinson (paul.wilkinson@providence.org); Phyllis Cavens
 (pcavens@pacifier.com); Renee Jensen (Dunham) (reneej@sp-mc.org); Sandra Miller (sandra@pacmtn.org);
 Scott Daniels; Sheila Bower (Sheila.Bower@dshs.wa.gov); Sheila Hoopman; Sue Cameron; Sue Grinnell
 (Sue.Grinnell@DOH.WA.GOV); Tamara Fulwylar (tfulwyler@spipa.org); tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov;
 tom.drake@longviewha.org; Vicki Kirkpatrick (vickik@co.mason.wa.us); Winfried Danke; Debbie Elliott
 (elliottd@co.cowlitz.wa.us); Emmie San Nicolas (sannice@co.thurston.wa.us); Gay Lynn Iseri
 (giseri@olympicmedical.org); Sandi Andrus (sandi.andrus@lewiscountywa.gov); Shannon M. Brear
 (ShannonB@sp-mc.org); strongs@co.thurston.wa.us; Tami Ishler (tishler@co.grays-harbor.wa.us); Vicki Larkin
 (larkinv@co.thurston.wa.us)

Subject: CPAA Council 9/11 Meeting Summary and Next Steps
Date: Wednesday, September 17, 2014 8:34:56 AM
Attachments: Action Plan Template.docx

Planning Expectations Local and Regional Communities.pdf
Attendees Contact Information.pdf

Dear Cascade Pacific Action Alliance Council:
 
Thank you for your participation in Thursday’s CPAA Council meeting.  Close to forty council

 members and guests were in attendance at the September 11th council meeting. This meeting was
 convened to affirm the Council’s decision making process and to develop shared health priorities for
 our region.

Key Outcomes:
·         We confirmed the basic operating principles of inclusiveness, equality and shared learning, and

 we agreed upon a consensus-based decision making process.
o   It was suggested that the council establish a uniform communication tool to ensure that

 members speak with one voice when informing their larger networks and/or
 communities about Council meeting outcomes and/or decisions.

·         We agreed upon four shared regional health priority areas for further planning:
o   Access

§  Access to healthcare services with a focus on provider capacity for behavioral
 health, chemical dependency, oral health, primary care, and specialists.  

o   Chronic Conditions
§  Need to determine whether to focus on chronic condition management or chronic

 condition prevention.
o   Integration and Coordination

§  Describes the connections and linkages between and transitions across subsystems
 such as criminal justice, housing and health care transitions/care coordination

o   ACEs Prevention
§  Focus on reducing Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) to prevent negative
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Local Action Plan Template 

County: _________________

Step 1: State your shared health priority

For example: Increase High School Graduation Attainment

Step 2: Describe in one paragraph why the local forum is working on this priority. 

Write a short paragraph to give us context why your local forum chose this priority. Describe if there is momentum and energy around the issue; if it is a data-driven decision; and if there are committed resources. 

Step 2: Determine your strategies

For example: Prevent teen pregnancy to reduce high school dropout rates by increasing awareness about contraception and unwanted pregnancy at the local high schools; …

Step 3: Determine your actions

What action or change will occur in support of your strategies: Hanging posters, displays, and other information about contraception and the facts about unwanted pregnancy in the hallways of the local high schools. The posters and other information will become a permanent part of the high school. Posters and information will be regularly updated. 

Step 4: Determine commitments and resources

Who will carry it out: A sub-committee comprised of parents, guardians, teachers, students, and the PTA will work towards finding funding to purchase the materials. John, the PTA Reporter is responsible for researching and ordering the materials. The PTA will approach the school district to request funding for the project. Otherwise, the PTA will seek funding from foundations and local businesses. 

Step 5: Determine milestones and target dates

 List indicators to show project is on track and due dates. 

 Examples of milestones and target dates:

1) Funding attained to purchase materials.  			Target Date: March 2015

2) Identified “best practice” awareness materials. 			Target Date: July 2015 

3) Awareness materials are displayed in all high schools		Target Date: Sept 2015

Step 6: Forecast outcomes

Examples: 



· Reduce teen pregnancy in one year by 2%. 

· Increase high school graduation rates over prior year by 5%





Cascade Pacific Action Alliance		
Action Plan Template  
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Regional Priorities are Determined 


What happens next? 
After regional priorities have been determined at the September 11, 2014 council meeting, the local and 
regional forums will need to create a plan around those priorities. The following is a checklist to assist in 
action planning.  


Local Forums:  
 


 Determine which regional priority or priorities the local forum will focus on.  
 Schedule meetings as necessary to complete action planning (due November 1st, 2014).  
 Determine what strategies require action planning from the regional level. Send those strategies 


to CHOICE by October 1st or sooner.   
 Assess the current initiatives, programs, and actions already taking place related to the shared 


health priority or priorities at which your community aims its focus.  Complete Inventory 
Assessment (due November 1st, 2014).  


 Create an action plan related to the shared health priority or priorities, with heavy emphasis on 
year 1 planning.  If there are strategies and actions that will take longer than 1 year to 
accomplish, include them as well.   


a. Action planning includes: (see template) 
i. Identify shared regional health priority 


ii. Determine strategies to impact priority 
iii. Determine actions, including stakeholder commitments and resourcing needs 
iv. Determine milestones and target dates for accomplishment 
v. Forecast outcomes (coordinate metrics selection with Regional Forums) 


b. Complete the local forum action plan (due November 1st, 2014).  
 Incorporate “best practices” to action plan after the November shared learning meeting (due 


December 1st, 2014).  


Regional Forums:  
 


 Review proposed regional strategies and actions requested by local forums (due October 16th, 
2014) and add additional regional strategies and actions as needed. 


 Create a regional action plan (due November 1st).  
a. Action Planning Includes:  


i. Identify shared regional health priority 
ii. Determine strategies to impact priority 


iii. Determine actions, including stakeholder commitments and resourcing needs 
iv. Determine milestones and target dates for accomplishment 
v. Forecast outcomes 


vi. Develop a shared measurement strategy  
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 Consider and articulate potential roles in driving community and state transformation in six 
areas of particular interest to the HCA (see Scope of Activities, b.iv.1.-6.) 


 Review the existing Alliance framework and the performance of the lead organization. 
 Determine the regional communications framework. 
 Present information from the local planning process at the November 13th, 2014 shared learning 


meeting. 
 Integrate local and regional action plans into one comprehensive regional community health 


plan by December 15th, 2014.  
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		Local Forums:

		Regional Forums:






Cascade Pacific Action Alliance
Meeting Attendees 9/11/2014


Last, First Name Organization Phone Work Email
Bennett, Debbie Cowlitz County Health & Human Services Department 360-4140-5599 x6434 bennettd@co.cowlitz.wa.us
Bower, Sheila Lewis-Mason-Thurston Area Agency on Aging 360-664-3162 ext 108 Direct Sheila.Bower@dshs.wa.gov
Brackeen, Jennifer CHOICE Regional Health Network 360-539-7576 ext. 105 BrackeenJ@crhn.org
Brewster, Joan Grays Harbor Public Health & Social Services 360-500-4062 jbrewster@co.grays-harbor.wa.us
Cameron, Brian Timberlands RSN 360-795-3118 cameron@trsn.org
Cameron, Sue Wahkiakum County Health & Human Services 360-795-6207 camerons@co.wahkiakum.wa.us
canedy, matt Amerigroup 206-695-7081 Matt.Canedy@amerigroup.com
Cavens, Dr. Phyllis Child and Adolescent Clinic 360-423-6140 pcavens@pacifier.com
Cooper, Dian Cowlitz Family Health Center 360-636-3892 dcooper@cfamhc.org
Daniels, Scott Kitsap Public Health District 360-337-5235 scott.daniels@kitsappublichealth.org
Danke, Winfried CHOICE Regional Health Network 360-539-7576 dankew@crhn.org
Goelz, Mary Pacific County Public Health 360-875-9343 mgoelz@co.pacific.wa.us
Gordon, Frank Grays Harbor Public Health & Social Services 360-249-3731 FGordon@co.grays-harbor.wa.us
Grinnel, Sue WA State Department of Health 360-236-3687 sue.Grinnell@DOH.WA.GOV
Halsan, Carole Willapa Harbor Hospital 360-875-4528 chalsan@willapa.net
Hickman, Mike Education Service District 113 360-464-6710 MHickman@esd113.org
Jensen, Renee Summit Pacific Medical Center 360-346-2245 reneej@sp-mc.org
Johnson, Laura CHOICE Regional Health Network 360 539 7576 johnsonl@crhn.org
Kirkpatrick, Vicki Mason County Public Health 360-427-9670 ext 260 vickik@co.mason.wa.us
Klint, Kim Mason Matters 360-427-9670 ext 543 kak@co.mason.wa.us
Masterson, John Behavioral Health Resources 360-236-7110 jmasterson@bhr.org 
McCarthy, Peggy National Alliance on Mental Illness, SW WA 360-984-3000 peggy.mccarthy@namiswwa.org
Miller, Sandra Pacific Mountain Workforce Development Council 360-570-6988 sandra@pacmtn.org
Napier, Chase Washington State Health Care Authority 360-725-0868 chase.napier@hca.wa.gov
Nelson, Lynn Education Service District 113 360-464-6866 lnelson@esd113.org
Olson, Kathie Molina Healthcare of Washington, Inc. 425-398-2612 Kathie.Olson@MolinaHealthCare.Com
Panek, Kara WA Department of Social & Health Services 360-725-1400 Kara.Panek@dshs.wa.gov
Rogers, Kyle SPIPA 360-426-3990 krogers@spipa.org
Seib, Patty Strategies 360 206-282-1990 pattys@strategies360.com
Sloma, Don Thurston County Public Health & Social Services 360-867-2502 slomad@co.thurston.wa.us
Suchoski, Amina United Healthcare Community 206-749-4381 amina_suchoski@uhc.com
Tunheim, Jon Thurston County Prosecutor's Office 360-786-5540 prosecutorsoffice@co.thurston.wa.us
Wilkinson, Paul Providence St. Peter Hospital 360-493-7791 paul.wilkinson@providence.org
Yakovich, Eric Cowlitz County Guidance Association 360-353-9360 eric.yakovich@ccgacares.com
York, Danette Lewis County Public Health & Social Services 360-740-2774 danette.york@lewiscountywa.gov
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 health outcomes and promote healthy starts and healthy living
 
The group agreed to use the County Health Rankings/Social Determinants of Health framework as a
 conceptual framework for these shared regional health priorities. Prevention, improving education
 and reducing poverty were identified as underlying themes to be considered by all planning teams
 as this work is being carried forward.

Next Steps:

A.    Local Communities
q  Each community convenes its local forum to share the four shared priority areas the council

 identified.
q  Each local forum picks one or more priority areas based on the community’s level of energy,

 enthusiasm and alignment with the regional priority/ies and completes the following tasks:
q  Optional: Comment on definition of the priority area/s. Your comments will inform the

 regional work groups that will undertake the regional action planning around each shared
 priority area.

q  For the priority areas your local forum picked, brainstorm strategies that require regional
 action and cannot be achieved by the local community alone. These strategies will inform
 the regional workgroups in their action planning.

q  Begin local action planning by identifying strategies and actions that your local community
 can undertake in the shared regional priority area/s that your community picked.

B.     Individuals
q  Choose one workgroup or multiple workgroups in which you want to participate (these

 workgroups are cross-sector, regional action planning teams):
·         Access Workgroup
·         Chronic Conditions Workgroup
·         Integration and Coordination Workgroup
·         Prevention of ACEs Workgroup

q  Determine whether to join the CPAA Council Support Team:
·         The Support Team helps the Council prepare decisions, e.g., by recommending a

 CPAA communications and lead organization framework, and by reviewing meeting
 agendas, etc. and serving as a point of contact for lead organization staff.

Timeline:
q  DUE: Sep. 19th Send your interest in workgroups and if you want to serve on the CPAA

 Support Team:  Email Laura Johnson -  johnsonl@crhn.org

q  DUE (optional): Sep. 26th: Comment on definition of shared regional health priority areas.
 Email: Laura Johnson - johnsonl@crhn.org

q  DUE: Oct. 1st: Local forums send strategies that require action planning at the regional level.

q  Meeting: Oct 16th (1PM-4PM) CPAA Council will review definition of shared priority areas and
 desired change in each priority area; begin discussion of key action areas identified by the
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 HCA for CPAA comment and advice; and finalize CPAA governance structure, including
 strategy for tribal engagement and inclusion of Boards of Health/elected officials.

Attachments:
·         What’s Next (Review for local and regional planning)
·         Action Plan Template
·         Roster of meeting attendees

 
Thank you,
 
 
JENNIFER BRACKEEN| Program Manager
CHOICE Regional Health Network
1217 4th Ave E, Suite 200 • Olympia, WA 98506
p. 360.539.7576 ext. 105 • f. 360.943.1164
brackeenj@crhn.org | www.crhn.org 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail (including any documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information belonging to the
 sender. The information is intended only for the use of individuals or entities named above. If you are not an intended recipient, you are
 prohibited from disclosing, copying, or distributing this information or taking any action in reliance on the contents. If you have received
 this email in error, please immediately notify me by telephone.
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CPAA Council Meeting 

Meeting Summary: October 16, 2014 
 

Welcome and Introductions 
Close to forty council members and guests were in attendance at the October 16th meeting of the 
Cascade Pacific Action Alliance.  The focus of this meeting was to work towards developing bold ideas 
and actions across each of the four previously identified health priorities for the region: The initial four 
priorities included: 

• Access with a focus on provider capacity, 
• Care Coordination and Integration, 
• Chronic Conditions including management and prevention, and  
• Prevention of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs).   

Local Forum Updates 
The local communities and Medicaid Managed Care plans updated the Council about what priorities 
each entity is focusing their efforts.  At this time, a majority of the seven counties and four of the five 
represented Medicaid Managed Care plans are working in at least two of the four priority areas.   

Health Care Authority Updates 
Chase Napier with the Washington State Health Care Authority gave an update about the future funding 
opportunities for Communities of Health grantees. These opportunities include applying to become an 
ACH Pilot or a “design community”. More information will be available early November from the State 
about the application process.  

Review of Current Priorities 
The priorities were reviewed and a fifth focus area surfaced around employment, education, and job 
training. The council agreed to add this additional priority.    

Bold Ideas for Action 
The Council participated in an activity to brainstorm, and develop a bold idea and action that our region 
can move forward. The following is what developed from each group: 

Access/Provider Capacity:  

• Bold Idea:  Use Telemedicine to increase access to care.  
• A first step: identify and inventory existing telemedicine programs in order to understand its 

infrastructure and best practices.  
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Care Coordination and Integration:  

• Bold Idea: Chemical Dependency and Mental Health agencies and individuals are dually licensed. 
• A first step: Change the current Washington Area Code (WAC) and Revised Code of Washington 

(RCW) for licensing. 

Economic Development (employment, job training, and education): 

• Bold Idea:  Emphasize job growth in allied health (a non-four year degree). 
• A first step: Develop strategies to support multiple vocational or career, tech pathways by 

identifying gaps and opportunities, enhancing skills, and assistance with matching skills to 
employment opportunities. 

Chronic Conditions: 

• Bold Idea: Establishing a free, and easy to access support center for those with chronic disease; 
utilizing community health workers, and financially supported by health plans.   

• A first step: Review and update comprehensive plans for health in all policies. 

Prevention of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) 

• Bold Idea: Build a collaborative of child-serving agencies and organizations.   
o To include:  schools, childcare, housing, medical, community-based organizations, faith-

based organizations, criminal justice system, and elected officials 
• A first step: This collaborative would work to initially build a public awareness campaign about 

ACEs via forums and media, and work towards providing skills and tools for audiences such as 
parents, and educators.  

Workgroups will continue to flesh out the strategies and next steps for the CPAA council.  

Review of Council Structure 
The meeting concluded with a discussion about the council’s structure regarding how to best 
incorporate elected officials. The council determined and agreed to add elected officials to the Council. 
This decision goes in effect February 2015. To that end, each community will have the option to invite an 
elected official.  
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CPAA Council Meeting 
Meeting Summary: November 13, 2014 
 
Welcome and Introductions 
Council members and guests gathered for the November 2014 council meeting of the Cascade Pacific 
Action Alliance.  The focus of this meeting was to review the CPAA structure and communication 
framework, the preliminary regional strategies; and to determine whether to apply for the ACH pilot 
grant. 

CPAA Structure and Communication Framework 
The roles and responsibilities of the CPAA Lead organization and the CPAA Council were reviewed with 
requests to revise. The CPAA Lead Organization role will be made clear that it is in service and support of 
the Cascade Pacific Action Alliance.  
 

Shared Regional Focus Areas 
The five regional priority problem statements and vision statements were reviewed and it was 
suggested to include data to provide more context as to why the area is a focus.  The document will be 
revised to reflect the statements of the Council.  
 

Preliminary Shared Regional Strategies and Actions 
The preliminary strategies and actions were reviewed with a few additions requested.  
 

ACH Funding Opportunity 
The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance reviewed the Washington State Health Care Authority funding 
opportunities. 
  

1. Design Community Grants (up to $100,000 for 12 months, dependent of SIM Round 2 funding) 
2. ACH Pilot Grants (up to $150,000 for 6 months, 2 will be awarded using State funding) 

 
The Council agreed that the Cascade Pacific Action Alliance should apply for the ACH Pilot Grant. The 
Council also agreed the project will include a focus on ACEs, behavioral health, care integration, and 
economic development.  The letter of intent is due November 19th, with a final grant application due 
December 8th.  
 

Next Steps 

1. An ACH Pilot Workgroup was formed to develop a regional project for the ACH grant application. 
2. Next CPAA Council Meeting: December 15th, 1PM-4PM @ Summit Pacific Medical Center. 
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CASCADE PACIFIC ACTION ALLIANCE    1 
CPAA COUNCIL MEETING, DECEMBER 15, 2014 

 

CPAA Council Meeting 

Meeting Summary: December 15, 2014 

 

Welcome and Introductions 
Council members and guests gathered for the December 15th Council meeting of the Cascade Pacific 
Action Alliance.  The focus of this meeting was to provide updates on the ACH pilot application, to share 
perspectives and learnings related to two of the five regional health priorities (Care Coordination/ 
Integration and Access to Care with specificity to Provider Capacity), and to acknowledge and celebrate 
the Council’s hard work over the past six months.  

Progress Report on Grant Submissions and Conflict of Interest Policy 
The ACH pilot application was successfully submitted on December 8, with a projected announcement 
on January 2, 2015.  If CHOICE is not awarded the pilot grant, we will move forward and submit an 
application for the Design Community Grant opportunity, due January 9, 2015.   
 
A draft version of a Conflict of Interest Policy for the CPAA was reviewed.  Comments and feedback will 
be considered as CHOICE works to revise and more clearly define what may constitute a conflict of 
interest within and amongst the Council.  
 

Shared Learnings 
Care Coordination/Integration: A theme that emerged from the conversation related to Care 

Coordination/Integration was the utilization of community health workers (CHW’s) to engage and 

connect high risk populations to services, and to help them better manage their chronic conditions.  

 

 United Healthcare is working with 30 CHWs to improve the care coordination of high‐risk 

patients; however, challenges seem to be locating the patients. United’s CHWs are registered 

nurses, paramedics, and social workers.  

 Behavioral Health Services provides case management to those with Medicaid coupons and 

those who meet Access to Care Standards. BHR is creating great working relationships with 

Valley View Health Center and Summit Pacific Medical Center. The challenges seem to be the 

data exchange. Staff who provide case management are bachelor and master level 

professionals.  

 Community Health Plan of Washington (CHPW) has increased membership due to Medicaid 

Expansion. They are partnering with community based organizations, chemical dependency 

providers, Area Agency on Aging, and many others through health homes to provide care 

coordination. CHPW is contracting with good teams who are able to engage with the members.  

 Wahkiakum County is engaging in a CHW project that includes 6 CHWs that include 3 adults and 

3 teens. They are termed community advocates and utilize a peer to peer model. These 

paraprofessionals are trained 24 hours each month to become CHWs. 
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 Summit Pacific Medical Center is working with Mason General, and Peace Health to provide 

intensive case management within their Accountable Care Organization.  

 Amerigroup is working with emergency departments to decrease unnecessary high utilizers. 

They are also working on reducing medication costs.  

 Grays Harbor Community Hospital works really well with patients within the clinical setting and 

utilizes staff who have a great personality, superb listening skills with a clinical background. It 

was noted that within hospital settings care coordination runs a lot smoother when primary care 

is also on‐site.  Hospitals do well with sick‐care and treating a patient while in the hospital.  

 

What could CPAA do to help support or improve Care Coordination? 
 Establish a protocol/standard that health plans would have to adopt which would work towards 

better coordination once a patient is discharged, and aim to decrease duplication of services 

and confusion on behalf of the individual.    

 Share tools and best practices across the region.  

 Define what care coordination means for our region.  

 It was suggested that this group could advocate for a standard confidentiality (HIPPA) protocol 

across professionals when providing care coordination.  Sharing of patient information is 

difficult due to the different interpretations thus making care coordination difficult.  Currently 

the Adult Behavioral Task Force is working to ameliorate this particular concern. 

o A work group formed led by Mark Freedman to coordinate with Commissioner Cathie 

Wolfe, Amina Suchoski, and Erin Hafer to support this work.  

 

Access/Provider Capacity: Some of the themes that came out of the conversation around Access were 

Telemedicine, loan forgiveness, and mental health evaluations.   

 

 Telemedicine is helpful to physicians especially in rural areas where there are shortages of 
specialists and behavioral health specialists. One scenario is that a primary care physician can 
consult with a psychiatrist before prescribing advanced psychotropic medications.   

 Grays Harbor Community Hospital currently offers a loan forgiveness program.  However it was 
stated that not enough creativity is being stirred up to make recruitment of physicians into rural 
areas any easier.  There is typically about a 1‐2 year recruitment timeframe.   

 Another concern related to provider capacity is the turnaround time for mental health 
evaluations for those in our jails, or those who have been committed to psychiatric hospitals 
such as Western State.  One area that the CPAA may be able to get behind would be helping to 
support an infrastructure that aims to develop skilled medical teams which would alleviate care 
being provided by a physician.  Currently, CHPW is working towards how to develop and 
implement such an infrastructure.  However, it was stated that this would need to occur across 
all health plans for continuity.  

Next Steps 
The next CPAA Council Meeting will be January 13, 2015, 1:00‐4:00PM, at Summit Pacific Medical 

Center in Elma, WA.  We will be discussing and reviewing the work that lays ahead of us for 2015! 
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CPAA Council Meeting Summary: January 13, 2015 
 

Welcome and Introductions 
Council members and guests gathered for the January 13th Council meeting of the Cascade Pacific 
Action Alliance.  The focus of this meeting was to provide an update of the recent ACH grant award, 
review a 6 month work plan for the CPAA, its current governance structure, and to provide an 
opportunity for shared learning related to legislative updates.  

 

Grant Application Update  

 On January 2nd Washington Health Care Authority announced the Cascade Pacific Action Alliance 
an awardee as a pilot ACH grant recipient. The CPAA will receive $150,000 over a 6 month time 
frame to launch an ACH pilot project, develop an ACH readiness proposal and finalize the CPAA 
governance structure, and complete a regional health improvement plan.    

 

Work Plan Update 
 The Council reviewed a draft of the 6 month work plan outlining 3 tracks of work: the ACH Pilot 

Project; the ACH Structure, Governance and Readiness Proposal; and completion of the Regional 
Health Improvement Plan.   

 A Pilot Project Work Group was formed and includes original members who worked on the 
project proposal.  Subject matter experts from local communities may be involved. This work 
group roster is attached. 

 The current Support Team was reviewed and expanded upon to include the health plans and 
housing. The roster is attached.  

 

CPAA Governance and Structure 
 The Council approved the decision to invite a representative from Sea Mar Community Health 

Centers to serve in the behavioral health vacant slot. If Sea Mar CHC is unavailable, Willapa 
Behavioral Health will be explored.   

 Tribal engagement ideas were discussed.  It was stated that because tribes are separate 
sovereign entities there cannot be just one person to represent all tribes. It was highly 
suggested to initiate contact with tribal representatives whom our Council members have 
successfully partnered in previous work.   

 The Council approved adding an additional consumers slot and an ESD #112 slot.  

 As agreed by the Council last fall, in February each county may opt to invite one elected official 
to become a member of the Council.  
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Shared Learning/Legislative Updates 
 The Council checked in with different bills that might pertain to the work of the Alliance. Some 

of those are The Health Professions Loan Repayment, the Family Care Support Program, and one 
bill related to Telemedicine.  It was noted that the focus of this session will primarily be on 
education.  

 An ideal role in the legislative process emerged from discussion.  Ideally, the Council will collect 
data, study the issue, and propose a recommendation with a targeted response outside of 
session.   

 It was determined that the Alliance will consider doing more in depth work related to legislation 
in the fall and winter assuming there is continued interest amongst the Council.  An agreement 
was made to have a brief check‐in in the future about legislative updates. Follow the Legislative 
Session by clicking the link.  

 

Next Steps 
The next CPAA Council Meeting will be February 12, 2015, 1:00‐4:00PM, at Summit Pacific Medical 

Center in Elma, WA.   
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CPAA Council Meeting Summary: February 12, 2015 
 

Welcome and Introductions 
Council members and guests gathered for the February 12th Council meeting of the Cascade Pacific 
Action Alliance.  The focus of this meeting was to share initial data about our regions health and the 
data related to Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs). This meeting also began learning about the 
potential roles of Accountable Communities of Health (ACHs) and Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) 
in value-based purchasing.  

ACH Structure, Governance, & Readiness Proposal 

Last fall it was agreed to have elected officials as part of the Council effective February 1, 2015.   

 If an elected needs to be placed on the roster, please contact Laura Johnson, 
johnsonl@crhn.org.   

The ACH Readiness Proposal Guidelines were reviewed with the Council to view the scope of the work 
ahead. The proposal is a primary deliverable of the ACH pilot grant and serves as a road map for ACH 
designation.  A template for the proposal will be provided by the HCA no later than May 15, 2015.  

Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Work Group 

The group met in January to review the work plan and determine next steps.  It was highlighted that the 
group should include additional experts from the field.   

 If there are experts in your community whom you think the group could benefit, please forward 
those names on to CHOICE.   

Lynn Nelson of ESD #113 is creating a list of criteria to be considered as the group works to identify risk 
assessment screening tools.  The group welcomes suggestions of additional screening tools to consider 
from the Council. The next meeting participants will review the risk assessment tools.  

Regional Health Improvement Plan 

Michael O’Neill of Cowlitz County Health & Human Services presented the compilation of regional health 
data which aligns with the five priority areas identified by the Council last fall (Access to Care, Care 
Coordination/Integration, Chronic Disease Management, Economic Development, and Mitigation of 
ACEs). This presentation was an initial collection of data. It was determined more pieces of data would 
be needed to dig deeper.   

Laura Porter of the Foundation for Healthy Generations presented data on ACEs in the seven county 
region. She noted that ACEs scores are the most powerful determinants of health for a population, and 
thus illness attributed to ACEs utilizes the greatest amount of resources.   
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Laura had the following recommendations for the group in relation to the pilot project: 

 Consider how adults influence a child’s life experiences as a role model and through their 
genetics   

 When making school selections think about the resource distribution- the schools chosen for 
implementation will influence outcome 

 What are the relationships within the schools- can the project improve the working conditions 
of those working in clinical/educational settings as an outcome of the project?  

 Consider who else is in contact with youth in educational settings and what role they may play 

(i.e. bus drivers, playground monitors, and others school staff who are not necessarily 

educators) 

 

Shared Learning 

Daryl Edmonds, CEO of Amerigroup, presented on value-based purchasing, the role MCOs may play in 

payment transformation, and how the forming ACHs may collaborate with the MCOs in this process.  

Some of the suggestions were as follows: 

 Groups such as the Alliance can help to close the gaps and ensure communities are prepared for 

value-based purchasing through a collective understanding of local needs, challenges and 

resources and to bring enhanced care coordination among agencies and organizations.  

 ACHs can serve as an information exchange, learning network, communication forum, and a 

place to problem solve across silos. 

 The Alliance may choose to participate in an activity that will help to influence payment 

transformation.  One suggestion was to conduct and present case studies which examine and 

compare outcome measures of the five MCOs.  

 

Next Steps 
The next CPAA Council Meeting will be March 12, 2015; 1:00-4:00PM, at Summit Pacific Medical Center 

in Elma, WA.   
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CPAA Council Meeting Summary: March 12, 2015 
Welcome and Introductions 
Council members and guests gathered for the March 12th meeting of the Cascade Pacific Action 
Alliance.  The focus of this meeting was to learn more about shared savings and distribution, Medicaid 
purchasing, to brainstorm the potential role as an ACH in Medicaid Purchasing, and to work towards 
identifying one to two key strategies related to improving access (provider capacity) that the ACH can 
leverage and pursue as a region.   
 
Shared Learning 
Kat Latet and Chase Napier with the Washington Health Care Authority reviewed the current Medicaid 
Purchasing Landscape, the direction the State is moving in plans outlined by Healthier Washington, and 
the various purchasing pathways leading to fully integrated Managed Care across the state by 2020.  
Nathan Johnson continued the discussion highlighting the opportunity for shared savings for those 
counties who elect to become Early Adopters and fully integrate purchasing by 2016.  Additionally, he 
reviewed preliminary approaches to an ACH’s role as a partner in purchasing which may include; inform 
purchasing design priorities overtime; access, quality and performance monitoring and feedback; and 
developing a strategy to partner in addressing statewide and regional health priorities. 
 
Some questions raised by Council members include:  
 How can Medicaid play a role in purchasing of housing?   

o Nathan assured these conversations are happening at the state level, i.e. Health-
Housing Partnership 

 Will it be possible for ACHs to influence the outflow of dollars spent by Medicaid Managed Care 
plans?  

o Nathan responded that it may be necessary to acquire federal investment for long-term 
sustainability 

 Can the structural changes shake up the resources enough to create savings?  
o Nathan commented that more systemic change will need to occur in order to see ‘real’ 

savings 

The Council reviewed a draft outlining its potential role in Medicaid purchasing. The Council emphasized 
that while interested in Medicaid purchasing, the CPAA needs to determine what the work is going 
forward before determining the roles.  

Regional Health Improvement Plan 
The Council reviewed the various strategies related to access/provider capacity being carried out at the 
local level and then discussed possible regional strategies in small groups. Various strategies that 
emerged were: 

• More widespread use of community health workers 
• Shared regional approach to recruitment of healthcare providers (including partnerships with 

universities, loan repayment, communities to offer housing subsidies for providers, more 
transparency in recruiting efforts- including strategies by MCO’s) 

• Regional approach to increase the amount of education slots (medical/nursing programs) 
• Look at the credentialing of providers by prescriptive authority 
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• Have a broader, team oriented approach to address social service and health needs 
• Expand training of allied health professionals 
• Increase compensation and more consistent compensation across settings (i.e. rural vs. urban) 

and practice setting (i.e. public health vs. hospital) 
• Implement telemedicine 

To summarize, the Council came to consensus on three strategies 

• Increase local workforce development and training:  
o Developing capacity for community based programs to educate and train allied health 

professionals 
o Develop a peer to peer community health worker workforce 
o Look at the credentialing of providers by prescriptive authority 
o Use telemedicine to increase provider capacity 

 
• Increase providers by developing a regional recruitment effort and to increase compensation: 

o Shared regional approach to recruitment of healthcare providers (including partnerships 
with universities, loan repayment, communities to offer housing subsidies for providers, 
more transparency in recruiting efforts- including strategies by MCO’s) 

o Increase compensation and more consistent compensation across settings (i.e. rural vs. 
urban) and practice setting (i.e. public health vs. hospital) 

o Increase compensation for behavioral health social services 
 

• Develop team based approaches for helping a person improve health or stay healthy:  
o Have a broader, team oriented approach to address social service and health needs 

Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Work Group 
The work group is currently working on identifying possible sites to implement the project.  It was 
suggested that the group look into selecting both an elementary school and middle school in both a 
rural and urban environment.  Lists of potential schools were submitted by the group to Lynn Nelson, 
who will then submit the list to the appropriate districts in order to determine what resources are 
available at those schools.  CHOICE will follow up with potential schools to determine their interest in 
engaging in the project.  It was determined that it will be easier to narrow down and determine an 
appropriate screening tool once the school location/age level of students is identified. 
 
Next Steps 
The next CPAA Council Meeting will be April 9, 2015; 1:00-4:00PM, at Summit Pacific Medical Center in 
Elma, WA.   
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CPAA Council Meeting Summary: April 9, 2015 

Welcome and Introductions 
Council members and guests gathered for the April 9th Council meeting of the Cascade Pacific Action 
Alliance. The focus of the meeting was to develop regional strategies for two established priority areas 
(enhancing economic/educational opportunities and improving care coordination/integration), update 
the team on the youth behavioral health pilot and finalize the Alliance’s response to the state regarding 
its role in Medicaid purchasing. 

Regional Health Improvement Plan 
After multiple brainstorm sessions, the Council agreed to the following strategies for two of its five 
priority areas: 
 
Economic/Education Opportunity  

• Expand/build upon our youth behavioral health pilot 
o Increase support/funding for communities with limited or no capacity and resources, expand 

to additional sites, etc. 
 

• Partner with existing workforce and economic development organizations to increase healthcare 
employment opportunities in our region 

o Follow-up with Chambers of Commerce, trade associations, workforce development Council 
members to increase education opportunities, expand training, identify healthcare 
workforce gaps, etc. 
 

• Increase training for behavioral health workers (LMHCs, etc.) 
 

• Engage youth/students early about employment and career opportunities 
o Work with the Youth Alliance 
o Consider a public messaging campaign to emphasize college/secondary education for all 

students 
o Connect youth to local businesses (e.g., Thurston County’s Business to Youth Connect 

program) 
o Identify/create opportunities for students to learn about healthcare careers  
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Care Coordination/Integration  

• Identify opportunities for improved care coordination (e.g., gaps, process issues) and increase our 
own understanding/partnership across systems through real-life case examples 

o In contrast to more traditional gap analyses or asset inventories, the team is interested in 
assessing current needs/issues through an experiential, patient-centered approach (e.g., 
table topic or fishbowl approaches to learn from real case examples). Questions might 
include:  
 What are the system, policy or programmatic issues that this patient encountered? 
 What could we do differently? How might we better respond next time? 
 How did our different systems (medical, behavioral health, criminal justice, etc.) 

interact? Work together?  
 Are we as providers/responders modeling integration ourselves? 
 Do we understand each other’s language, constraints, work processes, etc.?  

 
• Identify, learn from and scale evidence-based and/or effective care coordination models 

o For example, consider existing health home and community health worker initiatives 
 

• Identify and, where possible, remove barriers to information exchange  

Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Work Group 
Liz Davis provided an update on the work group’s progress including draft criteria for selecting sites, 
high-level pilot activities and next steps. The team had a brief discussion about outstanding issues, 
including whether to prioritize sites with existing behavioral health and other community resources.  
The team also received an update on the MCO/pediatric care coordination contract.  

CPAA Governance & Roles 
The team reviewed and approved a response to HCA regarding the role of ACH’s in state purchasing, 
with a few suggested edits. CHOICE will incorporate those edits and submit to HCA. The team also 
discussed how to respond to an increasing number of requests from the state for ACH feedback on 
particular issues and for ACH member participation in state meetings. The team agreed that CHOICE 
should seek guidance and initial recommendations from the CPAA’s Support Team first on such matters 
(e.g., whether/how to respond). Depending on the Support Team’s feedback, CHOICE may follow-up 
with the full Council via email or at upcoming meetings for final recommendations and approval.  

Next Steps  
The next CPAA Council Meeting will be May 14, 2015; 1:00-4:00PM at Summit Pacific Medical Center in 
Elma, Washington.  
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CPAA Council Meeting Summary: May 14, 2015 

Welcome and Introductions 
Council members and guests gathered for the May 14th Council meeting of the Cascade Pacific Action 
Alliance. The focus of the meeting was to develop regional strategies for two established priority areas 
(Chronic Disease Prevention/Management, and ACEs Mitigation/Prevention), update the team on the 
Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Pilot Project, and review the Alliance’s sustainability pathway 
report and response to the state’s ACH logic model. 

Regional Health Improvement Plan 
After multiple brainstorm sessions, the Council agreed to the following: 
 
Chronic Care Management/Prevention: 

• Utilize community health workers. 
o The council still needs to define what the term “community health worker” means in 

this context – are they healthcare professionals, social workers, support groups, etc.? 
o Other considerations include what the capacity of current health plan caseworkers is, 

what the breadth of these community health workers will be, and whether we need 
multiple different types of community health workers. 

• Link ACEs, primary care, health plans, and other community resources. 
o Develop interventions at different stages and coordinate across sectors. 
o Research existing community assets and community resources. 
o Considerations include figuring out where the responsibility for follow-through and 

coordination will fall: primary care, community workers, health plans? 
o Develop strategies that imbed an ACE lens in policies and practices across public/private 

organizations (e.g., state, business, schools, nonprofits, health plans, provider practices, 
hospitals, etc). 

Mitigation/Prevention of ACEs: 

• Next Steps: 
o Review effective ACEs models and research 

 This is an opportunity for shared learning. 
 There may also be an opportunity to improve upon existing databases or 

regional resource hubs. 
o Develop a strategy towards trauma-informed communities 

 Develop an awareness campaign to educate stakeholders about the concept of 
ACEs.  

• Including a higher priority on perinatal ACEs education. 
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Work Group 
Liz Davis provided an update on the work group’s progress: they have some potential pilot schools that 
may be able and willing to participate in the project. The team may have to compromise somewhat on 
the participation criteria in order to reach participation numbers goals. The timeline is to have the sites 
and work plan finalized by the end of June.  

CPAA Governance & Roles 
The team reviewed the draft ACH sustainability pathway and the initial feedback to the state’s ACH Logic 
Model. There were suggestions that our sustainability plan include the caveat that the state increase its 
investment in the ACHs and also in existing programs that will contribute to improved health in our 
communities (e.g. education). The group agreed with the Support Team’s initial feedback to the state’s 
logic model, and requested that CHOICE also add the suggestion for the state to look at their full budget 
across sectors and consider how those allocations will affect the work of the ACHs. The team also agreed 
that CHOICE should reach out to the other ACHs in the state to discuss and possibly achieve solidarity for 
the Alliance’s suggestions regarding the state budget. CHOICE will draft and submit a sustainability 
pathway and response to the state ACH logic model by June 15, 2015 

Next Steps  
The next CPAA Council Meeting will be June 11, 2015; 1:00-4:00PM at Summit Pacific Medical Center in 
Elma, Washington.  
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1.8. CPAA Support Team Meeting Summaries 
These meeting summaries span almost a year of CPAA Support Team meetings. They summarize the 
work of the group in service to the CPAA Council. This includes planning meeting agendas for CPAA 
Council meetings, and preparing decisions to be made by the CPAA Council, e.g., through advance 
review and editing of draft documents, etc. 
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RCC Support Team Meeting Summary 

August 7, 2014 
Summary of RCC Support Team Meeting 8/7/2014: 
 
The main objective of this meeting was to discuss the proposed future governance structure of the RCC. 
The following is what has been discussed thus far: 

 
• Each county will make their nomination for representatives in each 3 of the sectors; Public 

Health, Social Services, and Medical Care. 
• In regards to Behavioral Health (BH), Mark Freedman (Thurston Co.) and Joan Brewster (Grays 

Harbor Co.) volunteered to follow-up with others regarding potential BH representatives, and 
NAMI.  

• Health Plans: Christina and Winfried will be following up 
• Other Stakeholders:  

Criminal Justice- the group unanimously nominated Jon Tunheim  

ESD/ Edu- Winfried or Christiana will reach out to ESD 112 and 113 

EDC- put out to the larger group (RCC) for input 

Tribes- Winfried will reach out to the South Puget Intertribal Planning Agency (SPIPA), 
which is also developing an ACH, and ask for 1 representative to serve as ‘bridge’ for us 
to the Tribes 
AAA- Winfried/Christina to reach out to the Area Agencies on Aging in our region and 
ask them to identify a rep 
Consumer groups- put out to the larger group (also had a question about “A consumer 
of what?”)  
Elected Officials- Christina proposed that the group consider giving each county the 
opportunity to send an elected official if they choose.  Alternatively, elected officials 
could be included in other ways, e.g., by holding special meetings for elected officials; 
through regular updates from their Public Health Dept. Directors; and/or perhaps 
engage them when the Council has specific action items that would necessitate their 
participation. There was no agreement on this issue and the question will need to be 
considered by the full Council.   
 

Other: 
Consensus-based decision making- The Support Team discussed how the group would come to 
consensus in the decision making process. Thumbs up as a Yes, thumbs down as a No, thumb in the 
middle as ‘I’m not necessarily in favor, but I can live with it.’  If we have any thumbs down, the question 
we will ask is: What would it take to bring you to yes or neutral?  The team still needs to determine 
whether it will ultimately not move forward on any issue if an entity remains “thumbs down” or 
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whether we would proceed in another way. For now, we assume not moving forward (e.g., full 
consensus).  Need the full RCC to discuss further.    
 
 
Current Structure of the RCC: (see attachment) 
 

1. We have not yet reached consensus on the question about adding elected officials to the RCC; 
instead a proposal for the Council to consider is for each county to be given the option of 
sending a Board of Health member (i.e., would be up to each county whether they want to send 
an elected official):  

a. Public Health Directors are asked to survey their elected officials how they want to be 
represented in this process (i.e., on the Council or in a different way). 

b. CHOICE to survey medical providers on their views (potential concern about too much 
government voice?) 

2. We added 2 behavioral health slots for the RSNs. 
3. We reduced the number of “other key stakeholders” from 7 to 6 given the growing size of the 

RCC. 
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CPAA RCC Support Team 
Meeting Summary: August 20, 2014  
 
 

I. Consensus on engagement of BOH members: 
• It was determined we will hold off making a decision regarding this matter at 

this time. (Do to tech difficulties we were not able to receive full input from 
Commissioner Wolfe during the call). 

II. Finalizing the CPAA RCC Roster: 
• There was some discussion around the naming of the council- i.e. does it 

make more sense to just call this group the CPAA, or CPAA Council? 
 

• We were able to confirm several slots of the RCC.  
Those which remain unconfirmed (9 total): 
Behavioral Health: 1 slot 
Health Plans: Rep from Coordinated Care  
Medical: Rep from Mason and Thurston Counties 
Others: Rep from Tribal ACH 
Public Health: Rep from Thurston County 
Social Services: Rep for Grays Harbor, Pacific, and Thurston 

III. Roles and Responsibilities: 
• Winfried reviewed the document.  

IV. Reviewed County and Health Plan Priorities: 
• 3/9 counties, and 3/5 health plans shared their priorities.  Other counties 

provided us with an update of where they are at in the process. 

V. Planning Expectations/Timelines for Milestones: 
• Winfried gave a brief overview of future planning expectations/timelines 

which will be reviewed further at the CPAA meeting on 9/11/2014.  

VI. Considerations: 
• Christina Hulet recommends that we switch to teleconference format vs. 

webinar to avoid future tech issues.  
o Renaming of the CPAA RCC? 
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Support Team Meeting 
Summary, 11/06/2014 
The focus of the Cascade Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA) Support Team Meeting was three-fold: to provide an 
update on future funding for the Communities of Health, to hear updates from the local forums, and to review the 
agenda for the November 13 council meeting. 

Funding Updates 

Unfortunately, there is still no word from CMS regarding an award of innovation funding to the state which would 
support the further development of the emerging communities of health financially next year. According to HCA 
Director Dorothy Teeter, an announcement by CMS is expected before the end of the year.  CHOICE has also 
applied for a grant through Cambia Health Foundation to support the COH work.  A response is expected by the 
end of November. 

In addition to funding updates, the state also released new designation of Regional Service Areas for Medicaid 
purchasing.  Our seven county region will have two RSA’s; Mason and Thurston counties as one, and Cowlitz, Grays 
Harbor, Lewis, Pacific, and Wahkiakum as a second.  

Local Community Updates:  How is it going? How can CHOICE provide support? 

• Cowlitz: Their Community Health Improvement Plan (CHIP) committee met on 11/3/14 which CHOICE attended.  The 
Healthy Living Collaborative will continue to support the work of a Community Health Worker program in a four 
county area: Clark, Cowlitz, Skamania, and Wahkiakum. 

• Lewis: NA 
• Grays Harbor: Grays Harbor completed a CHIP in 2011.  They continue to highlight the work that organizations are 

moving forward as a result of that plan. 
• Mason: At this point Mason’s CHIP committee has taken a step back to bring emerging partners up to speed on how 

they have gotten to where they are at.  Three areas that the group plans to focus are: Access and Appropriate use of 
Health Care Services, Trained and Prepared Workforce with Living Wage Jobs, and Functional Families.  The group also 
looks to understand how Forces of Change and Collective Impact affect these priority areas. 

• Pacific: Pacific County is currently in the midst of their Community Health Assessment.  There are three strong 
coalitions in the county focused on the reduction of Adverse Childhood Experiences, mental health services within the 
schools, and the Willapa Community Network, representing approximately 15+ agencies. At their most recent 
meeting, which CHOICE attended, they asked to see whom from that group may be interested in being a part of a 
local forum that will focus on the regional work of the CPAA. 

• Thurston: Thurston County is coming to the conclusion of their health improvement plan.  They have a focus in 9 
different areas: Child and Youth Resilience, Clinical and Emergency Care, Community Design, Community Resilience, 
Economy, Education, Environment, Food, and Housing.  

• Wahkiakum: NA  

General Concerns about the COH Grant Planning Process & Review of the November 13 Council Meeting Agenda  

The council agreed they would like to have an opportunity at the November meeting to share the work they are doing in their 
local communities; and it was suggested that a through inventory be compiled of this work as a resource for shared learning.  
Concern was raised about the pace at which the grant planning process has progressed.  There was also concern raised about 
committing to specific work when funding streams are still unknown. 
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CPAA Support Team  
Meeting Summary: December 4, 2014 
I. Review of December 15th CPAA Council Meeting Agenda: 

The Support Team agreed to have a panel discussion to incorporate shared learnings across 
the 7 county region focusing on two of the five regional priorities; Care 
Coordination/Integration and Access/Provider Capacity.  To have broad sector 
representation on the panel, the Support Team agreed to reach out to the following:  
 
ACTION:      LEAD: 

Care Coordination/Integration:  
Follow up with rep from the Behavioral 
Health sector 

John Masterson 

Care Coordination/Integration:  
Follow up with the CEO of local hospital  

Joan Brewster 

Access/Provider Capacity: 
Follow up with a rep from local hospital 
or FQHC 

Joan Brewster 

Access/Provider Capacity: 
Follow up with a rep from public health 

CHOICE 

Access/Provider Capacity: 
Follow up with reps from the health plans 

CHOICE 

 
II. Proposed CPAA Conflict of Interest Policy 

The proposed CPAA Conflict of Interest Policy was reviewed and there was a suggestion that 
it would be helpful to have specific examples of what may constitute an authentic conflict of 
interest. Many on the Council serve in multiple capacities and we would not want them to 
feel they have to jeopardize their participation because of an assumed conflict of interest.  
A question was also brought up regarding what the legal standard may be for the CPAA.  
CHOICE will follow up with our grant contact at the State in regards to this question. 
 

III. Review of ACH Pilot Grant Application Budget 
The ACH Pilot Grant Application Budget was reviewed.  There were no objections.  
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CASCADE PACIFIC ACTION ALLIANCE    1 
SUPPORT TEAM MEETING, JANUARY 29, 2015 

 

Support Team  

Meeting Summary, 1/29/2015 

I. Review February Council Meeting Agenda 
The CPAA Council February meeting agenda was reviewed.  It is still to be 

determined whether there will be a representative from the Health Care Authority 

(HCA) to speak about shared savings and distribution, or if we will commence with a 

discussion around the potential roles of an ACH related to Medicaid Purchasing.  

CHOICE will follow up with Preston Cody (of the HCA). 

II. Regional Health Improvement Plan 
The goal of this section was to confirm the process for reviewing and presenting the 

Regional Health Needs Inventory data. The potential metric dashboard was reviewed 

and additional indicators were suggested to be included.  

Other suggestions and comments:  

 County‐specific data would be crucial for comparison purposes 

 Include data that is child and focused (vs. data that pertains only to adult 

populations) 

 Include data from early learning  

 Trend line data could be useful 

 What strategies can we develop to really move some of the indicators? 

III. ACH Readiness Proposal 
Winfried Danke of CHIOCE presented the proposal guidelines received by the State.  

The State is looking to potential ACH’s for comment and input on the roles which a 

designated ACH may play.   

IV. Support Team Composition 
The Support Team composition was reviewed and resulted in the following actions: 

 Consumer slot: Dr. Phyllis Cavens will reach out to a potential consumer 

 Medical rep: Dr. Phyllis Cavens will reach out to Dian Cooper 

 Medical rep: Winfried Danke (CHOICE) will reach out to the CHOICE board to 

identify potential representation from additional hospital administrators 

and/or executives 

 ESD #112: Laura Johnson (CHOICE) will follow up with Julia Kintz of ESD #112 

 Criminal Justice: Jennifer Brackeen (CHOICE) will follow up with Jon Tunhiem 

for suggestions of a potential representative 
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CASCADE PACIFIC ACTION ALLIANCE    2 
SUPPORT TEAM MEETING, JANUARY 29, 2015 

V. Communication Protocol 
A draft Communication Protocol was presented and reviewed.  It will be brought to 

the Council for approval. 

VI.   Next Steps 
    The next Support Team meeting will be February 26th, 1:30PM‐3:30PM. 
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CASCADE PACIFIC ACTION ALLIANCE    1 
SUPPORT TEAM MEETING, FEBRUARY 26, 2015 

 

Support Team  

Meeting Summary, 2/26/2015 

I. Review March Council Meeting Agenda 
The CPAA Council March meeting agenda was reviewed. The data sharing 

agreement and the metric dashboard were removed from the agenda and tabled for 

a later meeting.  

II. Regional Health Improvement Plan 

 Joan Brewster gave an overview about the development of the State Common 

Measure Set. The measures are focused on preventative, clinical and health care 

costs.  

 It was determined the team wants social determinants of health measurements are 

included in the CPAA regional health data set.   

 A draft metrics dashboard was reviewed and determined that it needs to be tabled 

until regional strategies are developed.  

 The shared problem and vision statements were reviewed with edits requested 

especially to Access to Care in provider capacity and Care Integration. Joan 

Brewster and John Masterson will both help refine the language on the document. 

Problem statements will also be drafted to include more data about Thurston 

County.   

 A data agreement template was reviewed and a decision was made to table this 

item until agencies know what data is requested of them.  

 UPDATE: CHOICE developed a RFQ to hire an independently contracted Research 

Analyst to develop a regional health assessment, provide asset mapping and a gap 

analysis for this project.  

III. Engagement Strategies 
a. It was noted that consumer engagement should emerge via a public forum, 

through social media, or crowd sourcing versus an actual seat on the Council. 

b. Tribal engagement may be aided through assistance from Craig Nolte and it was 

suggested to follow up with Evergreen College about their engagement with 

Native Americans due to their expertise in Native American studies.  

IV.   Next Steps 
    The next Support Team meeting will be March 26, 1:30PM‐3:30PM.   
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Support Team  
Meeting Summary, 3/26/2015 
I. Response to Washington Health Care Authority – Medicaid Purchasing 

• The Support team learned other ACHs in the state are responding to the DRAFT 
Role for ACH as a Partner in Purchasing in Washington document. The team 
reviewed a second iteration of CPAA’s potential response. The team agreed with 
the CPAA document and to bring it forth to the Council with suggested edits to the 
Performance Monitoring and Evaluation piece.   

 

II. Backbone Organization Updates 
• There are several group or committees forming in the State related to the Healthier 

Washington Initiative.  
o Health Innovation Leadership Network (HILN) Winfried Danke was invited to 

be part of this network. This network is composed of about 50 diverse 
leaders representing different roles and areas of the state will: 
 Monitor, inform and accelerate Healthier Washington efforts 
 Identify opportunities for alignment, scale, and spread.  
 Identify and anticipate barriers, and identify barrier resolution 

strategies.  
 Identify and provide in-kin support for Healthier Washington 

Implementation and Sustainability.  
 Serve as ambassadors for the Healthier Washington project.  
 Serve as an advisory body.  

o Subcommittee to HILN 
 Emphasis is on milestones and policy decisions and create a linkage 

between the HILN, ACH Advisory Work group and the State 
Community Transformation Project Team.  

o The ACH Advisory Workgroup 
 This group serves as a platform to provide a communication loop 

between the ACH regions and the State and vice versa.  
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• The Health Care Authority sent out a request for proposal for Healthier Washington 
Accountable Communities of Health Technical Assistance.  This assistance should 
help Pilot and Design grantees with organizational infrastructure; sustainability 
planning; stakeholder engagement and cascading engagement strategies; change 
management and collective impact methodologies; regional needs and resource 
inventory development; and health priorities development. CHOICE provided 
evaluation assistance for the bids.  According to the RFP, expected period of 
contract is from May 11, 2015 through January 31, 2016.  

• CHOICE staff is attending Champions for Change: Leading a Backbone Organization 
for Collective Impact (April 15-17) in Calgary, Alberta. Lessons learned will be 
shared.  

• The Research Analyst contractor will be announced next week to develop a regional 
health assessment, provide asset mapping and a gap analysis for this project.   

III. Regional Health Improvement Plan 
• The team reviewed and agreed with the process to identify actions for each 

strategy through June.  
• Additionally, the team agreed to develop strategies for the following health 

priorities at the next council meeting:  
o Enhance Economic and Education  
o Improve Care Coordination and Integration 

IV. Finalize the April Agenda 
• The following items were agreed to move forward for the April Council Meeting 

Agenda:  
1. Review the Accountable Communities of Health Roles: Medicaid Purchasing 

paper and provide a response to the Health Care Authority. 
2. Provide an update on the Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project.  
3. Develop Strategies for the Regional Health Improvement Plan 

 Enhance Economic and Education  
 Improve Care Coordination and Integration 

V.   Next Steps 

• Support Team needs to review the Accountable Communities of Health roles 
document and provide feedback by April 1st in preparation for April’s Council 
meeting.  

• The next Support Team meeting:  
o April 23, 2015; 1:30-3:30PM 
o 1-605-475-5950; 3289542# 
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CPAA Support Team  

Meeting Summary, 4/23/2015 

 

I. RHIP – Action Planning 

• The Support Team reviewed a summary of strategies developed for 3 of its 5 priority 
areas. The Council will finalize strategies for the remaining 2 areas at its May meeting 
and move to action planning in June. The CHOICE team will give more thought to how to 
best structure the action planning work. 

• Pre-work may include a survey to members with questions such as: In which of these 
strategies do you see yourself engaging and in what way? Which of these strategies 
would you recommend the CPAA work on first (sequencing issue)?  

 

II. ACH Logic Model 

• The Support Team provided the following feedback on HCA’s draft logic model: 
o Unrealistic expectation for ACHs to be financially sustainable with no or decreasing 

state support, 
o Interest in strengthening ACH’s financing/accountability role across the broader 

system (MCOs, BHOs, ACOs, etc); desire to have a real impact 
o List of desired outcomes do not seem substantively linked to the ACH’s outputs – 

some steps missing,  
o Outcomes also appear too vague (e.g., what does an increase really mean – 

particular percentage, a number, etc?) 
• CHOICE will prepare a summary of this feedback for the May Council meeting. 

 

III. Sustainability Plan 

• The Support Team reviewed the CPAA’s draft sustainability plan and recommended the 
following suggestions:  

o Consider following up with Better Health Together about the $800,000 it raised 
recently to support the ACH 

o Add information management funding under infrastructure section; data analysis, 
collection and management is key to this effort 

o Add a section that catalogues outstanding questions (ex., what data responsibilities 
will the ACH have as compared to other entities—state, WA Health Alliance, etc.?) 

o Concern about diminishing state funding; HCA/other agency investment in ACHs is 
important particularly if ACHs are a core part of the state’s innovation plan 
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o Definition and 
timing of cost savings and reinvestment remains unclear 

o Need to include stakeholder engagement in this plan:  
 How do we sustain this collective effort? 
 Include reference to significant in-kind contribution of members 

  

IV. State Activities 

• CHOICE will draw a name to determine which interested CPAA Council member will attend 
the state’s ACH meeting on April 30th 

o Attendees from the Council will rotate to other members per engagement and will 
interact at the meetings on behalf of the CPAA to speak with one voice 

• CHOICE will request an extension on providing HCA feedback regarding its early adopter 
contract and will draft a response for the team’s review  
 

V. Summary and Next Steps 

• CHOICE will finalize feedback to the state regarding the early adopter contract 
• CHOICE will prepare a summary of the logic model feedback for review at the May Council 

meeting 
• Kathy and Chris will forward to CHOICE initial thoughts about how the ACH can be an asset 

to health plans 
• The next team meeting is scheduled for May 28, 1:30-3:30PM 
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CPAA Support Team  

Meeting Summary, 5/28/2015 

 

I. ACH Designation Proposal – Proposed Final Documents 
The Support Team discussed each of the documents drafted by CHOICE to be submitted to the WA 
Health Care Authority by June 15. CHOICE will incorporate the discussion into edits before the June 
11 Council Meeting. The Support Team was also asked to submit any further edits to CHOICE via 
email (using the Track Changes feature on the Word documents) by June 5. CHOICE will make the 
same request of all the CPAA Council Members as well. 

The following summarizes the discussion on each of the documents: 

A. Accountable Community of Health: Sustainability Pathways 

The group is curious whether other ACHs and other types of regional organizations have 
similar approaches to planning. They agree that partnering with local communities and 
existing organizations is the best way to establish sustainability.  

It also seems that there are three ways the CPAA could develop as an entity:  
1. It could be a fiscal agent for community work. 
2. It could be a broker of funds coming from various sources out to the communities. 
3. It could be a backbone organization that coordinates efforts. 

Because the HCA is first only asking for a sustainability framework, CHOICE will likely remove 
the section of deeper analysis of potential funding partners and strategies from the 
document for now. 

B. Conflict of Interest 
The current document reflects the Council’s desire to differentiate between organizational 
conflicts of interest and personal conflicts of interest. Members should abstain from 
influencing decisions when the conflict of interest is personal, but should simply disclose the 
conflict of interest when it regards the organization that they represent. 

There was a question about whether “potential” conflict of interest should be defined in 
order to distinguish it from “real” conflicts of interest. The group agreed that we should 
keep the wording of the document as is, and CHOICE should add a sentence clarifying how 
the appearance and potential of a conflict of interest is important to disclose.  

C. Tribal Engagement Strategy 
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The Support Team wants to be sure that this document uses sensitive wording to address 
the tribes. To this end, the group reworded the sentence at the top of page 2 to say 
“inclusive” rather than “accounted for.”  

The team also agrees that we should recognize and reach out to all the tribes and native 
groups regardless of treaty or federal status. But we should also be sensitive of how the 
different groups react to each other’s recognized statuses. 

The group suggests seeking tribal engagement advice from Evergreen State College’s Tribal 
MPA scholars. We will also seek advice from the HCA’s tribal relations liaison. 

D. Roles and Responsibilities of Council and Backbone 
The group finds this document sound. We just want to be sure that all CPAA Council 
Members understand and agree on what all the responsibilities mean on a practical level. 

E. Review CPAA’s Governance Structure Annually 
The HCA is requiring that ACHs annually review their governance structures, but there is no 
requirement for when that review occurs. The team suggests that it should happen in 
Quarter 1. 

F. RHIP Framework 
The team appreciates that the plan includes acting on only 2-3 strategies (rather than all 5 
or more). 

Items 15 and 16 on the framework could possibly change, but are good placeholders for 
next year’s planning. 

II. CPAA Initial Indicators Presentation 
The team agrees that displaying the county health rankings is probably not helpful for our purposes.  

The team also agrees that while it will be helpful to have a broad view of the health indicators in our 
region, and while it may be helpful in the future to track our progress by noting impacts of CPAA actions 
on certain indicators, we do not want to spend too much time gathering, analyzing, and presenting data. 
The group is asked to please connect CHOICE with the known data organizers in their various counties 
and sectors, so that we can use what data and analysis already exists rather than spending CPAA 
resources in this area. 

III. June Council Meeting Agenda 
The HCA is requiring the CPAA to discuss whether CHOICE should continue as their backbone 
organization and whether it is a good fit. We will fit this question into the discussion on the proposed 
final governance documents, and CHOICE staff will leave the room for that portion. 
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The team agrees that we should spend a significant amount of time diving into the RHIP strategies in 
order to maintain the momentum and engagement of the Council. We will plan on a shorter amount of 
time to review the governance documents, since members will have had a chance to submit written 
suggestions to CHOICE prior to the meeting. 

The team agreed that the Council should wait to discuss The Global Waiver concept paper (released by 
the HCA on May 29) at the July Council meeting, so that members have ample opportunity to review the 
paper, and also to allow enough time to finalize our governance documents for the June deadline. 

IV. Next Steps 

• The Support Team should send any information on data contacts to CHOICE before the June 
11 Council meeting. 

• All Support Team members and Council Members will be asked to review the HCA Grant 
Report documents; and submit edits, suggestions, and questions to CHOICE by June 5, 2015. 

 Sustainability Pathway  
 Conflict of Interest  
 Tribal Engagement Strategy 
 Roles and Responsibilities of Council and Backbone 
 Review CPAA’s Governance Structure Annually 
 RHIP Framework 

• CHOICE will incorporate edits to all documents by the June 11 Council meeting. 
• The Next CPAA Council Meeting is scheduled for June 11, 2015, 1:00-4:00PM 
• The next Support Team meeting is scheduled for June 25, 2015, 1:30-3:30PM 
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Category 2: Governing Body Membership 
Governing body membership reflects balanced, multi-sector engagement. At a minimum, balanced 
engagement refers to the participation of key community partners that represent systems that include 
health: public health, the health care system, and systems that influence the Social Determinants of 
Health (SDOH), with the recognition that this includes different spheres of influence. The governance 
model should also include a process for adjusting as the environment changes. 

From the very beginning, our region has sought to develop a governing body that is diverse and reflects 
a balanced approach to multi-sector stakeholder engagement. Ours is a region composed of seven 
distinct counties, and we have developed a governing body – the CPAA Council – that reflects this 
geographic diversity as well as the diversity of perspectives brought to the table by different community 
sectors. With regard to the latter, our region has been guided by both the CPAA’s overall approach 
which emphasizes inclusiveness (see document 1.1., CPAA Charter) and the desire to improve the health 
of our communities through investments in population health improvements. By necessity, inclusivity 
demands engaging as many stakeholder groups as possible that influence the Social Determinants of 
Health in addition to the clinical healthcare community. Yet we have had to balance our desire for the 
broadest possible inclusion of stakeholders with the necessity to ensure balanced representation of all 
seven participating counties and maintaining a group size that still lends itself to effective decision 
making using a consensus-based approach. This has led us to a configuration of the CPAA Council that 
carefully balances geographic representation with sector diversity (see document 2.1., CPAA Council 
Composition). Importantly, Council members do not merely represent their respective agency, but also 
their local communities (in the case of representatives from a particular county) and the sector to which 
their organization belongs.  

As illustrated in document 2.1., CPAA Council Composition, the CPAA Council is composed of 
representatives from all seven participating communities as well as other key stakeholders that 
transcend county boundaries, including payers. The following is a brief summary of the current CPAA 
Council composition:  

The council has 44 individuals representing multi-sector stakeholder groups. Medical care delivery, 
public health, and social services from all seven counties are represented in equal numbers. 
Additionally, each county has the option to send one elected official. These council members are 
identified by their own local communities and are tasked with representing their local community’s 
interests and priorities as local ambassadors. In addition, behavioral health delivery system and 
administration representatives covering all seven counties serve on the council. Further, each of the five 
Medicaid Managed Care Organizations is a member; as are other key stakeholders including consumers, 
criminal justice, economic development, education, and long-term care services. In filling these 
positions, the CPAA Council gave preference to stakeholder representatives whose organizations cover 
multiple counties whenever possible. Last but not least, representatives from state agencies have been 
invited to participate as partners and advisors, and the council is seeking to find effective engagement 
strategies for tribal representatives in the seven-county area (see Category 3 below).  

As mentioned above, the composition of the CPAA Council is formally reviewed once a year (see 
document 2.2., CPAA Annual Governance Structure Review Policy). However, adjustments will likely 
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continue to be made throughout the year on an as-needed basis. Please see Category 3 for further 
information. 

In sum, our region has achieved broad and balanced representation of multiple sectors across seven 
counties.  

Following is a brief introduction of each document included in the ACH Readiness Proposal Portfolio in 
support of Category 2. 
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2.1. CPAA Council Composition 
This document describes the balanced, multi-sector composition of the CPAA Council. Each stakeholder 
group is allocated a certain number of seats on the council. In general, the number of seats per 
community sector is based on equal representation of each county. However, for stakeholders that 
transcend county boundaries, the number of seats is based on regional considerations.  
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Agreed Upon
Council 
Composition

Sector Council Members Total
Public Health Each county sends 1 public health 

representative
7

Social 
Services

Each county sends 1 social service 
representative (e.g., housing, food, 
transportation, etc.)

7

Behavioral 
Health

1 mental health provider, 1 chemical  
dependency provider, & 2 RSN’s

5

Medical Care Each county sends 1 health care 
delivery system representative (e.g., 
hospital, physician clinics, FQHC, 
dental, specialists) 

7

Health Plans 1 per Medicaid Managed Care Plan 5

Elected 
Officials

Each county sends 1 elected official 
(optional)

7

Other Key 
Stakeholders

6 ideally multi-county positions, 
including criminal justice, education, 
Economic Development Council, Area 
Agency on Aging and consumers

6

Total 44

Regional council 
with broad 
representation from 
multiple sectors
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2.2. CPAA Annual Governance Structure Review Policy 
As mentioned above, this policy stipulates that the CPAA Council will formally review the CPAA 
governance structure annually, including the composition of the governing body. While this policy 
ensures that a formal review of the CPAA governance structure occurs at least annually, it has been the 
practice of the council to adjust membership as needed throughout the year. 
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Annual Review Policy of Backbone Organization and Council 
This process is established and documented to allow for adjustments to the ACH structure as issues/gaps 
emerge over time. It’s noted that collaborating is an iterative process to get to a desired result. Included 
in this policy is a statement to annually review the backbone organization as well.  

Backbone Organization 
On an annual basis the governing body (CPAA Council) will select or reaffirm the backbone 
organization. Affirmation will be noted in the Council meeting summary.   

CPAA Council 
On an annual basis the Council will review the current structure and affirm the current 
composition or make adjustments as issues and gaps emerge over time. Adjustments or the 
affirmation will be noted in summary.   
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Category 3: Community Engagement  
Community engagement activities are underway and additional community engagement activities are 
planned, in addition to engagement that occurs through the governance structure (e.g., ACH governing 
body and committee meetings).  

In our region, community engagement is occurring through a number of different avenues. Principally, 
there are two main community engagement channels: first, the seven local community forums in each 
of the participating counties that are coming together within the CPAA; and second, the CPAA Council 
and related sub-groups (i.e., the CPAA Council Support Team and the Youth Behavioral Health 
Coordination Pilot Project Work Group).  

As described above, our local community forums are an important venue for interaction with the 
broader community in each county. They intentionally build on existing community health improvement 
planning processes and other existing community structures that facilitate cross-sector communication. 
Each local community forum has been tasked with engaging a broad range of sectors and stakeholders 
to inform both local health transformation activities and region-wide transformation efforts. In the case 
of Thurston County for instance, over 900 community members from all walks of life have engaged in 
Thurston Thrives, Thurston County’s local community forum that predates the establishment of the 
CPAA. The same is true for other counties, albeit with smaller numbers of participants.  

In addition to these formal local community engagement structures, we have informally engaged with 
stakeholders across the region. For instance, we have published electronic CPAA newsletters and 
distributed these newsletters to interested parties throughout the region and beyond. We have 
maintained a website with CPAA information and we have used social media to engage the broader 
public. The attached CPAA Communications Framework (see document 3.1.) represents the beginnings 
of a more comprehensive communications plan, which we intend to develop and implement over the 
coming months.  

We have also engaged with our local communities in assessing existing local community resources on 
which the CPAA can build its collective action agenda. Document 3.2., CPAA Local Engagement in Shared 
Regional Health Priorities summarizes the information gathered through conversations with community 
leaders in all of the seven counties participating in the CPAA.   

Additionally, CPAA representatives—including CPAA Council members, CPAA Pilot Project Work Group 
members, and backbone organization personnel—have spoken at a number of public meetings raising 
awareness about the CPAA and encouraging broad community engagement. These events have included 
meetings of the Boards of Health in Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, Mason, and Thurston Counties; presentations 
at regional and statewide meetings, such as to the Washington Chapter of the Academy of Family 
Physicians, and participation on a panel concerning ACEs and primary care organized by the Washington 
State Department of Health; and most recently a presentation to representatives from multiple tribes in 
the seven-county region to encourage their participation in the CPAA (see document 3.3., CPAA 
Overview Presentation (Tribes)).  

Over the last several weeks, we have developed a more structured approach to the engagement of 
tribes in consultation with a number of stakeholders, including tribal representatives (see document 
3.4., CPAA Tribal Engagement Strategy). In recognition of the unique characteristics and special status of 
the tribes, we plan to implement our tribal engagement strategy at a measured pace over the coming 
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months so that we can build the all-important relationships necessary to achieve successful tribal 
engagement. 

In the coming months, we anticipate continuing our community outreach activities at all levels and 
engaging our CPAA partners even more in this process. Community engagement should become easier 
as we are able to achieve early wins through our collective efforts and are able to point to these 
successes as demonstrations of the tremendous potential of ACHs. 

In short, a number of community engagement activities are underway and additional community 
engagement activities are planned to further expand the CPAA’s reach and community support. 

Following is a brief introduction of each document included in the ACH Readiness Proposal Portfolio in 
support of Category 3. 
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3.1. CPAA Communications Framework 
This document lays out a framework for effective communication and collaboration between 
stakeholders at the local and regional levels as well as the backbone support organization. The 
communications framework identifies distinct target audiences and corresponding preferred 
communication tools. The framework is intended as a starting point for a more comprehensive 
communications plan that will be developed over the coming months. 
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Communication Framework 
Purpose  
The communication framework’s purpose is to serve as a roadmap for effective communication and 
collaboration between stakeholders in participating local communities and the regional forum as well as 
between the lead organization and stakeholders. The intent is to provide timely information, updates, 
and an avenue for feedback. Communication among the local forums, participating organizations, and 
the region must be consistent, clear, and encourage discussion and the exchange of ideas.  

Collective Impact Model 
The CPAA uses the collective impact model as a guiding framework to collaborate and foster positive 
change. This approach is based on the belief that no single entity, government agency, organization or 
program can tackle or solve the complex health challenges we face as a society alone. A key component 
of this framework is open and continuous communication across the many stakeholders to build trust, 
assure mutual objectives, and create common motivation through the sharing of accomplishments and 
success stories.  

Audience  
The CPAA brings together many stakeholders from diverse sectors and communities. Different 
communities and stakeholder groups may have different communication norms and preferences. The 
lead organization will be guided in the development of communication protocols by prevailing local and 
sector-specific communication norms and preferences, while seeking to build communication platforms 
that can be used effectively across multiple stakeholder groups and communities.  

For planning purposes the following audience categories have been identified:  

Local Forums 
There are established local forums in each community where much of the planning and action 
implementation takes place. The lead organization has provided a program specialist to attend the local 
forums in each community and provides administrative and operational support as needed. This 
specialist acts as a bridge to the regional forum and a connection to the lead organization. The lead 
organization is in regular contact with the local community forums through phone calls, emails and visits 
to coordinate work products and deliverables, e.g., inventories of existing local initiatives in shared 
regional focus areas, local health priorities, local action plans, etc.  Additionally, key stakeholders from 
the local community forums communicate the local work and local preferences to the regional level at 
meetings of both the CPAA Council and the Alliance Support Team.   

Cascade Pacific Action Alliance Council 
The CPAA Council currently consists of 44 stakeholders that represent area agency on aging, behavioral 
health, criminal justice, consumers, education, economic development, elected officials, medical care, 
payers, public health, and social services from all seven participating counties. The council meets 
monthly to advance the collective impact agenda. 
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Support Team 
The support team consists of a subset of council members and includes representatives from all seven 
participating local communities and different community sectors. The support team assists with the 
development of council meeting agendas and provides guidance for work that is required in between 
council meetings.  

Regional Public Forum 
The regional public forum consists of all stakeholders in the region who are interested in improving the 
health of our region through collective action.  

Meeting Delivery and Communication Tools 

Meeting Delivery 
Audience Delivery Frequency 
Local Forums In-Person Established by communities 
Support Team Teleconference Monthly 
CPAA Council In-Person Monthly 
Regional Public Forum In-Person Annually 

Communication Tools 
Tools Intended Audience Frequency 
In-person Meetings (Shared 
Learnings) 

CPAA Council At least quarterly 

Phone Calls Different Stakeholder Groups 
and Local Forums 

As needed 

CPAA Website Interested Stakeholders Updated semi-monthly 
CPAA Electronic Newsletters Interested Stakeholders, Council 

Members 
Monthly 

Emails • Local Forums 
• Support Teams 
• Council Members 

As needed 

Social Media (blogs, etc.) • General Public As needed 

 

Continuous Improvement 
Effective communication is a two-way process. The lead organization will evaluate the effectiveness of 
CPAA communication and engagement strategies on an ongoing basis, and will adjust communication 
tools and protocols as necessary. Feedback received from stakeholders will be analyzed and used as a 
means to continually improve communications and ensure accountability to our communities.   
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3.2. CPAA Local Engagement in Shared Regional Health Priorities 
This document summarizes interviews with community leaders in all seven counties that are coming 
together within the CPAA. The document lists existing health improvement initiatives by county within 
the five shared regional health priority areas that the CPAA Council identified based on a region-wide 
health needs assessment. 
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Local Engagement in Shared Regional Health Priorities 
Each of the seven counties are actively engaged in addressing the regional shared health priorities at the 
local level. Based on their local priorities, energy and enthusiasm, most of the seven communities 
participating in the CPAA have chosen to focus their efforts on a subset of the above named regional 
shared focus areas. Each community is free to also work on other projects of local importance that may 
fall outside of the shared regional health priorities listed above. However, as the following summary of 
existing local health improvement initiatives illustrates, there is considerable alignment across the 
region. The CPAA will build upon these naturally occurring areas of alignment in the further 
development of shared regional action.  

Cowlitz County 
Cowlitz County is currently focusing on a number of health priorities that the CPAA identified as shared 

regional health focus areas.  Cowlitz County’s areas of focus include 
Care Coordination, Chronic Conditions, and the Prevention of Adverse 
Childhood Experiences, and Improving Economic Opportunity.  The 
local forum in Cowlitz County, which meets monthly, is composed of 
representation from Southwest Behavioral Health, Pathways 2020, 
Peace Health, Family Health Center (a Federally Qualified Health 
Center), and Cowlitz Health Human Services to name but a few. 

In the area of Care Coordination, the Healthy Living Collaborative led by Kachina Inman is currently 
working with Cowlitz County (in conjunction with Skamania, Clark, and Wahkiakum) to implement a 
Community Health Worker project. Also, the Child and Adolescent Clinic led by Dr. Phyllis Caven’s has 
convened partners from health, criminal justice and school systems to better understand how to 
coordinate care for children in the community.   

Cowlitz on the Move led by Ron Junker with Cowlitz Health Human Services is a coalition which 
addresses preventing Chronic Disease in Cowlitz County.  The Coalition has developed a policy platform 
to identify local policy, systems, and environmental changes to improve access to active living, healthy 
eating, tobacco-free environment, and community/clinical linkages.   

Last but not least, the Cowlitz Community Network has hosted a number of community conversations 
and trainings about Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs).  The network is also currently partnering 
with a broad group of organizations that serve the county's vulnerable mothers and children on a Kaiser 
Permanente Community Fund Grant to improve the system of care as a whole for that population.  
Additionally, the County's 1/10th of 1% Mental Health Tax Ad Hoc Advisory Committee set funding 
priorities that support county health priorities and have mobilized over one million dollars towards 
preventative services for children and youth (ACEs focus). 

Driving the regional strategies at the local level are Carlos Carreon, Michael O’Neill both of Cowlitz 
Health Human Services, and Dr. Phyllis Caven’s of the Child and Adolescent Clinic.  Although the county 
is working in several different priority areas, they will continue to maintain an emphasis in the area of 
ACEs as we move towards implementation of the regional community health improvement plan.  
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Grays Harbor County 
Grays Harbor County is focusing on a number of health priorities that the CPAA identified at the onset of 
the Accountable Community of Health grant planning process.  Grays Harbor County’s main areas of 

focus include Access to Care (specific to Provider Capacity), Care 
Coordination and Integration, Chronic Conditions, and Prevention 
of Adverse Childhood Experiences.  Grays Harbor County 
completed a Community Health Improvement Plan (CHIP) in 2011 
and is currently going back to the organizations involved in the 
development of this plan to highlight the work that has been 
accomplished to date.  Task force members who were involved in 
the Grays Harbor CHIP include cross-sector representation from 

organizations such as Grays Harbor Public Health & Social Services, Grays Harbor Community Hospital, 
Sea Mar Community Health Center, Northwest Justice Project, Grays Harbor Economic Development 
Council, and the Quinault Indian Nation to name but a few. 

Grays Harbor County’s focus on Access includes ongoing outreach and assistance for health insurance 
enrollment.  Organizations involved in this effort include: Grays Harbors County Public Health & Social 
Services, Summit Pacific Medical Center, Sea Mar, Olympic Area on Aging, and CHOICE Regional Health 
Network. 

As for the county’s efforts towards Care Coordination and Integration there is currently a consortium of 
sheriff, police departments, EMS, hospital ER, courts, and mental health providers who meet to address 
issues raised by high-utilizer clients, and to develop effective, coordinated approaches.  Grays Harbor 
Regional Support Network is the lead in this effort. 

As for the Prevention and Management of Chronic Conditions there is currently a consortium of five 
agencies which provide an evidence-based, 6-week program for people affected by chronic disease.  
These agencies establish an annual calendar and provide workshop leaders.  Organizations included in 
this consortium include: Olympic Area Agency on Aging, Coastal Community Action, Sea Mar, Gray 
Harbor Community Hospital, and Grays Harbor Public Health & Social Services. 

There are a number of initiatives focusing on ensuring children in Grays Harbor have a healthy start (tied 
to ACEs work).  Steps to Safe and Enjoyable Parenting (STEEP), Parents as Teachers (PAT), and the 
Parent-Children Assistance Program (PCAP).  These evidence-based programs offer home-based visiting 
programs, peer support, and serve to demonstrate a supportive relationship model for families who are 
deemed ‘high risk’, with some families facing court involvement.  Agencies involved in this work include 
Grays Harbor Health Department and the Children’s Advocacy Center.  

Driving the regional strategies at the local level are Joan Brewster with Grays Harbor Public Health & 
Social Services, Renée Jensen of Summit Pacific Medical Center, and Frank Gordon, Grays Harbor County 
Commissioner.  This county is working in several different priority areas, and will continue to maintain 
that work, in addition to an emphasis in ACEs.  
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Lewis County 
Lewis County is focusing on several of the health priorities that the CPAA has identified.  Lewis County’s 
main areas of focus include improving access to and awareness of available services and improving 

economic and educational opportunities.  Lewis County’s local 
forum has cross-sector representation including, but not limited to, 
the United Way of Lewis County, Centralia College, Morton General 
Hospital, Providence Centralia Hospital, Valley View Health Center, 
Lewis County Thrives, and Lewis County Public Health & Social 
Service.  The core partners are currently in the development process 
of Lewis County’s Community Health Improvement Plan. 

In terms of improving Access to and awareness of services there are currently cross system 
conversations which take place to coordinate the care of children entering any of the systems: schools, 
Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS), and criminal justice to name but a few. Some of the 
entities involved in these conversations include Cascade Mental Health, local schools, and the juvenile 
court.   

Lewis County’s focus on Improving Economic and Educational Opportunities, is to increase awareness 
among parents and teens (especially disenfranchised populations) about post high school educational 
opportunities, aside from four-year college degree.  Lewis County Thrives is the lead organization in this 
effort. 

Driving the regional strategies at the local level are Danette York and John Abplanalp of Lewis County 
Public Health & Social Services, Lisa McKay of Northwest Pediatrics, Holli Spanski of Lewis County 
Thrives, and both Diane Hurley and Diane Markham of Morton General Hospital.  They will continue this 
work at the local level and work towards further alignment with the regional priorities.  

Mason County 
Mason County’s local focus includes Care Coordination, Chronic Conditions, Economic 
Opportunity/Education, and Prevention of Adverse Childhood Experiences.  Over thirty partners came 

together to complete a formal Community Health Assessment 
(CHA) in July 2012; some of the cross-sector representation 
included: Mason General Hospital (Public Hospital District #1), 
Public Hospital District #2,  Mason County Public Health, CHOICE 
Regional Health Network, Educational Service District 113, Mason 
County Transit, United Way of Mason County, City of Shelton 
Planning Department, Mason County Planning Department, Taylor 
Shellfish, Green Diamond, Head Start,  and other local public and 
private organizations.  Currently the local forum is taking a step 

back from the recent work of the CHA and is focusing on bringing new partners up to speed on how they 
got to where they are currently.   

In regards to Mason County’s focus on improving Care Coordination/Integration, the county is paying 
for additional case management to help vulnerable populations navigate the system.  This effort is led 
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by Dennis Neal with NW Resources.  In the same vein, the county is also paying for case management 
services for veterans with mental illness and/or chemical dependency.  Additionally, Educational Service 
District #113 recently received grant funding to expand mental health services to children within the 
school setting.  This community also received a Community Wellness and Prevention grant targeting the 
Shelton School District and creating a Community Prevention Coalition to prevent and reduce drug and 
alcohol use.  Last, the WISE program conducts home visits with kids who have mental health needs.  The 
program aims to connect both the criminal justice system and the schools. The aforementioned 
programs may also relate to focused work around ACEs.  

Led by Kim Klint with Mason Matters, the Bridge to Self-Sufficiency model was introduced and 
incorporated into mental health and chemical dependency case management programs in the 
treatment sales tax programs and the homeless housing case management programs related to 
Economic Opportunity and Education.  Mason County initiated an evidence-based Family Recovery 
Court (required of counties that impose the 1/10th of 1% Sales and Use Tax for Mental Health, Chemical 
Dependency, and Therapeutic Courts which Mason County did in 2011) the goal of which is to reunite 
parents with their kids, versus having their children go through the foster care system.  A second 
program, Cradle to Career, is currently waiting on a strategic plan in coordination with the Economic 
Development Council (EDC) of Mason County and the Pacific Mountain Workforce Development Council.   
Mason Matters, EDC, and the Pacific Mountain Workforce Development Council will be involved in its 
implementation.  In terms of Chronic Conditions, the county has a current emphasis on access to 
healthy food for all, led by the Mason County Public Health.   

Driving the regional strategies at the local level are Vicki Kirkpatrick of Mason County Public Health, and 
Kim Klint of Mason Matters.  They will continue this work within the community while working towards 
further alignment with the regional priorities.   

Pacific County 
Pacific County is currently focusing on a handful of health priorities that the CPAA has identified.  Pacific 
County’s areas of focus include Access to Health Care, Chronic Conditions, and Prevention of Adverse 

Childhood Experiences.  The Willapa Community Network is one 
of the county’s active coalitions.  The coalition, which meets 
monthly, has representatives from a broad sector including the 
Pacific Mountain Workforce Development Council, the Northwest 
Justice Project, the Olympic  Area Agency on Aging, DSHS, Pacific 
County Public Health and Human Services, Willapa Harbor 
Hospital, Willapa Behavioral Health and United Way to name but 
a few.  A smaller subcommittee from this group may drive the 
local efforts of the regional community health plan. 

Pacific County strongly recognizes issues related to Access, especially to provider capacity, and has spent 
some time assessing different recruitment strategies.  Carole Halsan, CEO of Willapa Harbor Hospital has 
taken the lead on this effort.  In the area of Chronic Conditions, Ocean Beach Hospital currently has 
programs in diabetes education, chronic disease prevention, and obesity management.  Additionally, 
Pacific County has two coalitions working on areas related to ACEs work.  Through awareness raising, 
networking, and action, the Teen Advocacy Coalition (north Pacific County) aims to create connections, 
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promote pro-social activities and avenues for teen involvement that will strengthen mental health and 
reduce substance abuse.  The Wellspring Community Network works to raise awareness of ACEs, 
specifically how it impacts health, and also aims to increase family and community resilience. 

Driving the regional strategies at the local level are Mary Goelz of Pacific County Public Health and 
Human Services, and Carole Halsan of Willapa Harbor Hospital.   

Thurston County 
Thurston County is currently working in all five of the focus areas that the CPAA has identified.  This 
county’s local forum, Thurston Thrives, is composed of nine different action teams. There were no less 

than 100 local organizations involved, ranging from city council 
members and county commissioners (each board of health 
member led an action team), to dozens of executive directors 
of non-profits ranging from the Thurston Food Bank, Grub, 
Enterprise for Equity, the Family Support Center, Habitat for 
Humanity and the Crisis Clinic to Physicians of Southwest 
Washington, several Thurston Mason Medical Society board 
members, all the major school district superintendent’s, the 
Educational Service District leadership, local builder’s groups, 

the Thurston Chamber of Commerce, United Way, the Junior League, the Thurston Economic 
Development Council, and dozens of nonprofit housing and social service providers.  These different 
action teams focus on many different areas that affect overall health from child and youth resilience to 
housing.  Action teams meet regularly and are composed of multi-sectorial representation including 
local government, medical providers, and multiple social service agencies.   
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3.3. CPAA Overview Presentation (Tribes) 
This presentation was given on June 4, 2015 at a meeting of tribal representatives convened by the 
Lewis-Mason-Thurston Area Agency on Aging. The presentation starts with an overview of the CPAA 
governance structure and reviews the CPAA’s three main work tracks over the past six months 
(governance, regional community health plan development, and pilot project planning). It concludes 
with a call for tribal engagement in the CPAA and suggests various potential engagement strategies. 
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TRIBAL POLICY 7 .01 COLLABORATIVE MEETING

A PILOT ACCOUNTABLE COMMUNITY OF HEALTH

WINFRIED DANKE,  EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,  CHOICE REGIONAL HEALTH NETWO RK

JUNE 4,  2015
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Why Should You Engage with the Cascade 
Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA)?
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A volunteer association 
of independent
stakeholders focused on 
developing and 
implementing a shared 
action agenda 
established by 
consensus (collective 
impact) with the goal of 
improving our region’s 
health. A Pilot Accountable Community of Health (ACH)

5/2014 - Present 
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Participating Local Communities

7-County Region

Cowlitz County

Grays Harbor County

Lewis County

Mason County

Thurston County

Pacific County

Wahkiakum County
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Diverse Cross-Sector Stakeholders

 Behavioral Health Organizations

 Community Health Centers

 Criminal Justice

 Education

 Elected Officials

 Housing

 Hospitals

 Long Term Care

 Public Health Departments

 Providers

 Philanthropy

 Regional Service Networks

 Social Service Agencies

 Workforce Development
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State Health 
Care Innovation 
Plan (SHCIP)

“A community of health 
is a regionally based, 
voluntary 
collaborative... to align 
actions to achieve 
healthy communities 
and populations, 
improve health care 
quality, and lower 
costs.” (p. 3)

No single entity or organizational cohort must be 
serving in a majority capacity. 82



Systems Working Together 

for a Healthier Washington

A Healthier 
Washington

Accountable 
Communities of 

Health

Payment 
Redesign 

Practice 
Transformation 

Supports

Integrated 
Purchasing and 
Delivery System 
Reform: RSAs, 
EAs, & BHOs

Prevention 
Framework and 

Plan For 
Improving Pop. 

Health

Analytics, 
Interoperability, 

and 
Measurement

Goals: 

1. Improve 

population 

health

2. Transform 

delivery 

systems

3. Reduce per 

capita 

spending

Strategies: 

1. Healthy 

Communities

2. Integrated 

care & social 

support

3. Pay for 

value – State 

as first 

mover
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Three “Tracks”

Governance
Regional Health 

Improvement Plan
Pilot Project

Backbone Support
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Track I: Governance 
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Operating Principles

• Inclusiveness: Keep an open door for 
new stakeholders. 

• Equality: All participants have equal 
voice.

• Consensus: Decisions are made by 
consensus.

• Shared Learning: Focus on exploring 
and sharing opportunities for 
innovation. 
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Bottom-Up Approach

Local 
Community 

Forums

Regional 
Coordinating 

Council

Balancing local autonomy with a 
common regional agenda 
through mutually reinforcing 
actions.
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Looking for Regional Alignment

Local 
Community 

Forums

Regional 
Coordinating 

Council

State 
Priorities
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Regional 
Coordinating 
Council 
Composition

Sector Council Members Total
Public Health Each county sends 1 public health 

representative
7

Social Services Each county sends 1 social service 
representative (e.g., housing, food, 
transportation, etc.)

7

Behavioral 
Health

1 mental health provider, 1 chemical  
dependency provider, & 2 RSN’s

5

Medical Care Each county sends 1 health care delivery 
system representative (e.g., hospital, 
physician clinics, FQHC, dental, specialists) 

7

Health Plans 1 per Medicaid Managed Care Plan 5

Elected 
Officials

Each county sends 1 elected official 
(optional)

7

Other Key 
Stakeholders

6 ideally multi-county positions, including 
criminal justice, education, Economic 
Development Council, Area Agency on 
Aging and consumers

6

Total 44

Regional council 
with broad 
representation from 
multiple sectors
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Providing Backbone Support for the CPAA
CHOICE provides leadership and administrative, financial and other support services for the Cascade Pacific 
Action Alliance
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Regional Membership 
Collaborative

Collective 
Planning & 

Action

Hospitals

FQHCs

Public 
Health

Behavioral 
Health

Family 
Medicine

To improve community 
health in Central 

Western Washington 
through collective 

planning and action of 
health care leaders.
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Key Program Areas

Better health for 
everyone at less 

cost

Health Care 
Access 

Improvement

Care 
Coordination/ 

Integration

Health System 
Planning & 

Transformation
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Track II: Regional Health Improvement Plan
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Shared Regional Health Priorities

 Improving access to health care focusing on provider capacity

 Enhancing economic and educational opportunities

 Improving care coordination and integration

 Mitigating Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)

 Improving chronic disease prevention and management
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Getting Ready for Aligned Action

Strategies

Actions

Metrics
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Track III: Youth Behavioral Health Coordination 
Pilot Project 
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Moving to Action: ACH Pilot Project

 6-months “proof of concept” pilot project to demonstrate collective impact 
through cross-sector collaboration of independent organizations. 

 Addressing multiple shared regional health priorities.
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What is This Project About?
GUIDING PRINCIPLE: 
TRIPLE AIM: Better health and better quality at less cost. 

GOAL:
Identify children with behavioral health challenges as early as possible in both 
education and health care settings, and connect at risk children with 
community-based intervention and treatment services.

OUTCOME: 
Decreased number of school-aged youth with unmet behavioral and physical 
health needs. Improved health is expected to lead to better school attendance 
and academic achievement.
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Applying Collective Impact

Bringing together key stakeholders from different sectors to work toward a 
common goal through mutually reinforcing actions:

• Behavioral Health Providers

• Community-Based Social Service Organizations

• Educational Service Districts

• Medicaid Managed Care Organizations

• Pediatricians

• Primary Care Providers 

• Public Health

• Schools
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Three-Step Process

Planning Testing Scale Up
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Planning Tasks

1. Identify behavioral health risk screening tools to utilize in the health care and 
education setting. 

2. Determine if screening should be referral-based or universal. 

3. Develop an inventory of behavioral health and community support resources 
within schools and communities 

4. Select pilot test sites

5. Secure buy-in and support from key stakeholders and partners
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Work to Date
• Established a work group and recruited cross-sector stakeholders to develop 

the project

• Gathered and analyzed a range of behavioral health risk screening tools

• Identified about 30 schools who could benefit from project services

• Developed criteria for selecting pilot test sites (4 schools)

• Clarified work-process flows to map out roles and responsibilities

• Collected a snapshot of resources available in schools and communities for 
the 30 identified schools
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What’s Next?

• Complete Planning tasks

• Get ready for field testing starting with the new school year (Fall 2015)

• Run pilots

• Assess pilot tests and modify as necessary before regional roll-out
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Why Should You Engage with the Cascade 
Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA)?
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Because…

• … the healthcare system your tribal members live 
in and to which your tribal members are being 
referred is being redesigned. 

• … you should be part of this redesign and help 
determine what the new system will look like to 
make sure it meets the needs of your tribal 
members.
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Engagement Ideas
• Annual tribal-CPAA meeting?

• CPAA presentations to tribes and discussions?

• Quarterly or semi-annual meetings of tribal Health 
Directors with CPAA to discuss specific strategies 
and pilot projects?

• Participation of tribal Health Directors in local 
community forums?

• Participation of tribal Health Directors of leaders in 
CPAA Regional Coordinating Council?

• Other?
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Thank You

Questions? Comments? 
Ideas?

Winfried Danke
Executive Director

dankew@crhn.org
(360) 539-7576, ext. 116
www.crhn.org
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3.4. CPAA Tribal Engagement Strategy 
This document describes a systematic pathway toward the successful engagement of tribes in the CPAA. 
The document was developed based on conversations with a number of tribal representatives and will 
be implemented in the coming months. 
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Cascade Pacific Action Alliance: Tribal Engagement Strategy 

Tribal engagement is a priority for the Cascade Pacific Action Alliance in its goals for improving health in 
the region. There are five Tribal health clinics and at least seven different tribes present in the CPAA 
geographical region. To improve the health in Washington State, health has to improve for all the 
residents including the Independent Tribal Nations.  We have an opportunity to work closer with tribal 
partners in a coordinated and integrated way to learn what is important to the tribal nations, and to 
develop specific tribal strategies together.   

The following engagement strategy was developed in consultation with local Tribal Council Members, 
Evergreen College Masters of Public Health staff, and Washington State’s Administrator, Tribal Affairs & 
Analysis. We are most grateful for their input and feedback.  

Two Engagement Levels  
It is important to differentiate between two different levels of leadership within the tribal system. First, 
there is the formal political tribal leadership, represented by the Tribal Leader, Chairman or 
Chairwoman. Second, there are tribal healthcare system experts, the Health Directors, who run the 
tribal health services and clinics1. Some tribes, typically the larger ones, also have Tribal Administrators 
to whom the Health Directors report.  

In order to successfully engage ‘the tribes’ in the ACH, the CPAA needs to follow the proper protocols 
(“start at the top”) and be willing to invest the time necessary to build strong relationships with tribal 
leaders at both the political and administrative levels. The following is a suggested pathway to successful 
tribal engagement.  

Step 1: Identify Tribal Partners 
The following is a preliminary list of tribes or tribal groups in the seven-county CPAA region: 

        County 
Tribe 

Cowlitz Grays 
Harbor 

Lewis Mason Pacific Thurston Wahkiakum 

Chehalis        
Cowlitz        
Frank’s Landing*        
Nisqually        
Puyallup        
Shoalwater Bay        
Snoqualmie        
Skokomish        
Squaxin Island        
Quinault        
Yakama        

*Indian community; not a recognized tribe. 

1 Importantly, these tribal health services and clinics are independent of the Indian Health Services, a federal 
agency. Some tribes separate mental health and chemical dependency services from physical health services. 
Others, such as the Cowlitz Indian Tribe, do not.  
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The list above needs to be researched in greater detail to ensure that all tribes and tribal communities 
within the seven-county area are inclusive. This includes researching what tribal Health Service Areas 
(HSAs) may extend into our region from tribes that are located outside of the seven counties coming 
together under the CPAA (e.g., the Yakima Tribe’s HSA includes parts of Lewis County). The various 
Tribes’ Contract Health Service Delivery areas are announced in the federal register. Some tribes have 
Health Service Areas (HSAs) that overlap with those of other tribes. Multiple tribal HSAs may exist in one 
county.  

Step 2: Determine Tribal Political Leadership 
Next, the Tribal Leader, Chairman or Tribal Chairwoman of each tribe needs to be identified. The 
Governor’s Office of Indian Affairs maintains the State’s Tribal Directory at http://goia.wa.gov. The Tribal 
Chair Contact Information is located in this directory.   

Step 3: Determine Tribal Administrators and/or Health Directors 
Research whether there is a Tribal Administrator for a tribe and identify each tribe’s Health Director. The 
Washington Health Care Authority maintains contact information for Tribal Health Directors. This 
information is available upon request.  

Step 4: Contact the Tribal Leader 
Write a letter to the Tribal Leader of each tribe to introduce the CPAA (short synopsis only with more 
information provided in an attachment), make the partnership request, and explain the rationale for the 
partnership request (“The healthcare system your tribal members live in and to which you refer your 
tribal members is being redesigned due to legislation. We are reaching out to ask you to be part of this 
redesign and help determine what the new system will look like to make sure it meets the needs of your 
tribal members”). Each Tribal leader’s title will be researched and addressed appropriately (e.g. Tribal 
Chairman, Tribal Chairwoman, Tribal Chairperson, Tribal President, etc.). Prior to sending, the letter will 
be reviewed by Washington State Health Care Authority’s Administrator, Tribal Affairs & Analysis for 
feedback. This letter will request permission to contact the tribe’s Tribal Administrator and/or Health 
Director. This letter can also suggest or explore an in-person introductory meeting of all tribes and the 
CPAA several months out to provide plenty of time for relationship building and scheduling.  

Step 5: Contact the Tribal Administrator and/or Health Director 
If the Tribal Chair agrees or if there is no response from the Tribal Chair after one month, contact the 
Tribal Administrator and/or Health Director directly referencing the letter that was sent to the Tribal 
Chair.   

Step 6: Convene the Tribes 
Explore hosting an introductory in-person meeting inviting all tribes or have individual tribal meetings. 
Ask for participation from both tribal political representatives (not necessarily the Tribal Chairs however) 
and the Health Directors (authorized by their Tribal Administrators, if applicable). For tribes that 
separate behavioral health and physical health, also ask for participation of the tribal behavioral health 
leaders. This meeting provides an orientation on the CPAA and is a venue to discuss engagement 
options. Ask how the tribes want to engage. Offer the following: 

1. To give a presentation to the tribal councils (elected officials). If accepted, be sure to bring along 
the appropriate county partners (elected officials) to such presentations. 
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2. To give a presentation to the Tribal Health Committee or Tribal Health Board as the case may 
be. Tribal Health Committee or Tribal Health Board members may or may not be elected 
officials. 

Consider the following additional engagement options: 

• Annual formal meeting between CPAA and tribes (are the tribes open to this?) 
• Ongoing formal and informal presentations to tribes and opportunity for dialogue 
• Quarterly or semi-annual meeting of tribal Health Directors and CPAA to discuss specific 

strategies and possibly pilot projects 
• Participation of a Tribal representatives in local community forums 
• Participation of a Tribal representatives in Cascade Pacific Action Alliance Council 

Timeline 
Implementation for initial tribal engagement would occur within the next six months. These 
conversations are emergent and provide the opportunity for engaged people to build a common 
understanding and create the “momentum of the possible.” When engaged, people desire to create 
their own common agenda and will feel empowered to implement. Building trust takes time to develop 
relationships and we will do that with open continuous communication and sustain momentum by 
offering additional engagement options. Acknowledging that Tribes have many competing demands, if a 
Tribe chooses not to engage initially, the Tribe is welcome to engage and participate with the 
Accountable Community of Health at a later time.  
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Category 4: Backbone Functions 
Established backbone functions to perform financial and administrative functions. These functions can be 
performed by one or more organizations, interim or otherwise, and must demonstrate accountability to 
the ACH. There must be a process for ongoing evaluation and confirmation of the backbone 
organization(s). 
 
Since the inception of the CPAA, CHOICE Regional Health Network has served as the backbone support 
organization for the CPAA. CHOICE is a regional collaborative of health care leaders from hospitals, 
clinics, community health centers, behavioral health services, and public health with 20 years of 
experience in regional health system improvements and transformation. Historically, CHOICE has 
focused its work on five counties – Grays Harbor, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, and Thurston Counties. 
However, over the last few years the organization has also worked in Clallam and Jefferson Counties, 
managing a network of health insurance enrollment organizations as the regional lead organization for 
the Washington Health Benefit Exchange, and has also engaged Cowlitz and Wahkiakum Counties 
through the ACH. 

Over the last twelve months, CHOICE has demonstrated its ability to perform all necessary financial and 
administrative backbone support functions for the CPAA with a high level of competence. This includes a 
number of activities, ranging from logistical support of CPAA meetings—organizing and facilitating 
meetings, recording meeting outcomes, and distributing meeting summaries—to raising funds for the 
CPAA and administering grant budgets and contracts.  

For instance, CHOICE successfully applied for an $80,000 grant from the Cambia Health Foundation on 
behalf of the CPAA, and has also solicited contributions from several Medicaid Managed Care 
Organizations in support of the start-up of the CPAA totaling $85,000; thus leveraging the state’s 
financial investment in the ACH. CHOICE has extensive experience responsibly administering hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in grant funds from federal, state, and private sources on an annual basis. The 
agency’s annual financial audits have had no findings for a number of years.  

On a number of occasions, CHOICE has helped to develop key concepts related to the CPAA, in particular 
around the CPAA governance structure, and has worked with consultants and CPAA members to 
establish core CPAA policies. Additionally, CHOICE has taken the lead on CPAA communications, for 
instance, by developing and maintaining a website for the CPAA, generating CPAA electronic 
newsletters, and posting content on social media (i.e., Twitter and Facebook). CHOICE staff have also 
participated on panels and spoken at various meetings and conferences, raising awareness about the 
CPAA, and communicating the collaborative’s work (see Category 3 above for details).   

Furthermore, as the backbone support organization for the CPAA, CHOICE has engaged extensively with 
state agencies and other emerging ACHs including our sister Pilot ACH in the North Sound region. 
CHOICE has participated in a number of formal and informal conversations seeking to advance the 
CPAA’s work, sharing ideas and lessons learned as a Pilot ACH, and responding to requests for feedback 
and participation in generative work regarding key ACH concepts (see Category 7, Additional Activities 
below for details). CHOICE has also willingly shared information obtained earlier this year during a 
training conference for collective impact backbone support organizations organized by the highly-
respected Tamarack Institute in partnership with FSG, the think tank that has popularized the collective 
impact concept. Participation in the training conference was extremely valuable and demonstrated 
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CHOICE’s desire to continue building its skills and expertise to serve as a strong and effective backbone 
organization for our region. To this end, we plan to participate in a week-long Tamarack Institute 
training conference on advancing collective impact initiatives this fall, and we are encouraging other 
emerging ACHs to take advantage of this special learning opportunity as well. 

The broad range of ACH support services that CHOICE provides has been clearly delineated from the 
roles and responsibilities of the CPAA Council. Document 4.1, CPAA Council and Backbone Support Roles 
& Responsibilities details the functions of the backbone support organization in ten distinct areas, 
ranging from Administration to Policy.  

The CPAA Council has adopted an annual review policy to assess the performance of the backbone 
support organization and to confirm the backbone support organization or select a new one (see 
document 4.2. CPAA Annual Governance Structure Review Policy). Following this policy, the CPAA 
Council reviewed CHOICE’s performance as a backbone support organization at a recent meeting, and 
affirmed with unanimous consent that CHOICE continue to serve as the CPAA’s backbone support 
organization for the next twelve months. 

In sum, by partnering with CHOICE, the CPAA has access to strong backbone support services. The 
capacity of CHOICE to perform financial and administrative backbone support functions has been 
successfully tested over the last twelve months. 

Following is a brief introduction of each document included in the ACH Readiness Proposal Portfolio in 
support of Category 4. 
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4.1. CPAA Council and Backbone Support Roles & Responsibilities 
This document details the CPAA backbone support functions in ten distinct functional areas. The 
document was developed over a number of months and summarizes the best thinking on this topic by 
both CHOICE and the CPAA Council. It clearly delineates distinct roles and responsibilities for the 
backbone support organization vis-a-vis the CPAA Council. Many backbone support functions included in 
the document have already been successfully performed by CHOICE. Some support functions, e.g., the 
development and implementation of a regional communications plan, still need to be undertaken.  
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Cascade Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA): Distribution of Roles & Responsibilities  

Function CPAA Council Support Organization 
Administration • Annually review support organization 

performance 
• Prepare annual support organization performance 

report 
Communications • Serve as venue to convey interests, priorities and 

perspectives of local county-based cross-sector 
community forums  

• Report on local community forum activities and 
projects 

• Serve as forum for ongoing shared learning 
across the region 

• Review and approve regional communications 
plan 

• Approve key messaging 
• Annually review communications performance  
• Receive regular updates from support 

organization on interactions with state agencies 
and other AHCs  

• Organize and coordinate shared learning 
opportunities and events 

• Prepare regional communications plan 
• Develop key messaging 
• Implement communications plan 
• Represent CPAA in statewide meetings of ACH 

support organizations (e.g., ACH Advisory Group) 
• Serve as initial point of contact for information 

requests from state agencies 
• Distribute Council meeting records 

Community 
Engagement 

• Host annual regional stakeholder meeting, 
including agenda setting and invitations 

• Take the lead on engaging “missing” stakeholder 
groups (sectors) 

• Assure functioning of county-based cross-sector 
community forums 

• Prepare and coordinate annual regional 
stakeholder meeting (logistics) 

• Support Council in outreach to “missing” 
stakeholders (sectors) 

• Support functioning of county-based cross-sector 
community forums as per request of local 
communities 

Data • Determine performance metrics for collaborative • Assemble regional data sets 
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Function CPAA Council Support Organization 
• Review and approve regional dashboard 
• Review data reports 
• Interpret data  
• Determine baselines for key metrics 
• Monitor regional performance toward 

achievement of shared regional goals and 
successful implementation of RHIP 

• Monitor fulfillment of stakeholder commitments 
• Use data to inform decision making 

• Develop regional dashboard  
• Prepare data reports 
• Analyze data 

Finance • Approve budgets 
• Oversee management of funds, including review 

of financial reports 

• Develop budgets 
• Receive and manage funds 
• Provide financial reports to Council 

Fundraising • Set fundraising goals 
• Oversee acquisition of funds 
• Participate in fundraising activities 
• Co-design shared savings and reinvestment 

mechanism/model 

• Prospect funding opportunities 
• Prepare funding requests 
• Submit funding requests 
• Acknowledge funding received 
• Manage grants, including grant reporting 
• Liaise with funders (donor cultivation) 

Governance • Annually review governance model, including 
CPAA Council composition 

• Adjust governance model as necessary 
• Review and approve governance policies 

• Support Council in annual governance model 
review 

• Develop governance policies 

Implementation • Form workgroups to advance pilot initiatives 
• Review performance of local county-based cross-

sector community forums (ensure accountability) 
• Take collective action on strategies that require 

region-wide aligned action at CPAA Council level 
(e.g., policy advocacy)  

• Report on failures and successes of actions at 
local level 

• Support work of workgroups (logistics, facilitation 
services and generation & distribution of meeting 
summaries, reports, etc.) 

• Provide process leadership as needed and/or 
desired 

• Support work of local county-based cross-sector 
community forums as needed and/or desired 

• Support Council in region-wide aligned action 
Planning • Develop Regional Health Improvement Plan 

(RHIP), including: 
• Support Council in regional action planning 

through: 
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Function CPAA Council Support Organization 
o Setting shared regional health priorities 

(focus areas) 
o Determining shared regional strategies 

for aligned action 
o Prioritize strategies 
o Identify supporting actions 
o Determine lead implementation agencies 

and support agencies 
o Develop implementation timelines and 

define progress milestones 
o Secure implementation commitments 

from key stakeholders 
o Determine performance metrics 

• Annually review and adjust RHIP 
• Set performance targets for key metrics 

o Organizing and coordinating Council 
meetings (logistics) 

o Providing process leadership as needed 
and/or desired 

o Providing thought leadership as needed 
and/or desired 

o Facilitating Council meetings 
o Recording Council meeting outcomes and 

distributing meeting summaries 
o Prepare RHIP based on Council content 

decisions 
• Support Council in annual RHIP review 

Policy • Develop and approve shared regional policies 
• Advocate for approved shared regional policies 

• Support Council in policy development 
• Communicate Council-approved shared regional 

policies 
 

Note: 
The Support Organization works with the CPAA Support Team, a subset of CPAA Council members, to prepare CPAA Council discussions and 
decisions. This includes developing draft policies and other documents for review and approval by the Council.  
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4.2. CPAA Annual Governance Structure Review Policy 
This policy, which was recently adopted by the CPAA Council, states that the CPAA Council will select or 
reaffirm a backbone support organization annually. As mentioned above, the CPAA Council did so in 
June 2015, confirming CHOICE as the CPAA backbone support organization for the next twelve months. 
This confirmation was based on an assessment of CHOICE’s performance as the backbone support 
organization (see document 4.3, CPAA Backbone Performance Review Summary). 
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Annual Review Policy of Backbone Organization and Council 
This process is established and documented to allow for adjustments to the ACH structure as issues/gaps 
emerge over time. It’s noted that collaborating is an iterative process to get to a desired result. Included 
in this policy is a statement to annually review the backbone organization as well.  

Backbone Organization 
On an annual basis the governing body (CPAA Council) will select or reaffirm the backbone 
organization. Affirmation will be noted in the Council meeting summary.   

CPAA Council 
On an annual basis the Council will review the current structure and affirm the current 
composition or make adjustments as issues and gaps emerge over time. Adjustments or the 
affirmation will be noted in summary.   
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4.3. CPAA Backbone Performance Review Summary 
This document summarizes the responses received on a recent anonymous survey of CPAA Council 
members regarding the performance of CHOICE as the CPAA backbone support organization. 
Respondents were asked to rate the performance of CHOICE in five areas: communications, 
responsiveness, logistical support, thought leadership, and overall fit. Respondents also had the 
opportunity to comment on strengths and areas for improvement of CHOICE as the CPAA backbone 
support organization. As detailed in the document, CHOICE received a total score of 18.56 points out of 
a possible 20 points (perfect score) or a 92.8% performance rating. 
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Performance Review Summary: Backbone/Support Organization 
Survey Monkey Results as of June 10, 2015 

Background: 
CHOICE Regional Health Network has been serving as the backbone or support organization for the 

Cascade Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA) since the launch of the CPAA in the spring of 2014. This 

questionnaire is intended to assess the performance of CHOICE in the role of backbone/support 

organization over the past five months (January through May 2015). The following questions were sent 

to 69 CPAA stakeholders using a survey monkey questionnaire. There were 21 responses out of a 

possible 69. 

Communications 
I receive timely information from the backbone organization about upcoming meetings, meeting 

summaries, policy documents for consideration or comment, etc. 

 

Responsiveness 
I feel listened to. Suggestions made or concerns raised are considered with an open mind and efforts are 

made to adjust CPAA documents and processes to incorporate feedback.  

Don't 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree Strongly Agree N/A Total Weighted Average 

0.00% 0.00% 28.57% 66.67% 4.76%     

0 0 6 14 1 21 3.7 

 

Logistical Support 
Meetings are well planned and executed.  

Don't 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree Strongly Agree N/A Total Weighted Average 

0.00% 0.00% 23.81% 76.19% 0.00%     

0 0 5 16 0 21 3.76 

 

 
 

Don't 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree Strongly Agree N/A Total Weighted Average 

0.00% 0.00% 14.29% 85.71% 0.00%     

0 0 3 18 0 21 3.86 
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Thought Leadership 
CHOICE provides ideas and generates concepts for consideration by the CPAA, but does not force an 

agenda on the CPAA. 

Don't 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree Strongly Agree N/A Total Weighted Average 

0.00% 0.00% 42.86% 57.14% 0.00%     

0 0 9 12 0 21 3.57 

 

Overall Fit 
CHOICE is a good fit to serve as the CPAA backbone organization.  

Don't 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Agree 
Agree Strongly Agree N/A Total Weighted Average 

0.00% 4.76% 23.81% 71.43% 0.00%     

0 1 5 15 0 21 3.67 
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Improvement Needed 
What areas does the backbone organization need to improve its support to CPAA? 

Open ended responses 

1) We need to focus on deliverables to the state. 

2) I would like to see if we can move some of our strategies to action. 

3) I have no concerns. I think CHOICE has done an excellent job of supporting a complex alliance. 

CHOICE has been creative, pro-active, a great listener, and effective at converting complex feedback 

into process and policy acceptable to the group. 

4) Meetings closer to other counties. 

5) While we receive meeting documents before the meeting, it would be helpful to receive agenda and 

handouts at least 48 hours in advance for review. 

6) Doing well. 

7) I don't have any specific suggestions.  I think the process will evolve over time.  Do we have all of the 

sectors covered in the CPAA that we should - this is an area I'm not sure about.  Are we over or 

under represented by any sectors?  How do we compare to representation on other ACHs working 

on being named an ACH.  The Healthier Washington initiative and its many components still feels 

very much like we are building the airplane while it is in flight.  Because of this, it still feels like ACHs 

are not quite defined and it feels like it is still a moving target.  While this is outside of the Backbone 

Organization's control, it does make the role of the Backbone Organization critically important in 

state level discussions to influence and move the agenda that will ensure a meaningful role for 

ACHs. 

8) Spending less time on group process. Also, having a call in option would help greatly for those who 

attend meetings all over the state. 

9) I believe that much of what is expected of the CPAA is still in the formative process.  Having a 

backbone organization that is willing to remain flexible will be key to CPAA's growth.  The current 

CPAA stewards have been doing an outstanding job.  I appreciate that it takes time and funding to 

keep moving ahead and I recommend that Choice continue its support of the CPAA.   

10) Mobilizing funding. 

11) Nothing! The State time frame and expectations is where improvement is needed. 

12) None, I feel the support to CPAA is excellent. 

 

  

Answered: 12    Skipped: 9 
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Strengths Defined 
What are the greatest strengths of the backbone organization? 

Open ended responses 

1) The facilitation of the meetings has been great, resulting in high participation and good regular 

attendance. 

2) Neutral facilitator 

3) See my answer to answer to question 6 plus: 

a. high quality material to review,  

b. excellent facilitation of difficult conversations,  

c. effective capture of complex feedback and effective revisions to proposals, 

d. effective overall communication and transparency,  

e. creative approach to problem-solving 

4) Organized meetings and good facilitation, willingness to work with a large, diverse, group. 

5) One of the strengths is the facilitation and planning by Christina Hulet.  I hope there is a possibility 

she can continue to provide support to the CPAA along with CHOICE. 

6) Hopefully, they have the capacity to improve health and health care by adequately financing and 

ensuring sustainability of primary care and prevention and early intervention services.  If CHOICE 

does not, they are a very weak organization, and Cascade Pacific Action Alliance has been a waste of 

time. 

7) Logistics 

8) Collaboration across several spectrums of practice. 

9) The organizational structure doing the research and writing the drafts necessary to move the 

development of the ACH along.  Balancing the internal work of the ACH with the external 

expectations of the HCA when the HCA is not clear on what it expects yet and has not indicated any 

relinquishment of control to the ACHs.  CHOICE is very adept at working in the state arenas and 

articulating the interests and beliefs of the CPAA.  We need this to be a strong focus for CHOICE as 

we move through this evolutionary process.  CHOICE has not been afraid to push back at the State 

and it is important that that communication continue. 

10) Professional, well planned yet flexible approach that creates a space where diverse opinions are 

welcomed 

11) Organization, presentation and gaining involvement from the group. 

12) Involvement in the industry and entities that are a part of the CPAA 

13) Clear communication and leadership focused on building mutual respect and trust among partners. 

14) Exceptional bright people with a sincere interest in inclusiveness 

15) Organizational level for the CPAA meetings and continuous follow up with members for their input 

16) Timely well organized communications; Consensus building options 

 
Answered: 16    Skipped: 5 
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Category 5: Regional Health Improvement Plan 
Initial priority areas (service gaps and/or health priorities) and strengths identified as part of ongoing 
regional needs inventory and assessment development. Initial regional health improvement project(s) or 
plan identified with a plan in place to continue this development in alignment with forthcoming ACH 
technical assistance opportunities (i.e., framework for regional initiatives inventory and priority 
identification).  

Development of a Regional Health Improvement Plan has been a focus of the CPAA from the very 
beginning. Our region is eager to move from planning to action, and has welcomed the opportunity to 
engage in a concrete health care transformation initiative through our Youth Behavioral Health 
Coordination Pilot Project (see Category 7 for details). However, there is a shared understanding that 
the development of a regional action plan is necessary to guide the focused and effective health 
transformation in our region through mutually reinforcing activities of stakeholders.  

With this in mind, our region has identified five shared regional health priority areas for aligned action 
across communities and community sectors (listed in no particular order):  

• improving health care access with a particular emphasis on provider capacity,  
• improving care coordination and integration within and across sectors,  
• improving chronic disease prevention and management,  
• preventing and mitigating Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), and  
• enhancing economic and educational opportunities.  

We used several tools to assist with the determination of these focus areas, including a matrix that 
compared health needs identified by the seven participating counties with those identified by our 
Medicaid Managed Care Organization partners and the state (see document 5.1, CPAA Shared Regional 
Health Priorities Matrix), and extensive facilitated group discussions. Throughout the planning process, 
we have sought to compile available data at the local and regional levels to help inform decision making 
(see document 5.2, CPAA Health Needs Assessment, and document 5.4, CPAA Shared Regional Health 
Priority Problem and Vision Statements), and we have used data reports to confirm the selection of our 
region’s shared health priority areas. As a result of our data collection efforts, we are developing a sense 
not only of the health needs of our region, but also of existing assets in our region on which we can 
build. This has allowed us to begin undertaking a gap analysis (see document 5.3, CPAA Regional 
Indicators and Assets for an initial listing of community assets and identification of gaps).  

This work is leading us to the identification of potential indicators that could be used as performance 
measures for monitoring progress toward achieving the desired outcomes in each of our five shared 
regional health priority areas (see document 5.4, CPAA Shared Regional Health Priority Problem and 
Vision Statements for a description of the ideal problem solutions in each of the five focus areas). This 
work is still in the early stages and the regional indicators will have to be vetted by the CPAA Council and 
refined over the coming months, including seeking alignment with state performance measures to the 
greatest extent possible. Nevertheless, we are making good progress toward the selection of 
performance measures for our region that will be tracked and regularly reviewed by the CPAA Council. 

Meanwhile, we have continued to work toward the identification of ever more concrete levels of action 
across counties and stakeholder groups. We have identified a number of broad strategies (recently 
renamed ‘objectives’) within each shared regional health priority area and we are now driving at 
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‘actionable strategies’ that support these broad areas for action (see document 5.5, CPAA Regional 
Health Improvement Plan Objectives). In the coming months, we will identify specific health 
transformation activities within these actionable strategy areas where we believe we can achieve early 
wins by working together across the region and across sectors. We anticipate completing our Regional 
Health Improvement Plan by the end of this calendar year, so that we can begin implementation of the 
plan early next year. Document 5.6, CPAA Regional Health Improvement Plan Work Plan lays out a 
corresponding pathway, i.e., the steps required and the sequencing of these steps to complete our 
action planning along with deliverables and responsible parties. 

We welcome any technical assistance that might be available to assist us with the remaining action 
planning process, provided it builds on our region’s existing work and complements the pathway that 
our region has chosen to complete the Regional Health Improvement Plan.  

In sum, based on progress made to date, our region is confident that we will be able to complete our 
regional health improvement planning activities by the end of 2015 and transition to the 
implementation of the plan early next year. It is important to note, however, that we are looking at the 
Regional Health Improvement Plan as a dynamic, living document that is to be reviewed and updated 
periodically. In other words, while we will complete an initial version of the Regional Health 
Improvement Plan by year-end, we expect this plan to adjust over time to reflect the fluid health care 
environment. This will allow us to take advantage of opportunities that may present themselves in the 
future, such as federal approval of a Medicaid Global Waiver.  

Following is a brief introduction of each document included in the ACH Readiness Proposal Portfolio in 
support of Category 5. 
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5.1. CPAA Shared Regional Health Priorities Matrix 
This document was used in the fall of 2014 by the CPAA Council to determine shared regional health 
priorities. The matrix plots health needs identified by seven local community forums, four of the five 
Medicaid Managed Care Organizations, and the State (per the Washington State Health Care Innovation 
Plan) and is sorted by frequency of mention. This matrix was used to determine the degree to which 
there is a shared assessment of health needs across our region and between our local communities and 
both payors and the State. The document was discussed extensively and resulted in the identification of 
the following shared regional health priority areas (listed in no particular order):  

• improving health care access with a particular emphasis on provider capacity,  
• improving care coordination and integration within and across sectors,  
• improving chronic disease prevention and management,  
• preventing and mitigating Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), and  
• enhancing economic and educational opportunities.  
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Priorities Matrix
State

Priorities Total Cowlitz Grays H. Lewis Mason Pacific Thurston Wahkiakum Amerigroup CHPW Molina HCA

Access to Healthcare/Clinical Care 6

Integration: Behavioral & Physical Health 4

Healthy Starts/Child &Youth Resilience 4

Economic Success/Skilled Workforce 4

Healthy Habits/Promote Healthy Living 3

Chronic Conditions 3

Care Coordination 2

Housing 2

Mental Illness & Substance Abuse 2

Education 2

Prevention/Obesity 2

Aging 2

Functional Families 1

Patient-Centered Medical Homes 1

Value-Based Purchasing 1

Food 1

Community Design 1

Environment 1

Community Resilience 1

* Priorities not available for Coordinated Care and United Healthcare

Counties Health Plans
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5.2. CPAA Regional Health Needs Assessment  
This document is a snapshot of our region’s current health status. The document is a collection of key 
metrics in seven thematic areas: demographics and socioeconomic status, access to healthcare, health 
status, risk factor behaviors, child health, infectious diseases, and social environment. In combination, 
these metrics paint a picture of our region’s health; and the assessment, along with health needs 
identified by the CPAA’s seven local community forums, was used by the CPAA Council to initially inform 
and later confirm the selection of shared regional health priorities.  
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Community Health Needs 
Assessment

Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, Lewis, Mason, 
Pacific, Thurston and Wahkiakum’s County

December, 2014

V.4
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Thematic Areas

Demographics and 
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Demographics and 
Socioeconomic Status
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Population, 2014

Grays Harbor
73,300

[38 ppsm]

Mason
62,000

[65 ppsm]

Pacific
21,000

[23 ppsm]

Lewis
76,300

[32 ppsm]

Thurston
264,000
[363 ppsm]

Source: Washington State, Office of Financial Management, US Census
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Demographics
Pop 2014

4,010

264,000
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103,700

6,968,170

Source: US Census. County Health Rankings, 2014 – Race, Ethnicity
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Demographics – By Race, Ethnicity

Source: County Health Rankings, 2014 – Race, Ethnicity
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Demographics - % Not Proficient in English
Percent that reports speaking English less than “well” 

Source: County Health Rankings, 2014 – Race, Ethnicity
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Educational Attainment, 2013
Population 25 years and over

Source: Source: 2011-2013 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates, table DP02. [*] 2008-2012 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Graduation Rates
Class of 2013, School Year 2012-13 

Source: Washington State, Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction

WA Cowlitz Grays Harbor Lewis Mason Pacific Thurston Wahkiakum
Continuing Rate 11.0 8.8 17.1 12.2 15.1 7.8 8.9 7.9
Cohort dropout rate 13.0 11.3 15.9 17.0 12.2 27.9 13.5 13.2
Graduation Rate 76.0 79.9 67.0 70.8 72.7 64.3 77.6 78.9
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Poverty Estimate 2011-2013

Source: 2011-2013 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates- CP03
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Median Household Income (dollars)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011-2013 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates - CP03
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Income

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011-2013 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates - CP03
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Unemployment, 2014

Source: Washington State Employment Security Department, Local Unemployment Statistics, Oct 2014
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Demographics and Socioeconomic Status -
Trends & Themes
The seven-county region is not performing uniformly.

• Since the late 1990s, Thurston County population growth has continuously outpaced population growth in rural 
counties.

• There are significant disparities between the performance of Thurston County and the other rural counties in the 
region; Thurston County is consistently outperforming rural counties.

• Within the group of rural counties, there are variations in performance on different measures. 

By and large, Thurston County’s performance statistics mirror those of the State of Washington.

Overall, our region is less ethnically diverse than the State as a whole.
• Rural counties are less diverse in terms of race/ethnicity than Thurston county

Historically unemployment is particularly high in rural counties
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Access to Health Care
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Health Professional Shortage Areas
July, 2014

Primary Care Mental Care Dental Care

Source: Washington State Department of Health, geographic information system (GIS)
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Critical Access Hospitals

Source: Washington State Department of Health, geographic information system (GIS), January 2013 146



Rural Health Clinics

Source: Washington State Department of Health, geographic information system (GIS), January 27, 2011 147



Primary care Physicians, Dentist and Mental 
Health Providers 2014 
Number of FTEs per 100,000 population

Source: County Health Rankings - Ratio of population to primary care physicians, dentist and mental health providers
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Bed count by Hospital

Source: Washington State Department of Health - Chars Reporting System
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Health Insurance Coverage, 2009-2010
Percent who report having health insurance

Source: Washington State Public Health Indicators – US Census Bureau's Small Area Health Insurance Estimates (SAHIE) 
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Uninsured Adults by Income, 2012
Percent who report having health insurance

Source: US Census Bureau's Small Area Health Insurance Estimates (SAHIE), 2012
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Medicaid Eligibility, 2012

Source: Washington State Department of Social and health Services. Research & Data Analysis Division
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Enrollees in Medical Programs By County 

Source: WA HCA. Managed Care Monthly Enrollment Reports, People Enrolled by County, Oct, 2014
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Access to Health Care - Trends & Themes

There is unequal access to health care services throughout the region.

• Access is centered around population centers in Cowlitz, Thurston, Lewis and Grays Harbor 
counties though there is some access to health care services throughout the region.

Across primary care, dental and mental health the data shows our region 
performing  lower than the state average

Health insurance coverage in our region mirrors the State of Washington, 
however, a disproportionate number of poor are without health insurance.
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Health Status
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Leading Causes of Death for Residents, 2011-2013
Death Rate per 100,000 age-adjusted
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Thurston

Wahkiakum

WA Cowlitz Grays Harbor Lewis Mason Pacific Thurston Wahkiakum
Major cardiovascular diseases 192.9 197.9 246.5 237.4 204.3 281.4 184.6 185.1
Malignant neoplasms 163.6 187.2 179.5 184.4 185.5 146.8 172.0 190.8
Alzheimer's disease 44.4 47.7 44.8 56.1 38.6 16.3 43.0 18.1
Chronic lower respiratory diseases 42.3 60.9 64.1 57.9 43.9 48.0 46.5 62.6
Accidents 38.2 54.9 48.4 40.2 56.7 53.6 39.4 88.8
Diabetes mellitus 22.4 40.3 27.5 22.7 18.4 30.0 21.2 37.7
Infectious and Parasitic Disease 15.5 18.0 21.0 17.5 16.4 11.6 13.4 34.6
Intentional self-harm (suicide) 14.3 14.0 20.2 12.6 16.4 19.0 16.3 47.4
Chronic liver disease and cirrhosis 11.2 15.2 18.7 12.0 15.0 13.5 9.5 0.0
Influenza and pneumonia 10.2 13.1 15.3 10.8 9.9 10.5 8.6 10.1
All other diseases 137.5 152.7 161.8 140.1 149.8 143.6 143.7 138.5

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT), Oct 2014
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Leading Causes of Death for Thurston Residents, 2011-2013
Age Adjusted Rate, per 100,000

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT)
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Leading Causes of Death for Cowlitz Residents, 2011-2013
Age Adjusted Rate, per 100,000

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT)
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Leading Causes of Death for Lewis Residents, 2011-2013
Age Adjusted Rate, per 100,000

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT)
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Cancer Incidence, 2002-2011
Age Adjusted Rate, per 100,000

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT)

WA Cowlitz Grays Harbor Lewis Mason Pacific Thurston Wahkiakum
Age-Adjusted Rate 537.1 521.1 563.47 497.41 588.09 447.32 562.81 457.68
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Health Outcomes - Morbidity 2014 

Source: County Health Rankings
Poor physical health days and poor mental health days: Average number in past 30 days. 
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Chronic Disease Prevalence Among Adults

Source: Washington State Department of Health, Chronic Disease Profiles by County.
WA Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, 2009-2011 
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Hospitalization – Cowlitz
Top ten causes, 2011-2013

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT). Rate per 100,000
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Hospitalization – Grays Harbor
Top ten causes, 2011-2013

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT). Rate per 100,000
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Hospitalization – Thurston County
Top ten causes, 2011-2013

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT). Rate per 100,000
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Hospitalization – Lewis County
Top ten causes, 2011-2013

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT). Rate per 100,000
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Low Birth Weight, Teen Birth Rate

Source: County Health Rankings, 2014
Low birth weight is the percent of live births for which the infant weighed less than 2,500 grams (approximately 5 lbs., 8 oz.).
Teen Birth Rate: number of births per 1,000 female population, ages 15-19

WA Cowlitz Grays Harbor Lewis Mason Pacific Thurston Wahkiakum
Low Birthweight 6.3 6.7 6.2 6.0 6.1 6.1 5.8
Teen Birth rate 30.3 46.7 46.0 43.8 44.1 36.8 24.2 29.5
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Medicaid Dental Utilization for ABCD Age Children 
Percentage of Children on Medicaid 0-5 Using Dental Services

Source: Health Care Authority, 2012
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Health Status - Trends & Themes

There is remarkable uniformity across the region in the leading causes of death.

• Across the region, malignant neoplasms (cancer) and major cardiovascular diseases/diseases of the heart are by 
far the two leading causes of death.

• Deaths from heart disease are notably elevated in Pacific and Lewis counties.
• In rural counties, deaths from motor vehicle accidents are well above the State average (e.g. in Mason County, 

the death rate from motor vehicle accidents is almost 100% higher than that for the entire State).

Overall, rural counties report worse mental health and physical health status than mostly 
urban Thurston County, which again by and large mirrors the State’s performance.

Teen birthrates are significantly higher than the state average for all our rural counties.
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Risk Factor Behaviors
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Adults: Excessive Drinking, 2006-2012

Source: County Health Rankings – Excessive drinking
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either binge drinking, defined as consuming more than 4 
(women) or 5 (men) alcoholic beverages on a single occasion in 
the past 30 days, or heavy drinking, defined as drinking more 
than one (women) or 2 (men) drinks per day on average.
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Smoking: Adults and Pregnant Women

Source: Washington State Department of Health. Tobacco Prevention and Control Program. Smoking prevalence: Behavioral Risk Factor 
Surveillance System (BRFSS) 2006 - 2012 . Smoke during pregnancy: 2009 Washington State Birth Certificates.
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Smokeless Tobacco, 2012

Source: Washington State Department of Health. 2012 Healthy Youth Survey
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Adult fruit/vegetable consumption
Percent of adults age 18+ who report eating fruits and vegetables 5 or more times per day

Source: Washington State Public Health Indicators
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Adult physical activity
Percent of adults age 18+ who report moderate physical activity 

Source: Washington State Public Health Indicators
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Adult Obesity
Percent of adults age 18+ who have body mass index of 
30 kg/m2 or more 

Source: Washington State Public Health Indicators
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Adults with unmet medical need
Percent of adults age 18+ who report needing to see a doctor within the past year but could not due to cost

Source: Washington State Public Health Indicators
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Adults Receiving Recommended Cancer Screenings
Percent of adults who had a test, 2012

Source: Washington State Public Health Indicators, 2014
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Adults Dental Care, 2008 - 2010
Percent of adults age 18+ who report visiting a dentist, dental hygienist or dental clinic within the past year

Source: Washington State Public Health Indicators
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Risk Factors - Trends & Themes
There is significant divergence within the region in terms of risk factors, not just between 
Thurston County and the other rural counties, but also between different rural counties:

• With the exception of Grays Harbor and Wahkiakum, all counties are performing better than the State as a 
whole with regard to excessive drinking.

• Tobacco use rates in all counties are higher than statewide with Mason, Cowlitz and Grays Harbor County rates 
being particularly elevated (more than 10% above State average).

• Some counties are showing improvements in physical activity and obesity rates (Lewis County), while others are 
falling further behind (Mason, Cowlitz Counties).

Generally, rural counties underperform in comparison to Thurston County and the State as 
a whole.

Overall, Mason and Grays Harbor Counties are most challenged.
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Child Health
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Infant and Child Mortality

Source: County Health Rankings, 2014
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Exposure to Tobacco Smoke, 12th Graders, 2012

Source: Washington State Department of Health. 2012 Healthy Youth Survey
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Current Smoking Among Youth, 2012

Source: Washington State Department of Health. 2012 Healthy Youth Survey
During the past 30 days, on how many days did you: Smoke cigars, cigarillos, or little cigars? = 1+ days
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Youth Obesity
Percent of 10th graders in the top 15% BMI by reported height and weight, based on CDC growth charts

Source: Washington State Public Health Indicators
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Youth Consuming 5 or More Servings of Fruit and Vegetables 
Per Day, 2012

Source: Washington State Public Health Indicators
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Youth Physically Active, 2012
Did Not Meet Recommendations for Physical Activity

Source: Washington State Department of Health. 2012 Healthy Youth Survey
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Child Health - Trends & Themes

As with Risk Factors, there is no uniformity across the region 
with regard to child health:
• Infant mortality and to a lesser degree child mortality are a major problem 

in Pacific County, and a bit high in Cowlitz and Mason County, the other 
counties are on par with the State’s overall performance in this area.

• Youth smoking rates are substantially elevated in Cowlitz, Grays Harbor 
and Mason County

• Youth obesity rates are dropping in Pacific county, but rising in Cowlitz, 
Lewis and Grays Harbor counties. Lewis and Cowlitz Counties obesity rate is 
quickly deteriorating. Thurston Co. is mirroring the statewide average.
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Infectious Diseases
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Health Outcomes – 2013

Source: County Health Rankings

Number of persons living with a diagnosis of human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection per 100,000 population

STI rate is measured as chlamydia incidence (number of new 
cases reported) per 100,000 population.
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People Living with HIV Disease by County
As of Dec 31, 2013 – Per 100,000

Source: Washington State Department of Health
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Sexually Transmitted Diseases, All causes
Crude Rate 1999-2003 and 2003-2013 – per 100,000 population

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT)
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Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT)

WA Cowlitz Grays Harbor Lewis Mason Pacific Thurston Wahkiakum
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Sexually Transmitted Diseases, Herpes
Crude Rate 2000-2002 and 2010 – 2012

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT)
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Tuberculosis, 1993-2002 and 2003-2012
Age Adjusted Rate, per 100,000

Source: Washington State Department of Health , Community Health Assessment Tool (CHAT)
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Infectious Diseases - Trends & Themes

Across all three metrics areas, the region is performing better 
than the State as a whole:
• HIV infection rates are lower than the State average across all counties.
• STD infection rates are lower than the State average across rural counties. 

Cowlitz and Thurston showing higher rates; Pacific and Wahkiakum 
Counties showing good performances, possibly due to a population that 
skews older. However, STD infection rates in our region have increased 
substantially between 2003 and 2013.

• TB infection rates are lower than the State average across all counties, with 
the exception of Mason County which more closely mirrors the state.
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Social Environment
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Physical Environment

Percent of all restaurants 
that are fast-food 
establishments

Percent of population who are low-
income and do not live close to a 
grocery store

Rate of recreational facilities per 
100,000 population

Source: County Health Rankings, 2013
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Alcohol, Drug-Related and Violent Crime Arrests
5 years rate 2008-2012 (Age 18+) per 1,000 adults

Source: Washington State Department of Social and Health Services, Research and Data Analysis Division. Risk and Protection Profile for Substance Abuse 
Prevention
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Alcohol violations include all crimes involving driving under the 
influence, liquor law violations, and drunkenness.

Drug law violations include all crimes involving sale, manufacturing, 
and possession of drugs. 

Violent crimes include all crimes involving criminal homicide, forcible 
rape, robbery, and aggravated assault. Simple assault is not defined 
as a violent crime.
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Alcohol- or Drug-Related Deaths 
2008-2012 - Rate per 100 deaths
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Prevention
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Opioid Related Deaths by County of Residence 
2010-2012 - Rate per 100,000

Source: Washington State Department of Health
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Meth Labs
2000 - 2012

Source: Washington State Department of Ecology - Clandestine Drug Lab and Dump Site Cleanup Activity
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Property Crime Arrest by Age Group
5 years rate 2008-2012 - per 1,000 ‘age group’ 

Source: Washington State Department of Social and Health Services, Research and Data Analysis Division. Risk and Protection Profile for Substance Abuse 
Prevention
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Crime by County
Number of crimes committed per 1,000 residents

Source: Washington State Office of Financial Management, Statistical Analysis Center
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Inadequate Social Support, 2013
Percent of adults without social/emotional support

Source: County Health Rankings
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Social Environment - Trends & Themes

In comparison to the State as a whole, access to healthy foods in the region is more limited with the notable 
exception of Mason County which outperforms the State average on this score by a wide margin.

Overall, crime rates across the region are showing the same falling trend as the State. However Cowlitz 
County’s crime rate is notably elevated over the State average.

Drugs are a particular problem in Grays Harbor County. Alcohol related arrest rates are well below the State 
average for all counties.

Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, Pacific , and Wahkiakum Counties record elevated rates of inadequate social/ emotional 
support for adults, whereas the other counties’ performance is in line with the statewide average.
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5.3. CPAA Regional Indicators and Assets 
This document represents the beginnings of our region’s efforts to identify a set of key indicators that 
could be used to track the performance of our region’s collective health improvement efforts. Proposed 
performance measures are grouped by each of the five shared regional health priority areas that the 
CPAA Council had previously selected (see document 5.1., CPAA Shared Regional Health Priorities 
Matrix). The document also includes a working “asset-gap” summary based on input from key 
stakeholders and information drawn from local county health plans. The latter is an ongoing effort.  
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About the Cascade Pacific Action Alliance 
 
The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA) is a 7-county regional association of independent stakeholders 
focused on improving individual and community safety and wellbeing through aligned action. The Alliance 
built on years of collaborative efforts across county lines to improve the health of our communities. CHOICE 
Regional Health Network, a nonprofit collaborative organization, has supported the formation of the 
Accountable Community of Health as the backbone organization.  
 
CHOICE REGIONAL HEALTH NETWORK | 1217 4th Ave E, Suite 200; Olympia, WA 98506|www.crhn.org 
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1. Project Background 
 
In the spring of 2014, stakeholders from different community sectors came together to launch the Cascade 
Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA), a regional association of independent stakeholders focused on improving 
individual and community safety and wellbeing through aligned action. CHOICE Regional Health Network, a 
nonprofit collaborative organization, serves as the CPAA convener and liaison to the Washington State 
Accountable Communities of Health (ACH) program.   Member counties include: 
 

• Cowlitz 
• Grays Harbor  
• Lewis 
• Mason 
• Pacific 
• Thurston 
• Wahkiakum 

 
In the development of the seven-county 
Accountable Community of Health, the CPAA 
region has consciously built upon existing 
community-based health improvement coalitions 
and forged new cross-sector community relationships. Through extensive collaboration and consideration, 
the CPAA has identified the following shared regional health priority areas:  
 

• Enhance economic and educational opportunities 
• Prevent and mitigate adverse childhood experiences 
• Improve access to care with emphasis on increasing provider capacity 
• Improve chronic disease prevention and management 
• Improve care coordination and integration 

 
The CPAA has explored each of these five priority areas which has led to the identification of a preliminary 
set of strategies and associated actions to achieve these aims. To dive deeper into these priority areas, and to 
inform decision making, the CPAA identified a need to develop a regional health data assessment, asset map, 
and a gap analysis. The CPAA intends to identify new regional strategies as data is analyzed and discussions 
evolve. The ultimate goal is to achieve shared action across community sectors and county lines based on an 
agreed-upon set of goals and performance measures.  
 
This summary report outlines proposed indicators (performance measures) by CPAA goal areas, and a 
potential benchmarking system to evaluate progress.  It also includes a working “asset-gap” summary based 
on input from key stakeholders and information drawn from local county health plans.  The asset-gap 
mapping effort is expected to be ongoing given the broad and evolving nature of community health. 
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2. Indicator Selection Criteria 
 
The following criteria were used to help identify, evaluate and selected CPAA indicators.  Appropriate data 
should be: 
 

1. Connected to the CPAA priority goal area statements 
2. Collected by reliable sources, annually or regularly, in consistent fashion for all counties 
3. Aligned with the interests of local priorities identified through adopted County Health Plans 
4. Consistent with Washington State Department of Health, Health Innovation Plan 
5. Meaningful (dials the CPAA can move through action) 
6. Familiar and easy to update in future years 

 
Like any indicator-based endeavor, project planners encountered both an over-abundance and dearth of 
options when reviewing various data sets.  In some cases, the most valuable data is not collected, or 
collected regularly.  In other cases, the range of potential options makes it difficult to choose.  Ultimately, the 
inventory identified below was judged to best align with the selection criteria at this point in time. 
 

3. Select Indicator Inventory by Regional Goal Area 
 
The CPAA has developed goal statements for each of its five priority goal areas, including: 
 

1. Enhance economic and educational opportunities 
2. Prevent and mitigate adverse childhood experiences 
3. Improve access to care with emphasis on increasing provider capacity 
4. Improve chronic disease prevention and management 
5. Improve care coordination and integration 

 
Goal area statements and proposed indicator sets are outlined below. 
 

CPAA GOAL AREA:  Enhance Economic and Educational Opportunities 
 
2014 Community Health Plan Goal Statement:  “Social determinants of health are the circumstances in 
which people are born; grow up, live, work, and age, as well as the systems put in place to deal with illness 
(CDC, www.cdc.gov/socialdeterminants/).” In our region, widespread poverty and a lack of education have 
been identified as major issues driving poor health outcomes. For example, in 2012, high school graduation 
rates in Grays Harbor and Mason counties were between 7% and 10% lower than the state average of 77.1% 
(Washington State Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction).  
 
Conversely, the median household income for our rural communities is up to almost a third lower than the 
Washington State average. For instance, the median household income in Pacific County in 2012 was a mere 
$40,873 compared to $59,374 for all of Washington State (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010-2012 American 
Community Survey).  
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Not surprisingly, poverty levels are elevated in these communities compared to the state average. The 
percentage of persons living below the poverty line in our rural communities exceeds the state average of 
12.9% by almost 50% in the case of Grays Harbor County (U.S. Census Bureau). Lack of education and high 
rates of unemployment are contributing to poor health. Five of the seven counties rank in the top ten worst 
counties for unemployment rates in Washington State (County Health Rankings). Thurston County (the only 
urban county of the seven counties participating in the CPAA) is the only county falling below the state 
average. High levels of poverty, noted above, are also prevalent in our rural communities.   
 
Additionally, post-secondary education attainment is much lower than the state average for all counties in 
the region except in Thurston. As a result, enhancing economic opportunities through job training, small 
business development, and an emphasis on completing high-school and post-secondary education have been 
identified as essential to community well-being. 
 
Selected Indicators 
 
• Median household income 
• Employment to population ratio 
• Educational attainment (some college) 
• Graduation rate (cohort) 
• Teen birth-rate  
 

CPAA GOAL AREA:  Prevent and Mitigate Adverse Childhood Experiences 
 
2014 Community Health Plan Goal Statement:  There is a growing body of literature linking abuse, neglect, and 
family dysfunction during childhood, collectively referred to as adverse childhood experiences or ACEs, to 
increased disease risk in adulthood, shortened lives and diminished quality of life. According to the CDC, “some 
of our worst health and social problems in our nation can arise as a consequence of adverse childhood 
experiences (ACES Study, http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/acestudy/).” Our region has a high burden of 
ACEs which are likely contributing to the prevalence of chronic disease and other poor health outcomes. 
Reducing adverse childhood experiences for our youth therefore is an important long-term goal for our region. 
Improving health outcomes in our region will depend on our ability to increase individual and community 
resilience to mitigate the impact of Adverse Childhood Experiences. 
 
Selected Indicators 
 
• Child poverty rate 
• Percent students eligible for free and reduced lunch  
• Percent 6th grade experienced bullying in past month 
• Percent 8th grade feel completely alone  
• Percent 8th grade contemplated suicide in past year 
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CPAA GOAL AREA:  Improve Access to Care and Provider Capacity 
 
2014 Community Health Plan Goal Statement:  The limited capacity of providers to meet our region’s health 
care needs is a big concern. This extends to a broad range of health care services, including but not limited to 
primary care and dental services, mental health and chemical dependency treatment, and specialty medical 
care. Adequate health care access is a problem throughout our region, but is particularly severe in our rural 
communities where the number of health care providers is well below the Washington State average. For 
example, the number of mental health provider FTEs per 100,000 residents in Lewis County is barely 10% of 
the Washington State average. The number of dentist FTEs per 100,000 residents in Pacific County is 
approximately 40% of the Washington State average; and the number of primary care physician FTEs per 
100,000 residents in Mason County is a mere 28% of the state’s average (County Health Rankings, 2011). 
 
Selected Indicators 
 
• Percent uninsured 
• Ratio of population to primary care 
• Ratio of population to dental care 
• Ratio of population to mental health care providers 
• Adults with unmet medical needs due to cost 
• Preventable hospital stays 
 

CPAA GOAL AREA:  Chronic Disease Prevention and Management 
 
2014 Community Health Plan Goal Statement:  The management of chronic diseases, including obesity and 
heart conditions, places a huge burden on our health care system. Recent data for our region confirm that 
heart disease is the second largest leading cause of death in our region across all counties (Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC), 2003-2010 Final Data) and our rural communities struggle with obesity rates well 
above the Washington State average (34-35% vs. 27%, Washington State Department of Health, Chronic 
Disease Profiles by County, 2009-2011). Youth obesity rates in particular are worrisome because of the long-
term disease and cost burden on our communities. In Lewis and Grays Harbor counties, youth obesity rates 
are elevated by 4-9 percentage points over the Washington State average, which was 27% in 2010. More 
than a third of 10th graders in Lewis County are obese (Washington State Public Health Indicators). The 
prevention of chronic diseases thus becomes a focal point for efforts to improve our region’s health. 
 
Selected Indicators 
 
• Percent adults that drink excessively 
• Percent adults who smoke 
• Adult obesity rate 
• Physical inactivity rate 
• Number of days adults report poor physical health 
• Number of days adults report mental health 
• Percent eligible adults receiving breast screening  
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CPAA GOAL AREA:  Improve Care Coordination and Integration 
 
2014 Community Health Plan Goal Statement:  The limited capacity of providers to meet our region’s health 
care needs is a big concern. This extends to a broad range of health care services, including but not limited to 
primary care and dental services, mental health and chemical dependency treatment, and specialty medical 
care. Adequate health care access is a problem throughout our region, but is particularly severe in our rural 
communities where the number of health care providers is well below the Washington State average. For 
example, the number of mental health provider FTEs per 100,000 residents in Lewis County is barely 10% of 
the Washington State average. The number of dentist FTEs per 100,000 residents in Pacific County is 
approximately 40% of the Washington State average; and the number of primary care physician FTEs per 
100,000 residents in Mason County is a mere 28% of the state’s average (County Health Rankings, 2011). 
 
Selected Indicators 
 
No existing (known) data indicators were identified for the Care Coordination and Integration goal area.  
Additional effort will be made to identify suitable measures during the summer of 2015.  Should no 
appropriate metrics be identified, CPAA intends to develop a partner questionnaire to establish baseline 
information and track performance in areas that have been identified as priorities in local health plans, 
including: 
 
• Mental health referrals 
• Chemical dependency referrals 
• Social service referrals 
• Special-court diversions (e.g. drug, vet court) 
• Repeat ER visits 
• Providers coordinating w/peers in other fields 
• Providers accepting Medicaid patients  
• Other TBD 
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4. Selected Indicator Trends and Snapshots 
 

A variety of data options were evaluated for inclusion as indicators.  At this time, the twenty-one selected 
best fulfill the criteria described in report section three.  New and more insightful data may become available 
in the future, and could supplement or replace the current inventory per CPAA Council preference.  Data is 
provided for all counties and the State where useful as a comparison point. 
 
The original source of each data point or set is presented adjacent to each data graph.  However, much of the 
information can be accessed from two well-know health performance monitoring sites:  County Health 
Rankings (countyhealthrankings.org) and the Healthy Youth Survey (askhys.net). 
 
In addition to graphs, charts and tables, each indictor section includes a“2015 Assessment.”  The Assessment 
outlines current-year and/or trend performance.  Recommendations for changing the course of lagging 
indicators, or maintaining the course where indicators are trending upward, will be developed by the CPAA 
Council as part of its strategy and action planning effort. 
 
Because this is essentially the first CPAA Indicators Report, multi-year trend information has been provided, 
where available and relevant, to provide additional historic context.  Future updates will simply require the 
addition of current-year data for each indicator within a central database provided separately. Counties are 
listed alphabetically for all indicators, and following Washington State average for select indicators. 
 
Indicator Performance:  Economic and Educational Opportunities 
 
1. Median Household Income 
 

2015 Assessment:  With the exception of Thurston, all CPAA counties lag the statewide average for median 
household income, and the majority of counties lost ground over the past year.  Declining household income, 
which can result from large layoff events (e.g. closing of a timber mill, government slow down, etc.) or the 
gradual decline of core industries, can severely impact family access to healthy food, educational 
opportunities and other essential programs and services.  It can also increase the cost of funding social 
services required to bridge income gaps. 
 

 
Source:  American Community Survey  
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2. Employment-Population Ratio  
 

2015 Assessment: The employment-population ratio identifies what percentage of eligible workers is actually 
employed in a county.  For this particular data set, information is only available through 2013, meaning some 
recent gains in government employment may not yet be showing up (particularly in Thurston County, seat of 
State Government).  Over the past several years, the ratio has declined considerably in Grays Harbor and 
Lewis County, while Wahkiakum has experienced an upward trend.  
 

 
Source:  Datacenter/kidscount.org  

 

3. Educational Attainment 
 

2015 Assessment: Educational attainment is often linked to employment potential and higher earnings over 
a lifetime.  Overall, Washington State has a relatively high percentage of residents with at least some college 
education.  While Thurston County exceeds the state average, the other CPAA counties are 10-20% below 
due to the predominance of rural, resource industry-based economies.  Of note in this graph, since the 
percentage of Wahkiakum residents with some college education has declined from 66% in 2011 to 49% in 
2015. 
 

 
Source:  American Community Survey  
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4. Graduation Rate 
 

2015 Assessment: High school graduation rates have trended at or above the Washington State average 
since 2011, with the exception of Grays Harbor and Mason, where rate have dipped below 70%.  No data was 
available for Wahkiakum in 2014-15.  
 

 
Source:  National Center for Education Statistics  

 
5. Teen Birth Rate 
 

2015 Assessment: Teen mothers face considerable barriers to education and employment opportunities.  
Fortunately, the teen birth rate has been declining in nearly every CPAA county.  One notable exception: 
Wahkiakum, where the rate has increase from 21 per 1,000 teens in 2012, to 32 per 1,000 in 2015. 
 

 
Source:  National Center for Health Statistics  
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Indicator Performance:  Preventing Adverse Childhood Experiences 
 

6. Children in Poverty 
 

2015 Assessment: Children living in poverty face a variety of challenges.  On average in Washington, fewer 
than 1 in 5 children live in poverty.  In Thurston, only 16% of children live in poverty.  In the other CPAA 
counties, the percentage ranges from 23-28%.  The increase has been particularly steep in Mason, 
Wahkiakum and Lewis County since 2011. Cowlitz County has seen the most dramatic and positive trend 
change, with the percentage of children living in poverty dropping from 29% in 2012 to 23% in 2015. 
 

 
Source:  Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates  

 

7. Free and Reduced Lunch Eligibility 
 

2015 Assessment: Free and reduced lunch is available to school students whose families do not earn enough 
to make ends meet.  While the availability of such a program helps children meet basic nutritional needs, the 
fact that so many depend on it is a concern.  Over the past two years, the percentage of students who qualify 
for program access has increased statewide and in nearly every CPAA county.  In two CPAA counties, more 
than half of students qualify for free and reduce lunch. 
 

 
Source:  National Center for Education Statistics  
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8. Bullying 
 

2015 Assessment: Children subjected to bullying suffer a variety of short- and long-term impacts affecting 
cognitive development, self-worth and emotional stability, in addition to any physical injury.  Statewide, 
nearly 31 out of every 100 6th graders report having experienced bullying within a one-month period.  While 
the incidence rate varies slightly higher or lower in CPAA counties, the fact remains that approximately 3 in 
10 children are affected.   
 

 
Source:  Healthy Youth Survey  

 

9. Feel Alone 
 

2015 Assessment: While the phrase “it takes a village (to raise a child)” may seem cliché, it may also be very 
true.  Kids who “feel alone in the world” lack resources to process feelings, address challenges and build a 
bridge to the future.  The graph below shows the percentage of students, by county, who responded “not at 
all,” when asked if they feel alone in their life.  Four CPAA counties rate at or above the statewide average, 
three below (as of 2014).  
 

 
Source:  Healthy Youth Survey  
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10. Contemplated Suicide 
 

2015 Assessment: The graph below shows the percentage of 8th grade students who seriously considered 
suicide over a 12-month period prior to the Healthy Youth Survey (2014).  With the exception of Pacific 
County, all CPAA counties experience rates well above the state average.  
 

 
Source:  Healthy Youth Survey  

 
Indicator Performance:  Chronic Disease Prevention and Management 
 
11. Excessive Drinking 
 

2015 Assessment:  Excessive drinking can cause a variety of mental, physical and social challenges.  
Statewide, 17% of adults are self-reported excessive drinkers.  That figure is slightly higher in Cowlitz and 
Grays Harbor Counties.  
 

 
Source:  Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System  
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12. Adult Smokers 
 

2015 Assessment: Smoking is associated with a wide array of health issues, from emphysema to cancer and 
other issues in between.  Statewide, 16% of adults self-report as smokers.  While Wahkiakum is slightly below 
the state average, the rest of CPAA counties are 3-9% higher (as of 2014). 
 

 
Source:  Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System  

 

13. Obesity 
 

2015 Assessment: Obesity can lead to a range of chronic medical issues.  On average, 27% of Washington 
State residents self-report a BMI greater than 30.  While Thurston County is only moderately above the 
statewide average, the other CPAA counties were 5-8% higher as of 2015. 
 

 
Source:  CDC Diabetes Interactive Atlas  

 

14. Physical Activity 
 

2015 Assessment: Statewide, 18% of residents say they undertake no leisure-time physical activity.  Thurston 
County is consistent with the state average, with the other CPAA counties 5-8% higher (2015). 
 

 
Source:  CDC Diabetes Interactive Atlas  
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15. Physically Unhealthy Days 
 

2015 Assessment: Chronic ailments lead to pain and suffering.  In Washington, the average resident reports 
experiencing physically unhealthy days about 3.6 times per month.  CPAA county residents experience the 
same or more physically unhealthy days per month (2014).  
 

 
Source:  Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System  

 

16. Mentally Unhealthy Days 
 

2015 Assessment: CPAA counties are also at or exceed the state average for number of mentally unhealthy 
days experienced per month. 
 

 
Source:  Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System  

 

17. Mammogram Screening 
 

2015 Assessment: Chronic disease screening is an effective way to prevent more serious complications. The 
graph below shows the percentage of Medicare enrollees who have completed a recommended 
mammogram screening with two years (2015).  CPAA counties perform near or above the statewide average. 
 

 
Source:  Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care  
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Indicator Performance:  Access to Care  
 

18. Uninsured  
 

2015 Assessment: People without insurance face a steep barrier to care access.  In CPAA counties, the range 
of uninsured individuals ranges from 15% in Mason County to 20% in Grays Harbor and Pacific Counties. 
 

 
Source:  Small Area Health Insurance Estimates  

 

19. Access to Primary, Mental and Dental Health Care 
 

2015 Assessment: One significant barrier to access is having sufficient providers to serve the local population.  
As shown below, CPA counties by and large have a much lower ratio of primary care physicians, mental 
health providers and dentists per resident than the state as a whole. What is not captured in the tables 
below, but has been shared anecdotally, is the number of people who secure care outside their home county 
(e.g. Wahkiakum residents travel to Cowlitz County and Astoria, OR; some Mason, Grays Harbor and Pacific 
County residents travel to Thurston).  The additional travel time can reduce visits and increase care costs. 
 

 
Source:  Area Health Resource File/American Medical Association  

 

 
Source:  Area Health Resource File/National Provider Identification file  Source:  CMS, National Provider Identification file  
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20. Cost Barriers 
 

2015 Assessment: Some people choose, or feel forced, to forego needed care services due to cost.  In some 
CPAA counties, nearly 1 in 5 adults report cost as a barrier to access. 
 

 
Source:  Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System  

 
21. Avoidable Hospital Stays 
 

2015 Assessment: Preventable hospital stays are a symptom of untreated minor conditions and, often, an 
added but avoidable cost for hospitals.  In 2015, all but one CPAA county made year-over-year progress in 
this indicator category, although three counties exceed the statewide incidence rate. 
 

 
Source:  Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care  
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5. Dashboard Monitoring Concept 
 
The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA) Council intends to develop an indicator tracking system to 
facilitate monitoring, reporting and future strategy and action planning.  One option for moving forward is to 
develop a simple dashboard as follows:1 
 
• Establish 2015 (or most recent year) as a baseline (zero) for each of the twenty-one identified indicators 
• By July 31 for each ensuing year, update all indicator data and present an analysis of performance 
• Where indicator performance has improved assign one point 
• Where indicator performance has declined deduct one point2 
• Calculate overall score (baseline score from prior year +/- 21 indicator score results = +/- overall total) 
 

Indicator 
# 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2016 
Total 

Score                       
 
The above methodology can be applied at the regional (seven county) level and/or at the sub-regional level 
(i.e. each County is evaluated for performance score using same methodology).  Results can be presented in 
standard report form (e.g. text and graphics fact sheet), or through a GIS-based format at the sub-regional 
level (where individual county performance is indicated through color-coding for individual indicators and/or 
as a whole). 
 

6. Moving Forward – Assets and Gaps 
 
In addition to developing shared indicators, CPAA has initiated an asset-gap mapping effort.  The mutual goal 
of both tasks is to better understand and pursue improvement opportunities in each of the five goal areas.  
The asset mapping aspect will be ongoing given the diverse range of partner and communities involved. 
 
Information has been gleaned from local community health plans and personal interviews with members of 
the CPAA Council.  Summary findings to date are sorted by goal area below.   Responses have been 
shortened for readability. A more comprehensive working database will be made available to CPAA members 

1 More sophisticated software programs exist and/or are being developed to track health care delivery and outcome 
performance (e.g. http://www.cob.org/data/metrics/economy.aspx).  At some point in the future, the CPAA may 
choose to adopt a new tracking and reporting platform. However, given CPAA’s goal to be inclusive of all seven counties 
and diverse health care stakeholders, the untested nature of these inaugural indicators, and the cost associated with 
purchasing or renting software program from private vendors, it may be most effective to begin with the year-over-year 
monitoring program outlined above. 
 
2 Variation: CPAA could also assign a + 2 or - 2 for large variations in performance – e.g. change > 10% year over year. 
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separately.  Recommended areas of strategy and action emphasis/refinement will be provided once 
representative input has been received from all impacted geographies. 
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Key Assets and Gaps by CPAA County 
 
Tables on the following pages provide county-level observations regarding assets and gaps for each CPAA 
goal area.  Data-building is ongoing, with preliminary input provided by county and regional public health 
providers. Observations are segmented by county, alphabetically, and color-coded to facilitate review as 
follows: 
 
Cowlitz 
Grays Harbor  
Lewis 
Mason 
Pacific 
Thurston 
Wahkiakum 
Regional Observations  
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Goal Area Assets and Gaps 
 

Working Inventory of Assets and Gaps  
*Information collected through June 18, 2015 (outreach ongoing) 
 

Enhance economic and educational opportunities 
Assets Gaps 

Cowlitz County 
• Local community college strong - continuing to offer relevant 

programs and curriculum.  
• Local EDC - pretty active how to create more opportunities. 
Grays Harbor County 
• EDC/Chamber partnerships to work on job creation/retention   
• WorkSource  
• Excellent college; good high schools and grade school programs 
• Reduced local tuition for kids who maintain set of commitments 
• Running start  
• Potential for new 4-year degrees at community colleges   
• Thrives program focus on getting students to know there are post 

grad options other than 4 -yr. colleges/identifying where to get skills  
Lewis County 
• Active literacy council; GED prep. tutoring 
• New Market Skills Center; would be good if service available locally 
Mason County 
• Mason Matters - Robert Wood Johnson - Roadmaps grant.  
• High school and beyond - increase high school graduation.  
• More career opportunities - STEM  
• Good partnerships - focus on what we can do collectively  
Pacific County 
• GH Community College has satellites in both ends of county. 
• Fairly robust EDC.  Community college looking at offerings for skills 

training. One would be a new Community Health Worker program.  

Cowlitz County 
• Folks leave community after high school.  Lack of jobs for young people.   
• Level of educational attainment in community is low. 
• Traditionally the county had industrial/manufacturing focus. Transition to future is 

unclear. Not a lot of job growth. Some recovery.  Growing gap around living wage 
jobs; the new jobs that are coming in are minimum wage jobs.  Most people who live 
in county also work in county. 

Grays Harbor County 
• When industry withered - no transferable skills 
• Perception of some businesses that there is an unskilled/unwilling workforce 
• Perceived high drop-out rate in high school (education not valued) 
Lewis County 
• Geography - hard to travel to get to education  
• This is timber community...historically people earned good wages without higher ed. 

so do not value higher ed. and still waiting for high-paying blue-collar job 
• Internet access - challenge. People still on dial up. Can’t telecommute. 
• Need a central hub where community can communicate to educators what kind of 

training would be beneficial. Networking to better identify needs.  
Mason County 
• Economic development top priority.  Income # 1 predictor of health.  Wealth = health.    
• Recent mill closures - additional stress on economically challenged community. 
• Don’t have a lot of businesses that have living wage jobs.   
• Homelessness an issue; housing is expensive.  
• Want to influence businesses coming in and working to support entrepreneurs.  Want 

to keep trade & technical - keep them in Mason County.    
• Biggest export is young people leaving the community.   
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• EDC looking to attract more jobs, including Internet telecommute 
type jobs. 

Thurston County 
• Justice system staff becoming “trauma informed” to better serve 

people with health, mental/ behavioral  health/ACE’s 
• Thurston Thrives (coordinated health planning, integration) 
• Drug Court one of first to include trauma treatment 
• Drug court/ diversion programs require accountability/ healthy 

behaviors for job search to put people on self-sufficiency path 
Wahkiakum County 
• Workforce grant funds to invest in youth employment programs, 

employment support for clients, transit for employment purposes 
• Work with DSHS to find employment for broad range of people 
• Partner with community college to make services available locally 
• Includes us in Technical Advisory Committees (e.g. for economic, 

housing and transportation issues) 
Regional Observations 
• Really important that EDC directors are working together and share 

info in our region. This is really huge. Better off when working 
regionally. 

• Community colleges doing more online, highbred learning. Future 
may be more focused specialization by specific colleges in each 
community.  For example, welding not at 3 colleges but robust 
program in one with subsidies for transportation.    

• Pac Mountain Cluster Study provides good data as foundation to 
build action plans. 

• EDS 113 progressive in their thinking.  They “get” the region. 
• Libraries - good resource/ asset 
• The veteran population can provide skilled resource for the region. 

If able to make good job match, vets are good workers with huge 
leadership training and capabilities.    

• This region does a good job in building partnerships. Commitment 
to do right by workers and employers.  State is a good partner.   

• Rich career and technical programs that are engaging to keep kids in 
schools (Example - New Market Skills Center, Running Start, arts 
programs, etc.).    

• A significant part of population leave county to work. Would like to bring income 
back.  Individual income data might look higher because of jobs outside of county.  

• Don’t have jobs for families and young people in Mason. Jobs not there anymore.   
• Cultural/generational issues.  People used to be able to get work without 

education/training after high school. College not discussed in many families.  
Pacific County 
• Long Beach more robust due to tourism. However, tourism are lower paying jobs 
• Timber up a little. Fishing down and will never be back to 20 years ago level.  

Fishermen go to Alaska for the season if they can.  Their absence impacts tourism.   
• N County more stable with long-term families. Kids may come back. S County more 

transient.  
• No resources to help kids come up with vision for a different future.   
Thurston County 
• Need to house / feed population first. Top improvement for vulnerable populations. 
• #1 - food/shelter; #2 education; #3 jobs 
• Make sure kids stay engaged 
• Provide post-secondary options 
• College used to provide GED programs for jail; no longer does due to funding 
Wahkiakum County 
• Light presence of regional resources  
• No staff to run community center connections (programming, promotion) 
• Concern that Running Start could impact school district funding 
• Need more technical assistance for people with disabilities; perhaps a way to create 

jobs (we don’t have many here) through a social purpose corporation 
Regional Observations 
• Economy still fairly resource dependent.  Wood products - last of great paying jobs for 

mill workers.  More closures will mean more people needing jobs, training, and 
education. Haven’t landed on where to go in next chapter for economic development 
in these communities. 

• If vets cannot find jobs, some of the mental health results of their service come to the 
surface and become individual and community health issue. 

• Result of poor economies - Poverty and all related stuff. Need to focus on this. Hard 
for kids to learn when hungry and homeless 
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• Thurston Thrives - good data re education as relates to health. 
Youth not engaged in workforce/secondary training opportunities a 
year out of high school will represent an estimated $1 million per 
person in public burden over their lifetime - health care, public 
safety, social, income tax, etc. % of youth who complete HS/post-
high school is a strong indicator of their long-term health.  

 

• State education has developed a narrow definition of students’ potential as reflected 
by test scores.  Hence, many schools limit programs to focus on the subjects they will 
be evaluated against. 

• Education policy based on gaps rather than student strengths.  Find out what kids are 
not doing and make them do it all day long. 

• Need to convince kids who are disengaged as to why sticking it out is worthwhile.   
The various entities get how important this is but no bandwidth to engage.   

• Recent research concerning unintended consequences of raising graduation 
requirements (i.e. standardized tests) found that drop-out rates went up, especially 
for children whose families are struggling economically, minorities and those with 
disabilities. Yet, HS diploma is a key necessity factor for moving out of poverty. 

 

Prevent and mitigate adverse childhood experiences 
Assets Gaps 

Cowlitz County 
• In clinical care, can target parenting adult education during well 

child visits so ER last resort 
• One of schools for CPAA project is Monticello MS in Longview 
• Cowlitz Community Network is involved in several initiatives. The 

Network is working to improve the child maternal health system 
and connect young, at risk mothers to resources they need to help 
them and their children. Network also is hosting a series of 
conversations on Adverse Childhood Experiences and their 
relationship to the County Health 
Rankings.  http://www.cowlitzcommunitynetwork.com/ 

• Lots of conversation and training related to ACES.  
Grays Harbor County 
• 2 projects funded - Thrive by 5 in coordination with state early 

learning council and PATS - parents as teachers. 
• STEEP - philanthropy support  
• Local foundation - early learning 
• Working to become trauma informed agency  
• Health, educators - high degree of care & concern. 
• Potential grant to help w/teen pregnancy prevention/initial trauma 
Lewis County 

Cowlitz County 
• More needs to be done in conjunction with clinical care well child visits 
Grays Harbor County 
• Sustain home/self-health education programs 
• Grants are short term for long-term issues 
• Need programs to scale/capacity to serve 60 families; birth cohort of 600 children 
Lewis County 
• Hear ACES everywhere. Can’t pinpoint any efforts going on.  Is it a buzz word?  Service 

providers are interested, but sure it’s actionable. 
Mason County 
• High ACES scores in Mason County. Unless intervention - becomes generational issue.   
• People get stuck, and no resources to intervene.  Substance abuse a big factor. 
Pacific County 
• Still lack of awareness, training about ACES. 
Thurston County 
• Broader community needed 
• Therapeutic interventions 
• Widespread effort needed statewide - public education, parents and families.  There 

is proven correlation between early childhood experience and what happens later. 
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• Maternal and child block grant  
• Juvenile court making a difference in way juveniles treated 
• 1/10 of 1 % funding 
Mason County 
• Working to provide trauma informed service providers. Looking at 

community norms and how to create a compassionate community. 
Priority in county health improvement plan is to assist in creating 
functional families. Create understanding, compassion and 
awareness. 

Pacific County 
• Grants in place for drug and alcohol prevention programs (drug free 

communities – N County) and Healthy Communities Project (S 
County) that includes lifestyles, resiliency, parenting, etc.   

• N County partners looking at resources and info about who’s doing 
what and how to make stronger.  

• Strong juvenile staff.  Schools have anti-bullying policies. Each 
school now has a counselor.  

• Schools have staff trained in mental health 101. Schools have peer 
helper program.   

Thurston County 
• Schools have counselors  
• Fortunate to have leaders mobilized re ACE reduction/resilience  
• Mental health & substance abuse advisory committee 
Wahkiakum County 
• Child health care workers at Progress Center provide preventative 

education re ACEs.  Strong community education program. 
• Good screening in place for young children. 
• Quarterly meetings with partners 
Regional Observations 
• We’re learning more about it and needs to be included in all of work 

that we do.  Encourage us to look into families’ lives - need 
adequate resources. 

• ESD very supportive and proactive in educating and contributing to 
evidence-based solutions. Lots of data -- not much evidence of 
effective interventions to become more successful.  

• Need to make sure all disciplines understand and know how to deal with ACE’s 
impacts. Trauma penetrates through generations of family members. 

Wahkiakum County 
• Need ed. program with community-wide focus; hard to get partners (DVR) to look 

beyond drugs and alcohol ed....need integrated approach at the State level 
• People have to leave town to secure pediatric care.  If there is one thing we need and 

people would support, it is local access to quality pediatric care, or a gerontologist 
(we used to have a nursing facility and a senior living facility, but they’re gone) 

Regional Observations 
• Additional resources always welcome. 
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• ESD early learning staff participated in networks as well as follow-up 
professional learning education about ACES and how to create 
childhood traumatic stress support systems (WSU, U Conn) 

• ESD committed to helping families/schools by providing trauma-
sensitive perspective to help mitigate ACES.  With WSU, helping 
adopt framework for caregivers in non-therapeutic settings -help 
children develop secure relationships with school adults and 
identify emotional responses that get in the way of success.  All 
caregivers participate - nutrition, bus drivers, etc.  Help kids w/skills 
to prevent melt downs as a consequence of adversity they have 
experienced. Limited projects in Shelton and Onalaska. 

 

Improve access to care with emphasis on increasing provider capacity 
Assets Gaps 

Cowlitz County 
• Child and Adolescent Clinic  
• County Health Improvement Plan (CHIP) -

http://www.co.cowlitz.wa.us/documentcenter/view/5456 and 
http://cowlitzcommunityreport.org/ 

• Fairly robust physical care provider network.  Medical home model. 
• Family health center - locally quality - merging resources 
• Local hospital - primary care site. Working on integration as well. 

Most providers making effort.   
Grays Harbor County 
• New medical group owned by hospital helps recruit physicians 
Lewis County 
• A group of community partners has initiated a community-wide 

strategic planning process for improving health. 2 Strategic Issues:   
1. Improve Economic and Educational Opportunities 

o Improve educational and skill training opportunities 
o Improve knowledge of employment /skill training 

opportunities within public, commercial, education sectors 
2. Improve Access to and Awareness of Available Services 

o Improve service provider knowledge of opportunities and 
gaps in services (including geography) 

Cowlitz County 
• Trained professionals unwilling or unable to stay in rural counties. Main reason is lack 

of financial resources. 
• Lack of resources limits access to primary care by those who need it most 
• Inadequate allocation of funding to primary care; result is that the state caps the 

number of people who have access to primary care through Medicaid.   
• Lack of resources limits access to mental/behavioral health care.  20% of children 

diagnosed with mental/ behavioral health concerns, but only 2% can access help). 
• No reimbursement for screening. Would be cost effective but not paid for. 
• Need to differentiate between pediatric and adult care. State innovation plan 

generally for adults. Can’t use adult criteria. 
• Parents truly care and trust ped docs (10 visits in first 1000 days of life). 
• Without early childhood care, result is more ER visits; more undiagnosed physical and 

mental health conditions that could have been caught much earlier. 
• More yearly well child exams with screening.  Integrate findings with schools and 

other community resources to help children. 
• Disconnect among chemical dependency and mental health in terms of coordination 

and access to these services. 
• Behavior health services needed.  While # of providers is increasing, there continues 

to be an increasing need in that area.  Especially in relation to schools, children and 
justice system. Trying to figure out how to better coordinate with those systems.  
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• Emphasis on improving knowledge not capacity 
• Part of building 5-county BH organization. Will be some provider 

capacity there.  Will be looking at mental health and chemical 
dependency as part of that.  Some people go to different places.   

Mason County 
• 2 public hospital districts in the county.  
• Mason General is an “accountable care organization”  
• ½ of 1% State funding- raises about $500,000 - used mainly for 

family therapy courts.   
• Beginning diversion programs for mental health & veterans.  
• Hospital - working on telemedicine, specifically telepsychiatry.    
• Providers who are here are good. 
Pacific County 
• 2 federally qualified health centers accessible - Valley View (Lewis 

County); Cowlitz Health Center 
• Valley View has grant for tale-mental health services. 
• 3 hospitals in county - 2 in South Bend; one in Ilwaco; clinics are 

associated with hospitals. 
• Pilot tele-assistance program  
• Dietician program with WIC  
• Strong coalitions talking about care access and capacity.  
Thurston County 
• County planning on building a triage facility for people in crisis 

before they get into the system. They can be assessed and stabilized 
and routed to the appropriate next step. 10-bed capacity may not 
be enough. Being developed through RSN. 

Wahkiakum County 
• Have some telemedicine for mental health 
Regional Observations 
• Some facilities have begun to acknowledge rural communities 

demand a new way of doing business. Looking at how to make more 
customer-friendly. 

• ESD now has licenses from DSHS to provide mental health services 
in Thurston, Mason, Grays Harbor counties.  These are in addition to 
existing substance abuse treatment licenses.  Have connections with 

• There are some diversion programs - a drug court and mental health court - but not 
serving huge needs. 

• Housing is another gap. 
Grays Harbor County 
• Difficulty in recruiting.  No one recruiting dentists, BHR providers. ARNP’s, OBGYN etc.  
• Access restricted by being rural community - no provider capacity 
Lewis County 
• Provider capacity an issue 
• Acuity level of clients - difficulty in keeping providers here 
Mason County 
• Blending medical and behavioral health. Still a lot of work to do with primary care and 

mental health doctors and disciplines.  
• Dental providers have limited Mason County practice.  
• Dental services not supported by Medicaid.  Had some support, but clinic closed. 
• Lack of Medicaid for mental health/chronic disease services.  BHR understaffed.  
• There are some mental health services available in Thurston. However, realistically 

resources not accessible to Mason clients due to transportation, etc.  North end of 
county especially challenged.   

• Some Latinos not eligible for services...urgent care/ER only route.  Kids should be 
eligible for APPLE health.   

• No free clinic in Mason County.  Strain on system to respond.  
• Rural underserved area. Client/physician ratio high.   
• There is a general awareness of where you go for physical help -- clinics, urgent care, 

ER.  Less so with mental health - particularly for uninsured.   
• Working poor not Medicaid eligible and there’s nothing for them. With Medicaid 

expansion there should be help, but not enough providers and long wait times.   
• Single people were not eligible for Medicaid previously so didn’t access. Now there 

should be access - but still no resources. 
Pacific County 
• Turnover of clinic support people fairly high.  S County looking for doctor for south 

county for 3 years - just hired nurse practitioner 
• N County tried to bring in providers but docs don’t want to come, or if they do, they 

stay for a short time. Just hired PA. 
• No pediatric or OB/GYN docs.  Need to go out of county to have babies. 
• Significant lack of dental services especially in  South county 
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44 school districts in region.  If can find adequate resources and 
funding and workforce there’s opportunity to address large gap in 
school district.   

• 5 -year mental health grant from State Office of Education for a 
program in Shelton.  Just completed 1st year planning cycle. Next 
year add student assistance professionals to delivery in Shelton.  
Included will be prevention and intervention; first aid training 
service providing adult services.   

 

• No providers for telemedicine except Valley View above. 
• Mental health - 1 provider. Hard to keep staff.  
 
Thurston County 
• County jail is short of capacity to treat chemical dependency 
• More opportunities are needed to connect systems - health/ mental health/ public 

safety; people need to be in the right system; diversion programs work  
• With Medicaid expansion, more people have insurance, but mostly catastrophic 

insurance. When in jail Medicaid doesn’t pay; county pays. When they get out, unable 
to afford co-pays/deductibles to continue treatment.  State has Justice Treatment 
account that can be used for co-pays/deductibles. Are there other funds so people 
leaving jail/in diversion programs can continue treatment so don’t end up back in jail? 

Wahkiakum County 
• Don’t have any providers (lack of primary care) 
• Community Health Center can’t keep staff or recruit people to area; Continuous 

turnover since no time to build trust 
• Other problems:  lack of jobs for care provider/administrator partners, lack of 

shopping, educational opportunities, housing, etc. 
Regional Observations 
• Transportation an issue in rural communities - how do we change that? More on line, 

telephone, etc.  Need to provide resource capacity before go to ER.  
• When resources are scarce or inconvenient, people forego preventative care and wait 

until something catastrophic happens. Becomes a cultural barrier - people fear the 
huge cost and inconvenience and want to avoid.  

• Intergenerational poverty of region and all the stuff that goes along with being poor 
lock people into place.  Any programs trying to address - schools, community 
organizations, youth, etc., are welcome. 

• School personnel say most underserved need is mental health. They see many 
children with obvious mental health issues, but have no resources to provide.  Not 
familiar with the mental health and phys health systems, don’t understand insurance, 
Medicaid, and difference between models.   

• HYS survey says our rate of youth with depression higher than state, national average. 
• Nobody wants to pay for conversations that need to occur when kids are struggling 

with chemical dependency or mental health issues.  ESD trying to  establish a “no 
wrong door“ approach for kids by providing a person they can talk to for guidance, 
education, referral, and some treatment.  
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• Fee for service is the current model. However, this doesn’t pay for screening, only for 
evaluations or treatment protocols. All the effort for establishing partnerships, 
communications, etc. not paid for.  

Improve chronic disease prevention and management 
Assets Gaps 

Cowlitz County 
• Community Collaboration (e.g. Pathways 2020/Healthy Living 

Collaborative, et al)  
• Medical home model of care  
• Expanding mental/behavioral health resources 
• ACA requires appropriate pay for preventative (90%) 
Grays Harbor County 
• Consortium offers chronic disease self-management education. 

Each consortium member provides 2 workshops a year, outreach 
to physicians.  No revenue to support. Would make huge 
difference to health insurance/ER if successful.  

Lewis County 
• Prevention - county trying to develop program for agri-tourism, 

healthy eating  and active living grant   
• CHA process allowed us to address social determinants 

surrounding generational poverty – very helpful 
• Want to establish priorities work groups to focus on action 
Mason County 
• Hospitals a resource in providing. 
• Moving Toward  Healthier Future grant  - healthy lifestyles  focus 
• ACHIEVE grant 
• Eating for health coalition 
• Farm-to-community health priorities  
• Community Health Improvement Plan - good nutrition.   
• Guided food donations - request for healthier food requests.   
• Youth that do cooking - more community gardens.   
• Hospital donated land for hope garden.   
• Working with physician practices for immunizations, etc.    
Thurston County 

Cowlitz County 
• Allocate resources to prevent trauma. Behavioral health issues preventable if resources 

provided early and care is integrated and coordinated. 
• http://www.cowlitzonthemove.org/ 
• County has transitioned from offering direct services to collective impact approach.  

Creating office of healthy communities in health department.  Policy system and 
environmental approach to making change.  Working collaboratively toward reaching 
goals.  Mobilizing stakeholders - lots of projects.  

• Can map out where conversation has been - common language and focal point.  
Grays Harbor County 
• Unable to be flexible in resources.  Excessive layers of rules and reporting, focus on 

areas that are not local priorities, make it difficult to succeed.  Need more emphasis on 
chronic disease, where we could make a significant improvement for whole system. 

Lewis County 
• What’s going on is fragmented.  Same as care coordination. Certain health care 

systems starting to do things - hard to start up sustainable program. 
• Looking at ways to break down barriers around each health care institution...better 

utilization of funds - make sustainable...different pots - not long-term.   
Mason County 
• Substance abuse and other identified factors contribute to chronic diseases. More 

resources needed. 
Thurston County 
• Need to tie to chronic disease prevention/management to ACE’s research 
• Health care in jail addresses many chronic diseases.  Health care large piece of jail 

budget as Medicaid doesn’t pay when people are in jail. Medicaid expansion has meant 
Medicaid benefits are only suspended when people in jail/resume when they get out. 

Wahkiakum County 
• Continue development of community health workers to serve as advocates/take 

services into homes (people here are boot-strappers, more likely to receive services in 
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• Thurston Thrives 
Pacific County 
• As one of the grayest counties in the state, might be helpful to 

have some education programs, such as living with chronic illness.   
• S County - senior centers. A lot of people go - Not focused on 

education. How to access resources -- not wide spread.  
• Health Department  focuses on youth & prevention work  
• Healthy Communities project 
Wahkiakum County 
• Active community health worker program.  People trained to help 

connect people to resources  
• Life-flight service 
Regional Observations 
• Region/state has increasing commitment to healthy communities.  
• Little things make a difference. Wellness programs in companies. 
• Health departments doing a lot in this region. 
• School immunizations - ESD helps schools get compliance from 

families. In some communities with a higher % of college parents, 
rates of immunizations relatively low.   In those cases, ESD helps 
provide accurate info about effects of immunizations.  

their homes rather than seek services).  This provides an employment track for people 
while they’re helping educate people about chronic disease prevention/mitigation. 

• People are not using the local hospitals  
Regional Observations 
• Contemporary poverty - very hard on commitment to healthy life styles.  
• Health departments can’t do it alone. 

 

Improve care coordination and integration 
 

Assets Gaps 
Cowlitz County 
• Healthy Living Collaborative of SW Washington - 46 partners - 

http://healthylivingcollaborative.org/. Mission - Collaborative 
focusing on upstream solutions that support community-based 
initiatives to improve health and wellness. Committed to 
strengthening families, neighborhoods, and systems in order to 
ensure health equity. HLC brings together partners from all sectors, 
combining resources and ideas, to improve the lives of everyone. 

• Fair amount of work done in making care available across sectors. 
County assisting in forecasting as changes rolling out.  

• Mental health through RSN 

Cowlitz County 
• Braiding funding streams is necessary for healthy children 
• Need to integrate primary and mental health 
• Changes in Medicaid dollars could impact clinical services. 
• Bubble - mental health & CD integration. 
• What info do you collect to determine right thing to do? How do you engage so many 

people with so many diverse needs? There needs to be more process - this is not easy. 
Lewis County 
• How to coordinate new services?  Hard for health plans to contract with individuals.  
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• Nurse family partnership - health & human services. 3 other 
visiting programs- that operate in CC.  

• Strong awareness of positive results of integrating & coordination.   
Grays Harbor County 
• RSN doing great deal to improve integration of BH  
• Working on bringing primary care into treatment of BH 
Lewis County 
• Behavioral Health Organization development. To integrate mental 

health & chemical dependency (but not physical health) 
• More services available since ACA  
• Pilot project around care coordination for repeat-users of criminal 

justice system. Get multiple agencies together when involved in 
person’s health and criminal issues.  

Mason County 
• Working with RSN to create a BHO that would include more Mason 

representation. Thurston RSN willing to have conversations.  
• Starting to work with hospitals around BH and substance abuse. 

The ER and jail are not the best places to be.  Community wide - 
beginning to understand what integration means, but there is not 
the capacity, and funds are uncertain/lacking to increase capacity.  

• Utilize state resources - DSHS, Medicaid, federal pass through - for 
variety of programs - children with special needs, communicable 
diseases, etc.  Of public health dollars - 15% from county. 

Pacific County 
• Beginning conversation about care coordination & integration.  
Thurston County 
• Diversion programs work to coordinate services and treatment - 

health and non-health 
• Possible $80 million in state budget for new beds at state hospitals 
Wahkiakum County 
• Mental health contracts mandate coordination of care 
• Joint staffing meetings – mental health staff go to medical 

meetings with clients; provide transportation, funding support 
• Short wait lists for mental health care...easy access  

• Not a diverse county.  Lack of culturally appropriate services.   If want to make change, 
need to meet where they are & speak language. 

Mason County 
• Why separate physical/mental health, chemical dependency/substance abuse? 
Pacific County 
• No real system in place even for shared health records. No seamless system. How can 

do we create system, including follow up for mental health and other referrals? 
• As a remote, rural community, not sure how this will all play-out. How do we fit in and 

what is benefit for our community? How do we bring back the regional planning effort 
to the community?  It’s hard to be really involved in a lot of regional work when so 
much needs to be done at local.  

Thurston County 
• Cutbacks at Western State leave people in jail waiting for forensic psychiatric 

evaluation to determine competency and next steps.  This bogs down criminal justice 
system and places additional burden on jail.  

• Jails and state prisons are the largest mental health system in the state.  
• Need to work on finding connections to get people treatment/ protect public safety 
• In the 1950’s we deinstitutionalized mental health treatment - felt people better off in 

their communities rather than institutions.  Some have nowhere to go - so eventually 
many may end up in jail. There is a need for institutions for seriously mentally ill. 

Wahkiakum County 
• Need new facility to house array of staff; consolidation helps coordination/integration 
• Local clinic has dental folks, other specialists, but we don’t see them here.  There is 

also a bottleneck for accessing referrals. 
• When our people go out of County for services, those providers don’t know/aren’t 

telling them what we can provide at home 
Regional Observations 
• People/organizations reinforce silos and customer loses out. However, better to start 

and it will evolve. Don’t get discouraged. Everybody has a piece of this. 
• For physical care, protocol is to get treatment followed by other services (PT, etc.).  For 

MH, process has been to get treatment and no follow-up. Need to find way for 
prevention/intervention/ follow-up.  

• Need to link treatment processes for chemical dependency and substance abuse.   
• School nurse corps is very important. Co-pay program established to pay for part of 

program, but limited presence at each school site.   
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• We’ve done a good job de-stigmatizing mental health care and are 
becoming more proactive about preventive care 

• Good at leveraging partners, avoiding silos by doing outreach 
• Partner with WSDOT to run a care shuttle (go into schools, senior 

centers, have trained community health advocates, do well-checks 
at people’s homes, run the homeless program) 

Regional Observations 
• Pac Mountain recently hosted 50 people to talk about care 

coordination and integration as it relates to WorkSource side.   
• Encouraging that state /nation are beginning to understand how 

this happens and fits across sectors and industries.  That putting 
customer first leads to coordination, bringing others to table leads 
to integration.  This is about weaving it all together to build 
stronger net around the customer.   

• ESD now has license to provide mental health services in schools. 
Hope is it will lead to improved care and coordination for youth.  
Objective is school-based wrap-around support.   

• Medical health - have school nurse corps.   

• Some concern that this effort is directed to health care systems rather than 
reallocation of resources to address/achieve a broader base of prevention and 
intervention work. 
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5.4. CPAA Shared Regional Health Priority Problem and Vision Statements 
This document evolved out of the discussion of shared regional health priorities. The document 
describes for each chosen shared regional health priority area the problem that is to be solved and the 
ideal problem solution. Building on these shared problem and vision statements, the document then 
lists local strategies that each of the region’s seven community forums and our five Medicaid Managed 
Care Organization partners have identified and/or are currently engaging on in each focus area. The 
document concludes with a listing of potential regional strategies in each of the five shared regional 
health priority areas. This document has been used to inform the identification and refinement of 
regionally aligned strategies that will form the basis for our region’s Health Improvement Plan that is 
currently under development.  
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Increase Access to Services (Provider Capacity) 
 

Problem Statement Vision Statement 

 
The limited capacity of providers to meet our 
region’s health care needs is a big concern. This 
extends to a broad range of health care services, 
including but not limited to primary care and 
dental services, mental health and chemical 
dependency treatment, and specialty medical 
care. Adequate health care access is a problem 
throughout our region, but is particularly severe 
in our rural areas where the number of health 
care providers is well below the Washington 
State average. For example, the number of 
mental health provider FTEs per 100,000 
residents in Lewis County is barely 10% of the 
Washington State average. The number of dentist 
FTEs per 100,000 residents in Pacific County is 
approximately 40% of the Washington State 
average; and the number of primary care 
physician FTEs per 100,000 residents in Mason 
County is a mere 28% of the state’s average. 
Provider shortages exist even in our urban areas; 
for example, Thurston County falls 19% below the 
state average of primary care physician FTEs per 
100,000 residents (County Health Rankings, 
2011).  
 

 
Our communities have access to the right care at 
the right place at the right time.  Our health care 
providers have the capacity to meet our region’s 
health care needs. There is a sufficiently large 
work force to meet our region’s health care 
needs. Providers are paid fairly for their work. 
Training incentives are provided to retain and 
attract providers. 
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Local Strategies 
 

Cowlitz  Ensure all women and children have access to a medical home 

 Medical homes support babies being born healthy 

Grays Harbor  Recruit needed providers for area hospitals 

Lewis  Improve service provider knowledge of opportunities and gaps in services 

Mason  Expand access to and appropriate use of primary, behavioral and oral health 
care 

 Increase capacity for dental care 

 Increase health insurance enrollment 

 Increase appropriate utilization of health benefits 

 Increase capacity for behavioral health services 

Pacific  In development 
 
 

Thurston  Improve the provider network for outpatient, crisis and peer support of 
behavioral health sciences to ensure a greater diversity of contractors who 
can deliver an integrated, evidence based model and community oriented 
services to divert and transition patients from ED’s, jails, and homelessness  

 Create a secure assessment facility for mentally ill persons who are 
interacting with law enforcement 

 Support strategies to sustain access to free or reduced cost basic health 
services from safety net providers for the uninsured or underinsured 
individuals 

 Increase payment rates for primary care and behavioral health care with the 
county/state. ***Includes behavioral health parity in all health plans  

 Expand opportunities to enroll eligible individuals using Washington Health 
Benefit Exchange (WAHBE) Program 

 Improve access to mental health services for all, but especially for low and 
moderate income persons 

 Provide on-site services to shelters, permanent support and transition 
housing sites including SNF’s, Adult Family Homes, etc.  

 Encourage transition to value based reimbursement models 

 Meet the demand of dental services by increasing capacity and access 
 

Wahkiakum  Unknown 
 

Amerigroup  Continue to provide network adequacy to be in compliance with contractual 
standards  

 Explore developing telemedicine in rural areas where provider capacity is 
minimal 
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CHPW  Provide access to psychiatric consultation via telephone and video, thus 
expanding access where there are access issues through the Mental Health 
Improvement Plan (MHIP) 

 Provide tele-consultation services to chronic pain patients in Grays Harbor 
and Lewis Counties through partnership with UW 

 Provides incentives and supports Patient Centered Medical Home 
accreditation, which focuses on using the full team and in turn improves 
access 
 

Coordinated 
Care 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Continue the recruitment of providers in assigned service areas, and reaching 
out to providers in select expansion areas to augment existing network of 
contracted PCPs and Specialists   

o The recruitment is particularly focused to the essential providers 
(PCP, Pediatrics, OB/GYN, and Behavioral Health) that are required by 
the State contract, but encompasses high-volume specialties as well 

 Continue the development of integrated medical and behavioral health 
programs (notably with NAVOS) and special access programs (notably with 
DESC) to improve access and quality of care 

 Utilize US Med Mgmt. (USMM) in several counties –a home visiting physician 
service which helps our homebound or very ill members see a doctor by 
bringing that doctor to them 

Molina  Collaborate with HCA to address/resolve differential reimbursement to 
FQHC/Rural Health Clinic and Tribal Clinics for Medicaid Managed Care vs. 
Medicaid Fee-for-Service  

 Collaborate with large integrated delivery systems to bring needed 
primary/specialty care to underserved areas  

 Utilize Telemedicine to contract with a virtual Telemedicine provider for 
urgent and primary care needs; reimburse for Telemedicine consultation 
services; leverage use of Physician Assistant, Mid-level providers or ancillary 
staff to provide education and outreach  
 

 United 
Healthcare 

 Unknown 
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Themes of Local Strategies:  
Themes Local Strategies 

Behavioral 
Health 
 

 Increase capacity for behavioral health services (Mason) 

 Expand access to and appropriate use of behavioral health (Mason) 

 Improve the provider network for outpatient, crisis and peer support of 
behavioral health sciences to ensure a greater diversity of contractors who 
can deliver an integrated, evidence based model and community oriented 
services to divert and transition patients from ED’s, jails, and homelessness 
(Thurston) 

 Improve access to mental health services for all, but especially for low and 
moderate income persons (Thurston) 

 Create a secure assessment facility for mentally ill persons who are interacting 
with law enforcement (Thurston) 

 Increase payment rates for primary care and behavioral health care with the 
county/state. ***Includes behavioral health parity in all health plans 
(Thurston) 

 Provide on-site services to shelters, permanent support and transition housing 
sites including SNF’s, Adult Family Homes, etc. (Thurston) 

 Provide access to psychiatric consultation via telephone and video, thus 
expanding access where there are access issues through the Mental Health 
Improvement Plan (CHPW) 

 Continue the development of integrated medical and behavioral health 
programs (notably with NAVOS) and special access programs (notably with 
DESC) to improve access and quality of care (Coordinated Care) 

 

Primary Care & 
Specialty Care 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ensure all women and children have access to a medical home (Cowlitz) 

 Medical homes support babies being born healthy (Cowlitz) 

 Recruit needed providers for area hospitals (Grays Harbor) 

 Improve service provider knowledge of opportunities and gaps in service. 
(Lewis) 

 Expand access to and appropriate use of primary care (Mason) 

 Increase payment rates for primary care and behavioral health care with the 
county/state. ***Includes behavioral health parity in all health plans 
(Thurston) 

 Provide on-site services to shelters, permanent support and transition housing 
sites including SNF’s, Adult Family Homes, etc. (Thurston) 

 Continue to provide network adequacy to be in compliance with contractual 
standards (Amerigroup) 

 Provides incentives and supports Patient Centered Medical Home 
accreditation, which focuses on using the full team and in turn improves 
access (CHPW) 

 Utilize US Med Mgmt. (USMM) in several counties –a home visiting physician 
service which helps our homebound or very ill members see a doctor by 
bringing that doctor to them (Coordinated Care) 
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Primary Care & 
Specialty Care 
 

 Continue the recruitment of providers in assigned service areas, and reaching 
out to providers in select expansion areas to augment existing network of 
contracted PCPs and Specialists  (Coordinated Care) 

o The recruitment is particularly focused to the essential providers (PCP, 
Pediatrics, OB/GYN, and Behavioral Health) that are required by the 
State contract, but encompasses high-volume specialties as well 

 Utilize Telemedicine to contract with a virtual Telemedicine provider for 
urgent and primary care needs; reimburse for Telemedicine consultation 
services; leverage use of Physician Assistant, Mid-level providers or ancillary 
staff to provide education and outreach (Molina) 

 Collaborate with large integrated delivery systems to bring needed 

primary/specialty care to underserved areas (Molina) 

 

Oral Health   Increase capacity for dental care (Mason) 

 Expand access to and appropriate use for oral health (Mason) 

 Meet the demand of dental services by increasing capacity and access 
(Thurston) 
 

Telemedicine  Explore developing telemedicine in rural areas where provider capacity is 
minimal (Amerigroup) 

 Provide tele-consultation services to chronic pain patients in Grays Harbor and 
Lewis Counties through partnership with UW (CHPW) 

 Utilize Telemedicine to contract with a virtual Telemedicine provider for 
urgent and primary care needs; reimburse for Telemedicine consultation 
services; leverage use of Physician Assistant, Mid-level providers or ancillary 
staff to provide education and outreach (Molina) 

 

Payment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Increase payment rates for primary care and behavioral health care with the 
county/state. ***Includes behavioral health parity in all health plans 
(Thurston) 

 Encourage transition to value based reimbursement models (Thurston) 

 Reimburse for Telemedicine consultation services (Molina) 

 Collaborate with HCA to address/resolve differential reimbursement to 
FQHC/Rural Health Clinic and Tribal Clinics for Medicaid Managed Care vs. 
Medicaid Fee-for-Service  (Molina) 

o RHC, FQHC and Tribal clinics are all reimbursed based upon an 
“encounter rate” for Fee-for-service Medicaid 

o These same providers generally are compensated based on the fee-
for-service Medicaid fee schedule by Medicaid MCOs, and then 
receive an “enhancement payment” directly from HCA. In the case of 
the FQHC/RHC providers – the enhancement payment ultimately 
must be “reconciled” to insure that they ultimately receive payment 
in an amount equivalent to their encounter rate (no more and no 
less).  This enhancement/reconciliation process creates an 
administrative burden for the FQHC/RHCs as well as a possible 
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Payment 
 

financial exposure for them.  This “differential” reimbursement 
methodology puts Medicaid MCOs at a disadvantage when 
attempting to contract with FQHC/RHC providers.  This differential 
has led some FQHC/RHC and Tribal providers to “opt out” of 
contracting with Medicaid MCOs entirely. 
 

Insurance 
Enrollment 

 Increase health insurance enrollment (Mason) 

 Expand opportunities to enroll eligible individuals using Washington Health 
Benefit Exchange Program (Thurston) 
 

Health Literacy  Increase appropriate utilization of health benefits (Mason) 
 

Donated or 
Subsidized Care 

 Support strategies to sustain access to free or reduced cost basic health 
services from safety net providers for the uninsured or underinsured 
individuals (Thurston) 
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Regional Preliminary Strategies 
 

PRIORITY PRELIMINARY REGIONAL STRATEGIES  
Improve Access to 
Health Services  
(Provider Capacity) 

 Explore implementing telemedicine throughout the region 
 Expand existing primary care residency program to rural areas 
 Expand training for allied health professionals 
 Utilize community health workers in the region 
 Pursue discussions with local medical schools to develop 

partnerships to incentivize practicing medicine in rural settings 
 Research the federal medical student loan forgiveness program 

(What is the level of payment? By when, and by how much will it 
be diminished? Is this an area we can work with our congressional 
leaders on?) 

 Explore the development and implementation of a roving clinic for 
people with non-acute needs 

 Develop an integrated care model like Group Health or Kaiser in 
rural areas 

 Advocate for increased payment rates for primary care and 
behavioral health care with the county/state 
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Mitigation of Adverse Childhood Experiences 
 

Problem Statement Vision Statement 
 
There is a growing body of literature linking abuse, 
neglect, and family dysfunction during childhood, 
collectively referred to as adverse childhood 
experiences or ACEs, to increased disease risk in 
adulthood, shortened lives and diminished quality of 
life. According to the CDC, “some of our worst health 
and social problems in our nation can arise as a 
consequence of adverse childhood experiences.” 
(ACES Study, 
http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/acestudy/). 
Our region has a high burden of ACEs which are likely 
contributing to the prevalence of chronic disease and 
other poor health outcomes.  Reducing adverse 
childhood experiences for our youth therefore is an 
important long-term goal for our region. Improving 
health outcomes in our region will depend on our 
ability to increase individual and community resilience 
to mitigate the impact of Adverse Childhood 
Experiences.  
 

 
Childhood abuse, neglect and family dysfunction in 
our communities is reduced; children are raised in a 
healthy, safe environment. Our communities’ 
resilience to social trauma is strengthened. There are 
early intervention and prevention services which 
provide our communities with strong social-
emotional, behavioral, and physical health care 
allowing children and adults to better manage adverse 
childhood experiences. 

Local Strategies 
 

Cowlitz • Continue and expand the use of after school curriculums that develop self-esteem 
and decision making skills for youth 

• Increase the utilization of existing evidence based home visiting programs that 
support mothers through pregnancy and after birth 

• Coordinate access to developmental screening so all families can understand how 
their child is developing and gain timely access to appropriate interventions if 
necessary.  

Grays Harbor • Focus of families experiencing chaos or crisis by offering a range of supportive 
programs, including home visiting, which has demonstrated benefits for child and 
parent that last throughout childhood.  

• Acknowledge the roles that poverty, family history and lack of education play in the 
function of families experiencing stress.  

• Address depression as a factor associated with poverty, family history and lack of 
education play in the function of families experiencing stress.  

• Assist families to become competent in accessing supportive services including 
housing, medical and behavioral health treatment, transportation, pre-school 
education and job skills training.  

Lewis • Unavailable 
Mason • Strengthen family partnership and engagement 
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• Increase community awareness of role of early childhood development 
• Increase early learning screening and identification for intervention 
• Increase number of trauma-informed direct services 
• Increase number of at-risk families participating in evidence-based programs 
• Increase community capacity to ground services in most current brain science 

research 
• Increase community awareness of poverty and poverty-informed practices 
• Implement evidence-based poverty informed practices and models 

Pacific • Increase youth access to positive adult role models by 10% by 2020.  
o Create “Parenting coordinator” position to serve Pacific County 
o Increase community awareness and support for youth mentoring programs  
o Develop school-based community health clinics 

Thurston • Provide opportunities and access for families  
• Observe and respond to early warning signs  
• Build skills and competencies in parents and caregivers and children and youth 
• Further the social and emotional development of children and families 
• Make community connections 
• Create supports to connect and encourage exchanges among groups, neighborhoods 

and networks 
• Better engage with and support rural and special needs communities 
• Connect community members & neighborhoods with resources & existing services 
• Rapid prototyping of new ideas or innovations: support Social Labs-type projects such 

as GRuB and Compassionate Schools 
• Coordinate, incentivize & market county-wide volunteer opportunities 
• Improve volunteer management & attraction skills 
• Promote & celebrate pro-social activities 
• Educate the community about decision-making & civic empowerment (target youth) 
• Sustain safe routes to school programs  

Wahkiakum • Unavailable 
Amerigroup • Unavailable 
CHPW • Unavailable 
Coordinated Care • Unavailable 
Molina • Unavailable 
United Healthcare • Unavailable 
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Regional Brainstormed Strategies 
 

PRIORITY REGIONAL STRATEGIES  
Mitigation of ACEs  Build a regional collaborative of child serving agencies, organizations, 

faith-based organizations, criminal justice, and elected officials  
 Develop a public awareness campaign about ACEs 
 Establish a protocol or risk assessment to determine ACE score of 

pregnant mothers in order to provide support and refer to community 
resources 

 Build upon “compassionate schools” model 
 Provide behavioral health screenings during annual child physical 

examinations 
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Improve Chronic Disease Prevention and Management 
 

Problem Statement Vision Statement 
 
The management of chronic diseases, including 
obesity and heart conditions, places a huge burden on 
our health care system. Recent data for our region 
confirm that Major Cardiovascular Disease is the 
leading cause of death in our region across all counties 
(Center for Health Statistics, Washington State 
Department of Health, 2014 - 2013) and our rural 
communities struggle with obesity rates well over the 
Washington State average (34-35% vs. 27%, 
Washington State Department of Health, Chronic 
Disease Profiles by County, 2009-2011). Youth obesity 
rates in particular are worrisome because of the long-
term disease and cost burden on our communities. In 
Lewis and Grays Harbor counties, youth obesity rates 
are elevated by 4-9 percentage points over the 
Washington State average, which was 27% in 2010. 
More than a third of 10th graders in Lewis County are 
obese (Washington State Public Health Indicators). 
Likewise, adult smoking rates are higher than the 
Washington State average in all seven of our counties. 
In Thurston County, for instance, 19% of adults and 
12% of pregnant women smoke, compared to 16% 
and 9% respectively, statewide. The prevention of 
chronic diseases thus becomes a focal point for efforts 
to improve our region’s health. 
 

 
Our communities are educated about health risks and 
chronic disease prevention. Our community members 
eat healthy, exercise and practice other healthy 
lifestyle behaviors (e.g., non-smoking) to prevent 
chronic diseases, and our workplaces and built 
environments support them in doing so. Community 
members who suffer from chronic diseases have the 
tools and resources to manage their chronic 
conditions successfully. Policies and motivational 
support systems will also help to support chronic 
disease management. 
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Local Strategies 
 

Cowlitz • Ensure access to tobacco cessation programs for pregnant mothers 
• Implement nutrition, activity, and screen-time standards for child care settings 
• Improve access of neighborhoods to fresh fruits and vegetables and reduce 

marketing of alcohol and tobacco 
• Provide more opportunities to access safe environments for physical activity year 

round 
• Increase the number of public settings that are tobacco free 
• Develop or expand workplace wellness programs 
• Develop and implement join use agreements for accessing physical activity between 

schools and the neighborhoods they serve 
Grays Harbor • Continue to work with a coalition of agencies using the Chronic Disease Self-

Management (CDSM) program and Diabetes Education Program.  
• Expand the CDSM program to more locations 
• Add community wide efforts that increase exercise opportunities, cooking classes and 

other experiential activity to help people make informed health food choices that 
save money, and provide information to the public on how to access these resources.  

• Promote active living through bicycle path planning and complete streets efforts.  
• Address tobacco and nicotine use, especially to pregnant women who smoke and to 

prevent smoking among children.  
Lewis • Unavailable 
Mason • Unavailable 
Pacific • Increase free or reduce cost physical activity for youth and seniors by 10% by 2020.  

o Work with Senior Centers to create walking groups. 
o Approach schools to develop use agreements for building/campus after 

school hour’s use.  
o Promote events that raise awareness of the importance of physical activity: 

e.g., walk-a-thon; 5krun/walk. 
Thurston • People eat healthfully  

o Fewer restaurants receive poor score during inspections 
o Local policy promotes agritourism 
o Increase number of produce from local farms 
o Increase number of school and community gardens 
o Increase number of nutrition education programs in county 
o Increase food utilization; Capture healthy foods from grocery stores and 

farms for food banks 
o Increased consumption of fruits and vegetables so kids and families are at a 

healthy weight 
• Promote health education about diet, active living and well-being in schools (k-12), 

educating and influencing people to make better health choices 
• Create safe, convenient and abundant opportunities for physical activities 

o Increase housing density near commercial service and other destinations 
o Increase convenience & safety of walking, biking and transit 
o Residents are encourage to walk/bicycle/be active 
o Increase availability of neighborhoods parks and other supports 
o Improve street design 
o Sustain Safe Routes to School programs 
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• Promote targeted, professional and public interventions to address deficiencies in 
current access to preventative and other health services, focusing on smoking 
cessation, adult obesity, STD infection rates, diabetic screening and mammography 
screening 

• Expand access to and participation in Chronic Disease Self-Management Programs 
• Encourage transition to value based reimbursement models 

Wahkiakum • Unavailable 
Amerigroup • Provide telephonic case management and health promotion services and via mail 

• Hold community based events to address chronic disease 
CHPW • ? 
Coordinated Care • ? 
Molina • Provide telephonic chronic disease management  

• Collaborate with local providers to ensure children and adults are receiving 
appropriate preventative care  

United Healthcare • ? 

 

Regional Brainstormed Strategies 
 

PRIORITY REGIONAL STRATEGIES  
Chronic Conditions  Establish a free, easy to access support center for those with chronic 

disease 
 Implement a community health worker model in our region 
 Develop shared learnings throughout the region focusing on asset 

mapping, local actions, and how health plans utilize data to improve 
outcome measures 

 Develop and implement a “Know Your Numbers” prevention and 
awareness campaign 
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Enhancing Economic and Educational Opportunities 
 

Problem Statement Vision Statement 
 
“Social determinants of health are the circumstances 
in which people are born, grow up, live, work, and age, 
as well as the systems put in place to deal with 
illness.” (CDC, www.cdc.gov/socialdeterminants/). In 
our region, widespread poverty and a lack of 
education have been identified as major issues driving 
poor health outcomes. For example, in 2014, high 
school graduation rates in Lewis and Pacific counties 
were between 6.8% and 8.1% lower than the state 
average of 77.1% (Washington State Office of 
Superintendent of Public Instruction). Conversely, the 
median household income for our rural communities 
is up to almost a third lower than the Washington 
State average. For instance, the median household 
income in Pacific County in 2011-2013, was a mere 
$36,052 compared to $58,592 for all of Washington 
State (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011-2013 American 
Community Survey). Not surprisingly, poverty levels 
are elevated in these communities compared to the 
state average. The percentage of persons living below 
the poverty line in our rural communities exceeds the 
state average of 13.9% by almost 50% in the case of 
Grays Harbor County - 19.8% or Pacific County – 
18.3%; Making matters worse, our rural childhood 
poverty reach 30.2%, 27.6% and 27.3% in Pacific, 
Grays Harbor and Mason County respectively, it is just 
18.5% in the whole State (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011-
2013 ACS). Lack of education and high rates of 
unemployment are contributing to poor health. Six of 
the seven counties rank in the top eleven worst 
counties for unemployment rates in Washington State 
(County Health Rankings, 2015). Thurston County (the 
only urban of the seven counties participating in the 
CPAA) is the only county whose unemployment rate is 
equal to the state’s rate of 7.0%. High levels of 
poverty, noted above, are also prevalent in our rural 
communities. Additionally, post-secondary education 
attained is 5 points lower than the state average of 
67% for all counties in the region except in Thurston 
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2011-2013 ACS). As a result, 
enhancing economic opportunities through job 
training, small business development, and an 
emphasis on completing high-school and post-
secondary education have been identified as essential 
to community well-being. 

 
Our community members have access to economic 
and educational opportunities (early learning, K-12, 
higher ed, vocational training) to enable them to live 
economically secure lives in our communities; 
including support for our senior citizens, job 
retraining, and affordable housing. Few people live in 
poverty. Disengaged children receive help with 
academic and non-academic issues. High school 
graduation rates and post-secondary training rates 
improve. 
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Local Strategies 
Cowlitz • Support schools in developing learning environments that ensure safety and help all 

kids meet or exceed learning standards by 3rd grade 
• Increase awareness of existing training and education opportunities and how they 

lead to specific careers 
• Advocate for ongoing communication and collaboration between workforce and 

economic development in the County 
• Reduce financial barriers to all residents having access to the basic necessities of life 
• Leverage the current changing landscape of the health workforce to develop new 

employment opportunities 
• Improve communication and coordination between the County’s current and future 

largest employers and the system of education that prepares he workforce to 
produce greater alignment  

Grays Harbor • Increase student success and educational attainment  
• Develop a campaign focusing on the importance of education 

Lewis • Improve educational and skill training opportunities; and improve knowledge of 
employment and/or skill training opportunities with the public, commercial and 
education sectors.  

Mason • Strengthen family partnership and engagement  
• Strengthen high quality learning, training, and education 
• Increase community awareness role of early childhood development 
• Increase early learning screening and identification for intervention 
• Increase community capacity to reduce drop-out and increase drop-out re-

engagement 
• Decrease the impact of non-academic barriers to student academic success 
• Create a “college-going” community culture 
• Strengthen local, entrepreneurial culture 

Pacific • Unavailable: Priority: More employment opportunities 
Thurston • Recruit employers that create jobs 

• Expand micro lending options 
• Create an entrepreneur center 
• Establish a single point of entry for families/employees in need of assistance 
• Connect employers with networks to recruit and support employees 
• Increase awareness of job and career opportunities 
• Increase participation in skill building opportunities 
• Expand work and training programs 
• Expand learning opportunities for “soft skills” 
• Integrate student support systems 
• Engage community as partners with schools 
• Implement practices that engage students 

Wahkiakum • Unavailable 
Amerigroup • Unavailable 
CHPW • Unavailable 
Coordinated Care • Unavailable 
Molina • Unavailable 
United Healthcare • Unavailable 
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Regional Brainstormed Strategies 
 

PRIORITY REGIONAL STRATEGIES  
Economic 
Development 

 Develop a behavioral health academy for training licensed mental 
health and chemical dependency professionals 

 Advocate to state legislature to fund the Housing Trust Fund 
 Recruit primary care providers  
 Expand technical and vocational training programs 
 Explore how to tie in a career emphasis in allied health with the existing 

College Bound Scholarship program  
 Assist schools in the ability to identify children who have non-cognitive 

barriers to learning  
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Improve Care Coordination and Integration 
 

Problem Statement Vision Statement 
 
In a health care system as fragmented as ours, care for 
individuals with complex health needs is particularly 
challenging for those served by multiple systems 
(medical, behavioral health, dental, social services 
and, periodically, criminal justice). In some cases, the 
coordination or transition of care between systems is 
not smooth—service providers often do not know 
each other, information systems do not communicate 
effectively, important patient needs get lost. In other 
cases, patients are simply not getting the right care in 
the right setting—treatment slots are scarce, there are 
too few providers, funds are limited or, as is often the 
case, we rely on one setting (like our jails or 
emergency rooms) to care for patients who would be 
better served in another setting (like in drug 
treatment or mental health programs). By way of 
example, the Thurston County Prosecutor estimates 
the number of inmates with mental health/chemical 
dependency issues in county jails is in excess of 70%.1 
These inefficiencies and shortcomings of multiple 
systems likely results in poorer health outcomes. 
 

 
Our community members’ physical health, behavioral 
health2, dental and social support needs are equally 
considered and holistically addressed to make it 
possible for most people with behavioral health issues 
to achieve recovery. Care is coordinated across all 
elements of the broader health care, behavioral health 
and social support systems, including criminal justice. 
Citizens move seamlessly from one care setting and/or 
“sub-system” to another. Additional capacity is 
created to ensure that people get the needed care and 
services resulting in less reliance on the criminal 
justice system as the “backstop” for treatment and 
housing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 A recent study finds that, “Serious mental illness, which includes bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and major 
depression, affects an estimated 14.5 percent of men and 31 percent of women in jails—rates that are four to six 
times higher than in the general population.27 According to the BJS, 60 percent of jail inmates reported having had 
symptoms of a mental health disorder in the prior twelve months.28 People with serious mental illnesses are often 
poor, homeless, and likely to have co-occurring substance use disorders and, thus when untreated, are far more 
prone to the kinds of public order offenses and minor crimes that have been the focus of law enforcement in 
recent years and have helped swell jail populations.29“ (VERA Institute of Justice, Incarceration’s Front Door: The 
Misuse of Jails in America, February 2015, pp. 11-12). 
 
2 Behavioral health = Mental Health + Chemical Dependency 
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Local Strategies 
 

Cowlitz • Coordinate access to developmental screening so all families can understand how 
their child is developing and gain timely access to appropriate interventions if 
necessary.  

• Improve coordination among social safety-net providers to improve resident access 
to services  

Grays Harbor • Improve the process for addressing mental health issues of people in jail; establish 
alternative environment 

• Create rapid access to detox services – acute and sub-acute 
• Increase the availability of treatment for co-occurring disorders 
• Assure that all services are coordinated through expanded case management, peer 

navigators, coordination of housing, hospital discharge, jail, and outpatient treatment 
• Expand criminal justice treatment programs and therapeutic courts (drug court, 

family court, mental health court, municipal court involvement and expanded 
diversion) 

• Improve crisis intervention (crisis triage center, 24 hour drop off for decreased use of 
hospital ER, on-site nursing and potentially –a locked facility) 

Lewis • Unavailable 
Mason • Increase quality and effectiveness of care coordination (Create an ACO) 

• Increase capacity for regional action (Accountable Communities of Health) 
• Increase care coordination 
• Increase alignment between behavioral health and other health service providers 

Pacific • Improve care coordination for high utilizers of health care resources such as the 
emergency department and mental health resources. (Contract between Willapa 
Behavioral Health and Molina) 

Thurston • Educate consumers on the appropriate health care settings for routine, urgent and 
emergency care 

• Increase collaboration related to communicable disease control between providers 
and public health including immunizations and early notification of reportable 
conditions 

• Promote availability of ease of access tools for clinical providers which improves data 
sharing among a variety of health care settings 

• Decrease utilization of jails as primary mental health treatment center 
• Encourage transition to value based reimbursement models 

Wahkiakum • Coordinate care by utilizing community health workers.  
Amerigroup • Reduce high utilizers making unnecessary visits to the emergency department by 

utilizing behavioral health case managers in hospitals to coordinate care during and 
after discharge 

• Collaborate with many different stakeholders to develop strategies to implement 
effective care coordination 

CHPW • Provide Health Home services and care coordination to high cost, high risk Medicaid 
and Medicare/Medicaid (Duals) eligible patients by partnering with, chemical 
dependency providers, Area Agencies on Aging, and community-based organizations. 

Coordinated Care • Unknown 
Molina • Provide telephone case management and face to face care coordination through 

health homes. 
United Healthcare • Improve care coordination of high risk patients utilizing community health workers. 
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Regional Brainstormed Strategies 
 

PRIORITY REGIONAL STRATEGIES  
Improve  
Care Coordination and 
Integration 

 Advocate for dual licensing for chemical dependency and mental health 
among agencies and individuals 

 Integrate mental health and chemical dependency as a first step to full 
integration 

 Implement a pilot project that is a school based program to integrate 
mental health and chemical dependency 
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5.5. CPAA Regional Health Improvement Plan Objectives 
This document summarizes the current state of the CPAA’s work on regionally shared strategies in each 
of the CPAA’s five shared regional health priority areas. Over the course of several CPAA Council 
meetings, the group identified the listed strategies and is now engaging on further action planning in 
these areas (see document 5.6, CPAA Regional Health Improvement Plan Work Plan below for details). A 
note on taxonomy: Recently, the term ‘strategies’ was changed to ‘objectives’ to indicate the higher 
level of abstraction that the identified ideas represent. The CPAA Council is currently identifying 
‘actionable strategies’ within each objective area.  
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Regional Health Improvement Plan:  
Objectives Developed as of 5/14/15 
 
 
IDENTIFIED OBJECTIVES  
The CPAA Council has agreed on the following set of initial objectives for its 5 priority areas: 
 
 
Provider Access / Capacity 
 

A. Increase local workforce development and training 
• Develop capacity for community based programs to educate and train allied health 

professionals 
• Develop a peer to peer health worker workforce 
• Look at the credentialing of providers for prescriptive authority 
• Use telemedicine to increase provider capacity 

 
B. Increase providers by developing a regional recruitment effort and increasing compensation 

• Develop a shared, regional approach to recruitment of healthcare providers (for instance: 
partnerships with universities, loan repayment, housing subsidies for providers, more 
transparency in recruiting efforts, strategies with MCOs, etc.) 

• Increase compensation and consistency of compensation across settings (rural/ urban, 
public health/ hospital) 

• Increase compensation for behavioral health and social services in particular 
 
C. Develop team based approaches for helping a person improve health and stay healthy (e.g., 

broader social & health supports) 
• Specifics TBD 

 
 
Health Integration and Care Coordination 
 

A. Identify opportunities for improved care coordination (e.g., gaps, process issues) and increase 
our own understanding/partnership across systems through real-life case examples 

• In contrast to more traditional gap analyses or asset inventories, the team is interested in 
assessing current needs/issues through an experiential, patient-centered approach (e.g., 
table topic or fishbowl approaches to learn from real case examples). Questions might 
include:  
o What are the system, policy or programmatic issues that this patient encountered? 
o What could we do differently? How might we better respond next time? 
o How did our different systems (medical, behavioral health, criminal justice, etc.) 

interact? Work together?  
o Are we as providers/responders modeling integration ourselves? 
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o Do we understand each other’s language, constraints, work processes, etc.?  
 

B. Identify, learn from and scale evidence-based and/or effective care coordination models 
• For example, consider existing health home and community health worker initiatives 
 

C. Identify and, where possible, remove barriers to information exchange  
• Specifics TBD 

 
Economic and Educational Opportunities 

 
A. Expand/build upon our youth behavioral health pilot 

• Increase support/funding for communities with limited or no capacity and resources, 
expand to additional sites, etc. 
 

B. Partner with existing workforce and economic development organizations to increase 
healthcare employment opportunities in our region 

• Follow-up with Chambers of Commerce, trade associations, workforce development 
Council members to increase education opportunities, expand training, identify 
healthcare workforce gaps, etc. 
 

C. Increase training for behavioral health workers (LMHCs, etc.) 
• Specifics TBD 

 
D. Engage youth/students early about employment and career opportunities 

• Work with the Youth Alliance 
• Consider a public messaging campaign to emphasize college/secondary education for 

all students 
• Connect youth to local businesses (e.g., Thurston County’s Business to Youth Connect 

program) 
• Identify/create opportunities for students to learn about healthcare careers  

 
Chronic Care Management/Prevention 

A. Utilize community health workers. 
• The council still needs to define what the term “community health worker” means in 

this context – are they healthcare professionals, social workers, support groups, etc.? 
• Other considerations include what the capacity of current health plan caseworkers is, 

what the breadth of these community health workers will be, and whether we need 
multiple different types of community health workers. 
 

B. Link ACEs, primary care, health plans, and other community resources. 
• Develop interventions at different stages and coordinate across sectors. 
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• Research existing community assets and community resources. 
• Considerations include figuring out where the responsibility for follow-through and 

coordination will fall: primary care, community workers, health plans? 
• Develop strategies that imbed an ACE lens in policies and practices across 

public/private organizations (e.g., state, business, schools, nonprofits, health plans, 
provider practices, hospitals, etc). 
 

Mitigation/Prevention of ACEs 
 

A. Next Steps: 
 

• Review effective ACEs models and research 
o This is an opportunity for shared learning. 
o There may also be an opportunity to improve upon existing databases or 

regional resource hubs. 
 

• Develop a strategy towards trauma-informed communities 
o Develop an awareness campaign to educate stakeholders about the concept 

of ACEs.  
 Including a higher priority on perinatal ACEs education. 
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5.6. CPAA Regional Health Improvement Plan Work Plan 
This document lays out the remaining tasks that our region will need to complete in order to finalize the 
Regional Health Improvement Plan that is under development. The document spells out a specific 
timeline and sequence of action planning steps leading to plan completion by the end of this calendar 
year.  
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CPAA: Regional Health Improvement Plan Development Framework 
 
The following summarizes the main steps in the development of a regional health improvement plan for the seven-county CPAA ACH: 
 

Task Responsible Deliverables Target Date Completed 
 Determine shared regional health priorities Council Regional 

Health 
Priorities 

Dec. 2014  

 Complete initial regional health needs assessment Backbone Regional 
Health 
Assessment 

Dec. 2014  

 Identify preliminary objectives for each shared regional health 
priority 

Council  Dec. 2014  

 Determine final objectives for each shared regional health 
priority 

Council Objectives 
for Regional 
Health 
Priorities 

May 2015  

 Begin identifying actionable strategies within objective areas Council  Jun. 2015  

 Complete detailed regional health needs and initial asset 
inventory 

Backbone Finalized 
Regional 
Health 
Assessment 

Jun. 2015  

 Identify preliminary key measures for regional health monitoring 
in all five shared regional health priority areas 

Council  Jun. 2015  

 Finalize aligned, actionable strategies within objective areas and 
establish strategy specific work groups  

Council Work Groups Jul. 2015  

 Identify specific actions supporting actionable strategies Council  Sep. 2015  

 Determine implementation leads for each prioritized action Council  Oct. 2015  

 Identify implementation supports for each prioritized action Council  Oct. 2015  
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 Determine implementation timeline for actions and set 
implementation milestones to monitor progress 

Council Work Plan Oct. 2015  

 Determine process key metrics to measure regional health 
improvements 

Council  Nov. 2015  

 Develop regional dashboard with key metrics for progress 
monitoring 

Backbone/Council Dashboard 
Framework 

Dec. 2015  

 Begin implementation of prioritized actions  Local Forums 
Council 

 Jan. 2016  

 Publish and review regional dashboard quarterly to monitor 
progress 

Backbone Dashboard 
Report 

Apr. 2016  

 Begin action planning for lower priority strategies? Council  Apr. 2016  
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Category 6: Operating Budget and Sustainability Pathway 
Initial operating budget established. Initial sustainability planning strategy documented and incudes, but 
is not limited to, initial considerations for enhancing revenue base. This strategy could include a 
summary that outlines early efforts to consider Federal, State, local and private philanthropic resources 
to sustain the ACH. 

The CPAA has developed an initial operating budget for the next seven months (July 2015 through 
January 2016), assuming designation as an ACH by the state and receipt of state grant funds in the 
amount of $150,000 (see document 6.1., CPAA Operating Budget). This budget is based on our region’s 
experience with the recent administration of $150,000 in state grant funds for a six-month period 
(January 2015 through June 2015) as a Pilot ACH grant recipient. The budget envisions similar staffing 
levels at the backbone support organization as during the Pilot ACH grant period to maintain a brisk 
planning, community engagement, and governance structure development process. It also assumes 
continued support for our region’s Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Pilot Project. The capacity of 
the backbone support organization is complemented and leveraged by increased investments in 
contracted labor, primarily to provide action planning and group facilitation support as well as technical 
expertise around data management and reporting. Estimated costs for other expenses (travel, supplies, 
events, etc.) are largely unchanged from prior periods. 

In its role as CPAA Backbone support organization, CHOICE has secured $80,000 in matching grant funds 
from the Cambia Health Foundation for the further development of the CPAA. Of this amount, $40,000 
will be contributed as matching funds during the next seven months. The remainder of funds is available 
as matching funds to leverage continued investments by the state for an anticipated grant award 
covering subsequent months.  

Over the last several months, our region has given considerable thought to the question of how to 
sustain the CPAA long term. Document 6.2, CPAA Sustainability Pathways, is the result of these 
deliberations. The document identifies three distinct dimensions of sustainability, only one of which is 
financial. It then analyzes each sustainability dimension and seeks to determine the implications for 
ACHs. A set of pathways is developed that envisions a balanced funding model, braiding together 
resources contributed by funders from various sectors, sustaining the engagement of stakeholders, and 
undertaking meaningful work that results in real progress being made on our region’s shared health 
priorities. Our region believes that only a comprehensive approach to sustainability that pays attention 
to all three sustainability dimensions will ensure the long-term success of the CPAA. We look forward to 
refining this framework and developing a corresponding broad-based regional sustainability plan in the 
coming months. 

In sum, the CPAA has established an initial operating budget and has begun to think through the thorny 
issue of how to sustain the collaborative effort over the long term. With regard to the latter, it is 
apparent that the state will need to continue to play a key role in providing core financial support for the 
ACHs in the foreseeable future. In addition, the state, and possibly the technical assistance resources 
that are being made available under contract with the Empire Health Foundation, will have a key role to 
play in helping to develop specific financial sustainability strategies mentioned in the Sustainability 
Pathways document. In particular, this will be the case for the development of a functional, cross-sector 
shared cost savings and reinvestment model. Our region highly recommends tackling this rather 
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daunting task through a partnership of the state with all ACHs and the Technical Assistance providers. 
These efforts would then be augmented with fundraising efforts by each ACH in their respective regions. 

Following is a brief introduction of each document included in the ACH Readiness Proposal Portfolio in 
support of Category 6. 
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6.1. CPAA Operating Budget 
This document is a draft expense budget for a seven-month period (July 2015 through January 2016), 
subject to negotiation with the Washington State Health Care Authority and final approval by the CPAA 
Council. It breaks down anticipated expenses by broad categories (personnel, contracted labor, and 
other than personnel costs), and includes matching funds contributed by the philanthropic sector with a 
combined projected expense total of just under $200,000. Matching funds are firm; a corresponding 
grant from the Cambia Health Foundation has been awarded.  
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ACH Designation Budget – 7 Months 
July 1, 2015 through January 31, 2016 

Budget Line Item Designation Budget Matching Funds Estimate Total Budget 
Personnel (Internal Staff)  $                64,000.00   $                20,000.00   $                         84,000.00  
Fringe Benefits (Internal Staff)  $                14,080.00   $                  5,000.00   $                         19,080.00  
External Consultants/Contracts  $                50,625.00   $                15,000.00   $                         65,625.00  
COH/Backbone Sub-Award(s)  $                               -      $                                        -    
Travel  $                  2,000.00    $                           2,000.00  
Supplies  $                  1,200.00    $                           1,200.00  
Event Expenses  $                  5,095.00    $                           5,095.00  
Other  $                  5,000.00     $                           5,000.00  
Total Direct Costs  $             142,000.00    $                      142,000.00  
Indirect Costs  $                  8,000.00     $                           8,000.00  
Total (Direct and Indirect)  $             150,000.00   $               40,000.00   $                      190,000.00  
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6.2. CPAA Sustainability Pathways 
This document reflects considerable thinking by our region on the topic of sustainability and outlines a 
set of sustainability strategies that, in combination, address the three main dimensions relating to the 
long-term sustainability of the ACH. The document holds that financial resources, continued stakeholder 
engagement, and the ability to engage in meaningful work that makes a difference to the health of our 
communities are interrelated and essential to achieving long-term ACH sustainability. The document 
identifies potential funding sources by sector and lays out a logical progression for attracting potential 
funding sources over time (three-phase approach) based on potential funders’ relative risk tolerance. It 
advocates for adoption of a balanced funding model that braids together funding from different sectors. 
The document also looks in detail at the conditions that need to be met in order to sustain long-term 
stakeholder engagement before answering four questions related to ACH sustainability posed to ACHs 
by the Washington State Health Care Authority. 
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Accountable Community of Health (ACH):   

Sustainability Pathways  

Overview 
The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance (CPAA), a seven-county Accountable Community of Health in central 
western Washington, is a regional association of independent agencies and organizations from many 
different sectors committed to acting and planning together to improve individual and community 
safety and well-being. The CPAA builds on the concept of collective impact, i.e., the voluntary alignment 
of mutually reinforcing actions toward a common goal or goals by diverse, independent stakeholders. In 
particular, the CPAA strives to advance the Triple Aim: improving the health of populations and 
improving the patient experience of care, including better health care quality and satisfaction, while 
reducing per capita health care costs. The CPAA is a venue for region wide conversations across sectors 
and among key stakeholders on how best to support each other in achieving the Triple Aim. In realizing 
these goals, our region is particularly interested in facilitating health system reforms that emphasize 
investments in population health improvements to address the social determinants of health that lie at 
the heart of better health. We seek to identify and pursue win-win solutions in partnership with many 
different stakeholders to collectively achieve better health.  

Sustainability Dimensions 
Sustainability is an important concept for the CPAA. At its core, sustainability implies the ability to “us[e] 
a resource so that the resource is not depleted or permanently damaged”1. For the purposes of this 
paper, we are interested in three particular dimensions of sustainability.  

First, the concept is used to refer to ‘sustainable funding’ for the regional collaborative effort, i.e., the 
ability to secure ongoing funding that ensures that the regional collaborative process continues and 
leads to the desired outcomes of collectively aligned actions.  

Second, and equally important, this concept is understood to refer to maintaining and enhancing 
stakeholder engagement in the collaborative process. Without the sustained engagement of diverse 
core partners, the desired transformation process will not be accomplished even if sufficient financial 
resources were made available. 

1 Merriam-Webster online dictionary, www.merriam-webster.com, 2015. 
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Fig. 1: Sustainability Dimensions 

Third, the ongoing functioning of the collaborative requires that its members be engaged in meaningful 
work and that real progress is made in the transformation of the healthcare system. This third 
sustainability dimension is intimately tied to sustained stakeholder engagement. Without demonstrable 
results on the issues that truly matter, the collaborative will neither be able to sustain the engagement 
of its members nor attract the funding necessary to sustain the partnership.   

 

Washington State Health Care Authority Guidance on the Development 
of Sustainability Pathways for ACHs 
The contract for ACH Pilot grantees articulates the following deliverables with regard to thinking about 
sustainability: 

“The pathway for sustainability planning will outline the awardee’s early efforts and planning to 
leverage state, federal and private philanthropic resources to sustain the ACH long term. The State will 
continue to partner with awardees to develop the framework for this pathway, but at a minimum it 
should outline the partners that should be engaged, including necessary discussion, agreements and 
strategies to address the following:  

1) The potential role of the ACH to invest in emerging, promising and evidence-based practices and 
capture savings for reinvestment and sustainability.  

2) Opportunities for shared resources across members, including the potential for ACH partners to 
provide in-kind backbone functions or collaborate to fund these functions.  

3) The potential role of the ACH as an asset to managed care organizations in the region.  
4) The potential role of the ACH as the natural lead entity for other regional initiatives that may 

provide additional resources or funding.” 

Ongoing 
Funding

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Meaningful 
Work Sustainablity
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Deeper Analysis of Sustainability Dimensions 
In order to find answers to the above questions, a deeper look into the two main dimensions of 
sustainability identified above – ongoing funding and stakeholder engagement – will be helpful.  

1. Financial Sustainability 
When thinking about financial 
sustainability, two basic 
questions need to be 
answered: (1) what needs to 
be funded?, and (2) who will 
provide the necessary 
funding?  

1.1. What Needs to be 
Funded? 

When considering what needs 
to be funded, two distinct 
functions need to be 
differentiated: (1) Ongoing 
funding to sustain the basic infrastructure that ensures regional cross-sector collaboration can occur 
(backbone support); and (2) Ongoing funding that supports the implementation of aligned, mutually 
reinforcing activities across sectors (collective action). The following is a more detailed analysis of both 
of these core functions. 

1.1.1. Basic Infrastructure Support for Aligned Regional Action 
Basic regional backbone support services to be provided by the backbone support organization 
encompass the following: 

• Thought leadership for regional collaboration; 
• Logistical and administrative support for convening, running and documenting regional 

collaborative meetings, including coordinating council, support team, work groups and shared 
learning events; 

• Stakeholder outreach, engagement and communications with internal and external audiences; 
• Liaising with state agencies and other ACHs to ensure accountability and leverage resources 

through statewide partnerships; 
• Supporting CPAA implementation of activities and initiatives; 
• Monitoring of regional performance measures to ensure achievement of shared regional health 

priorities and support for course-corrections (Regional Health Improvement Plan adjustments) 
as necessary; 

• Fundraising and management of finances secured in support of the collective action agenda. 

Backbone 
Infrastructure 
Support Funding

Collective Action  
Implementation 
Funding

Health System 
Transformation

Fig. 2: Financial Sustainability Dimensions 
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1.1.2. Collective Action Implementation Support 
The basic premise of collective impact is that complex social problems require aligned action across 
sectors to be impacted. Collective action implementation support therefore encompasses the following: 

• Catalytic funding that supports innovative problem solutions, which incentivizes key 
stakeholders to change their resource allocations and behaviors toward aligned action, thereby 
leveraging the stakeholders’ resources (pilot project funding); and 

• Funding to close service gaps identified during the collective planning phase that cannot be 
closed through realignment of existing stakeholder resources. 

From the above, it follows that any successful pathways to sustainability for ACHs must first ensure that 
the core regional collaboration support function (backbone support) is assured, which makes it possible 
for the region to come together and engage in aligned action across sectors. However, securing ongoing 
funding for backbone support services, while essential, is not sufficient to sustain the ACH. Only if funds 
are also secured to assist with the implementation of novel problem solutions, e.g., investments in social 
support services for marginalized populations that are currently unfunded, will the ACH be able to 
realize its full potential. The stakeholders have to be able to see that the collaborative effort is making 
progress and be able to attain initial quick successes in order to sustain their engagement (see 
Stakeholder Engagement below). 

1.2. Potential Sources of Funding 
In general the following sectors, in no particular order, could be potential funding partners for ACHs: 

• Business2 
• Care Delivery Systems 
• Communities 
• Government 
• Health Plans 
• Philanthropy 

1.2.1. Analysis of Potential Funding Partners 
Each of the sectors identified above is heterogeneous. Take philanthropy, for instance. Foundations 
potentially interested in supporting ACH activities range from small local foundations to large national 
foundations. Each foundation has their own giving priorities and requires that a project be well 
developed. Therefore, merely identifying “Foundations” as a sustainability pathway will not be very 
helpful. Rather, a differentiated view of each sector must be adopted and each potential funding partner 
needs to be analyzed as to their relative risk tolerance. Funders with a greater risk tolerance should be 
engaged during the early years of the collaborative effort (start-up phase), whereas funders requiring 

2 While care delivery systems and health plans are businesses, they are listed separately because they require 
different approaches. For the purpose of this paper, and for our ACH planning, the “business” sector is defined as 
for-profit organizations other than care delivery systems and health plans.  
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more established programs and proven solutions should be approached during the subsequent scale-up 
or maturation phases. It follows that the most promising strategy for achieving financial sustainability is 
to develop a balanced funding model that seeks to attract and braid together resources from funders in 
various sectors – business, care delivery systems, community, government, health plans and 
philanthropy – whose risk tolerances align with the respective developmental phase of the ACH. 

 
Fig. 3: ACH Development Phases 

Based on the above, the following tentative pathways for financial sustainability emerge: 

Start-Up Phase  
Emphasis is placed on identifying and engaging funders with high risk tolerance willing to provide 
catalytic funding. This funding may be specific to pilot initiatives and/or include backbone support 
funding. Potential funding partners include: 

• Business: Large regional employers 
• Care Delivery Systems: Larger regional hospital-based systems 
• Community: In-kind support (e.g., data collection and analysis, logistical support, etc.) 
• Government:  

o Federal and state agencies interested in facilitating health care system reform, e.g., 
CMMI funding, providing core funding to develop backbone support functions and 
support pilot initiatives. 

o Innovating financing options are being explored (e.g., global Medicaid waiver, social 
impact bonds, etc.) 

o Co-design with community effective gain share model to identify, capture and reinvest 
shared savings 

• Health Plans: Medicaid Managed Care Plans (MCOs), Exchange plans, private health plans 
• Philanthropy: Venture philanthropy (likely smaller local, regional and statewide foundations) 

 

 

•HIGH risk 
tolerance

Start-Up 

•MEDIUM 
risk 
tolerance

Scale-Up
•LOW risk 
tolerance

Maturation
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During this phase, it will be important to: 

• Document progress made and use these accomplishments to begin reaching out to funding 
partners for the subsequent scale-up phase (prospecting and relationship development). Early 
successes of the collaborative will be critical to bring credibility and legitimacy to the ACH. 

• Develop a functioning shared cost savings and reinvestment mechanism that makes some of 
the gain share available to support the region’s collaborative infrastructure (backbone support).  

Scale-Up Phase  
Emphasis is placed on engaging funders with medium risk tolerance. Core funding from government and 
health plans continues to be important, while other funding partnerships, especially from the 
community, are being developed. Potential funding partners include: 

• Business: Large regional employers and large county-based employers 
• Care Delivery Systems: Large regional hospital-based systems, smaller regional or county-based 

clinics and hospital systems 
• Community:  

o Pilot shared savings and reinvestment model; begin receiving modest gain share 
contributions resulting from aligned regional actions 

o In-kind contributions 
• Government:  

o Federal and state agencies providing core funding to secure backbone functions and 
support pilot initiatives  

o State agencies providing contracts for administration of regional initiatives 
o Innovative financing options are being piloted (e.g., global Medicaid waiver, Social 

Impact Bonds, etc.) 
• Health Plans: Medicaid Managed Care Plans, Exchange plans, and private health plans 
• Philanthropy: Funding for specific pilot projects, including funding from larger national 

foundations 

Maturation Phase  
The regional collaborative is well established and first successes have been achieved (proven track 
record). This allows the collaborative to engage funders that are less tolerant of risks. The overall 
funding mix shifts increasingly toward the community; however, continued government support, 
especially for backbone support functions, will continue to be essential. Potential funders include: 

• Business: Large employers and other businesses (donor campaigns) 
• Care Delivery Systems: Large regional hospital-based systems, smaller regional or county-based 

clinic or hospital systems, private hospitals and clinic systems 
• Community 

o Increasing gain share to sustain backbone support functions and reinvest in non-clinical 
supports 
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o Explore membership-based funding options 
o Plan and implement community-based donor campaigns for special pilot projects 
o In-kind contributions 

• Government: Continued core funding from federal and state agencies for core backbone 
support functions 

• Health Plans: Medicaid Managed Care Plans, Exchange plans, and private health plans 
• Philanthropy: Diminished funding from foundations; grants primarily to support launching new 

pilot projects 

An important strategy, especially during the scale-up phase, will be for ACHs from different regions to 
partner with one another in pursuit of funding from larger national foundations. The prospects for 
success with such sophisticated funders will be much enhanced, if ACHs band together and apply jointly 
for grants. This partnership approach would generate the necessary large scale system change that 
national foundations are particularly interested in supporting. To facilitate such a coordinated approach, 
the state will need to support and strengthen naturally occurring collaboration between different ACHs. 
To facilitate such regional linkages, the state should partner with the ACHs in developing coordinated 
activities that build on each region’s unique interests and strengths, and assist with approaching 
potential institutional funders and the development of coordinated grant proposals.    

2. Stakeholder Engagement 
As mentioned above, securing ongoing funding for the regional collaborative effort is a necessary, but 
not sufficient condition for its long-term sustainability. Equally important is the collaborative’s ability to 
sustain the engagement of core stakeholders and to engage in meaningful work. The sustained 
engagement of stakeholders depends on a number of factors: 

2.1. Broad Scale of Health System Transformation 
The CPAA stakeholders embarked on their joint venture because they believed that there is an 
opportunity to partner with the state to achieve meaningful change of the health system. Of particular 
interest to our region is the desire to facilitate health system reforms that emphasize investments in 
population health improvements and to begin to address the social determinants of health. Unless the 
state helps our region to create structure and processes that allow for meaningful change to be possible 
in these broad terms and the scope of the health system change extends beyond Medicaid payment 
reform, it will be unlikely that the CPAA stakeholders will stay engaged. 

2.2. Effectiveness of the Collaborative 
Stakeholder engagement is directly tied to the effectiveness of the joint venture. Early successes will 
demonstrate that it is possible to make progress on seemingly intractable problems by working together 
in new ways. When stakeholders see that progress is being made, their willingness to invest in the joint 
venture will increase. To date, the effectiveness of the collaborative has been limited to establishing a 
broadly supported governance structure, to identifying priorities for meaningful work (see 2.3. below), 
and to planning for aligned action through both the pilot project and the regional health improvement 
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plan that is taking shape. This has been important foundational work. However, our ability to move from 
planning to cross-sector aligned action will be the true test of effectiveness for the collaborative. 
Likewise, the degree to which the state responds to and engages with the CPAA in a dialogue about the 
collaborative’s feedback for comments on key documents developed by the state will be another test of 
the collaborative’s effectiveness. 

2.3. Meaningful Work 
If effectiveness is crucial to sustaining the interest and engagement of stakeholders, it follows that it is 
important to structure the work of the regional collaborative such that the stakeholders initially work on 
meaningful, but less ambitious change initiatives. Over time, the project portfolio of the collaborative 
should be expanded to include progressively more challenging projects leading to deeper system 
transformations. The Regional Health Improvement Plan will take a central role in charting the course 
for our region toward sustained, meaningful work. However, it is not yet clear how our region will 
mobilize some or all of that work. 

2.4. Effective Gain Share Model 
Lastly, stakeholder engagement is tied to the ability to identify and capture savings resulting from 
collective aligned actions across the region and across different sectors, and to reinvest those savings to 
promote population health improvements. It is the promise of shared savings reinvestments in non-
clinical areas that impact the health of our communities (e.g., investment in social supports or behavior 
changes), which energizes stakeholders and keeps them at the table. To sustain stakeholder 
engagement, it is vital that an effective cross-sector gain share model is developed and implemented.  

Specific Discussion of HCA Guidance on Sustainability Pathways 
Based on the considerations above, the following answers emerge with regard to the four questions 
posed by the HCA concerning “the pathway for sustainability planning… to leverage state, federal and 
private philanthropic resources to sustain the ACH long term”:  

The potential role of the ACH to invest in emerging, promising and evidence-based 
practices and capture savings for reinvestment and sustainability.  
Investments in Emerging, Promising and Evidence-Based Practices 
Investments in emerging, promising and evidence-based practices are central to the ACH. The health 
system transformations desired by the stakeholders coming together to partner through the ACH 
requires innovative problem solutions as well as the adoption and widespread dissemination of best 
practices. However, it is important to distinguish between investments made by the ACH and those 
made by its participating partners. Unless the ACH receives substantial resources, e.g., from state 
agencies or large grants, investments in emerging, promising and evidence-based practices will be 
necessarily made by the agencies and organizations that are coming together within the ACH of their 
free will to work toward better health. The ACH will have no direct authority over how these agency 
resources are allocated. With the help of the backbone support organization, the ACH will seek to obtain 
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resources, e.g., through grants that can leverage the investments of its partners and incentivize 
stakeholders to change their resources allocations and behaviors such that emerging, promising and 
evidence-based practices will be widely adopted throughout the region across multiple sectors. Being in 
a position to help broker resources for organizations that participate in the ACH could be an important 
function of the ACH and, as explained above, would be essential to the long-term sustainability of the 
collaborative.   

Cost Savings and Reinvestments 
Developing an effective cost savings and reinvestment mechanism is central to the ACH’s success. It is 
the promise of a functioning and effective gain share mechanism that drives stakeholder engagement. 
Much thought still needs to be given to how to structure an effective gain share arrangement that 
sustains the ACH over the long term. One of the first tasks of the ACH will be to identify the right 
questions to ask to inform the development and implementation of a shared cost savings and 
reinvestment mechanism. Due to its broad cross-sector composition, the ACH will be uniquely 
positioned to help the state with the co-design of an effective gain share model. Given the complexity of 
the task, the high degree of specialized technical knowledge required, and the desirability for one gain 
share model that is consistent throughout the state, all ACHs should partner on the development of 
such a model rather than attempt to develop a gain share mechanism in isolation.  

Opportunities for shared resources across members, including the potential for 
ACH partners to provide in-kind backbone functions or collaborate to fund these 
functions.  
As mentioned above, membership-based funding options that could fund backbone functions need to 
be explored. However, introducing the concept of membership fees, possibly graduated by business 
size, during the start-up and scale-up phase is unlikely to be broadly supported. Participants in the 
regional collaborative have already invested substantial in-kind resources into the joint venture (e.g., 
personnel time, travel expenses, data sharing and data analysis, etc.). Preliminary calculations put the 
total of in-kind contributions provided by ACH stakeholders at $150,000 for the first year alone. Until the 
value of ACHs is demonstrated through a strong commitment from the state and concrete progress is 
being made toward health system transformation that emphasizes population health improvements, 
few stakeholders will be willing to contribute money in addition to these in-kind contributions. 
Moreover, there will likely be great sensitivity among stakeholders about any resourcing arrangement 
that could be seen as tying influence over the direction and outcomes of the joint venture to financial 
contributions made by stakeholders. Therefore, an exploration of membership-based funding models 
will have to wait until the regional collaborative effort has matured and the stakeholders are ready for 
this conversation during the later years of this initiative. This implies that core funding from the state 
will be essential to sustain essential backbone functions, even though we anticipate that stakeholders 
will be willing to maintain in-kind contributions at current levels. 
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The potential role of the ACH as an asset to managed care organizations in the 
region.  
Our region’s ACH is intended to be an asset to managed care organizations. Specifically, the ACH may: 

• Provide a venue for a regionwide conversation across sectors and among key stakeholders on 
how best to support managed care organizations (and other stakeholders) in achieving the 
Triple Aim. 

• Drive innovative local and regional health improvement initiatives that leverage investments by 
managed care organizations and reduce long-term costs through improved population health. 

• Connect managed care organizations with existing local resources and support the alignment of 
these resources for maximum impact. 

• Provide feedback to managed care organizations on local needs and preferences resulting in 
more effective resource allocations. 

Given these potential significant positive contributions of the ACH to managed care organizations in the 
region, it is hoped that managed care organizations will both actively engage with the ACH in meaningful 
transformational project work and invest financially in the ACH to strengthen its capabilities and realize 
the full potential of this cross-sector collaborative. 

The potential role of the ACH as the natural lead entity for other regional initiatives 
that may provide additional resources or funding. 
The ACH may well serve as the lead entity for other regional initiatives that could provide additional 
resources or funding. For example, the CPAA could apply on behalf of its members for grants and 
contracts that are regional in scope and build on the unique strength of the collaborative, including its 
cross-sector composition. However, in doing so the CPAA will need to carefully assess the interests and 
needs of its members to avoid entering into competition with its members. The logical niche for the 
CPAA are grants and contracts that cannot be accessed by its members on their own, but rather require 
collaboration across sectors to be successful.  Over time, the ACH may also become a vehicle for 
members from one or more sectors to put forth coordinated applications for grant funds or contracts 
that previously were sought by individual agencies. Working out the details of such coordinated 
applications will require the continued building of trust among CPAA members and the determination of 
fair resource distribution agreements. 

A good example of how the ACH may add value based on its cross-sector composition and open up new 
resources for the region that otherwise would not be available may be efforts to obtain a Global 
Medicaid Waiver. The Health Care Authority is considering ACHs as “coordinating entities” for the 
regional management of waiver funds and transformation activities. This would infuse resources into 
the region to support transformation activities that would otherwise not be available to the region. 
There may be other opportunities where the ACH could similarly serve as the lead entity for regional 
initiatives due to its unique strengths and capabilities.  
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It will be important for the CPAA to determine the exact parameters within which the collaborative will 
pursue applications for regional grants and contracts. Clear processes will have to be established that 
delineate how grant and contract opportunities are evaluated and how decisions are made on whether 
to apply. Likewise, the CPAA will need to assess whether it has the capacity to successfully administer 
large regional grants, contracts and projects and what, if any, capacity building needs to occur. 

Final Thoughts 
As a core component of the state’s health care reform efforts, sustaining ACHs is of vital importance. 
Despite the fact that the ACHs are still in their infancies, our region is already actively working to 
develop long-term sustainability for the CPAA. We have successfully attracted start-up funding from 
several managed care organizations totaling $86,000 to date and we have received notice of an $80,000 
grant award from the Cambia Health Foundation to support the further development of our region’s 
ACH over the next 12 months. These funds leverage a total of $200,000 in start-up funding received to 
date from the Washington State Health Care Authority.  

 We are confident that a systematic exploration of the sustainability pathways outlined above will result 
in a strong and effective ACH in our region. It is important to note that developing a balanced funding 
model, as advocated in this paper, will take time. Of central importance for the long-term sustainability 
of the ACH will be the development of an effective gain share mechanism that can fund the ongoing 
operations of the regional collaborative as well as provide funding for investments in population health 
improvements. Until such a mechanism is in place and generates sufficient resources to sustain both the 
investments in population health improvements across the region and the backbone support functions, 
continued core funding from the state to maintain and further develop vital ACH functions will be 
indispensable. 
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Category 7: Additional Activities 
If applicable, narrative to introduce additional activities with or without supporting documentation. The 
emerging ACH has likely completed other activities that the above outline does not reflect (i.e., public 
commentary provided to HCA, participation in regional and national health improvement initiatives, 
investment in regional health improvement projects, regionally developed measurement systems, etc.). It 
is appropriate, although not required, for this portfolio to reflect the various activities and investments 
by the emerging ACH. 

In addition to the body of work described above, the CPAA has engaged in a number of additional 
activities aimed at supporting the transformation to better health in our communities. One such area of 
additional activities has been our region’s Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Pilot Project. In January 
2015, the CPAA formed a Pilot Project Work Group composed of CPAA members and non-members 
representing a broad range of stakeholders, including behavioral health providers, community-based 
social service organizations, Educational Service Districts (ESDs), Medicaid Managed Care Organizations, 
pediatricians, primary care providers, public health, and others. This group had set itself a daunting task: 
to develop within a mere six months a viable project plan that would, at selected pilot locations, identify 
children with behavioral health challenges (mental health and chemical dependency) as early as possible 
in both education and health care settings, and connect at-risk children with community-based 
interventions and treatment services. Through improved care coordination by schools, primary care 
physicians and pediatricians, and behavioral health providers, it was hoped, the number of school-aged 
youth with unmet behavioral and physical health needs would be reduced. Improved health would lead 
to improved school attendance and academic achievement. 

Over the last six months this cross-sector group with representation from throughout the CPAA region 
worked extremely hard to clarify work flows between members of the clinical and educational sectors; 
research a broad range of existing behavioral health risk screening tools and agree on a select few 
preferred screening tools for inclusion in the pilot project; compile an inventory of existing community-
based resources that could be utilized by the pilot project; and select pilot project test sites for field 
testing.  

Document 7.1., CPAA Pilot Project Flier summarizes the project goals and tasks. Document 7.2., CPAA 
Pilot Project School Selection Matrix demonstrates the careful and deliberate pilot project site selection 
process, which was based on extensive research of potential school partners conducted by our project 
partners, most notably ESDs and public health representatives. Document 7.3., CPAA Pilot Project Work 
Group Meeting Summaries documents the six-month journey of our Pilot Project Work Group, including 
numerous challenges encountered and the remarkable creativity and tenacity of the work group 
participants that made it possible to achieve all of the main pilot project deliverables in an extremely 
condensed timeframe. This pilot project is an excellent illustration of what can be achieved in a very 
short time by different community sectors working together toward a common goal.   

Document 7.4., CPAA Pilot Project Work Plan sketches out the tasks that the Pilot Project Work Group 
has set itself for the next seven months. This work plan needs to be further refined. However, it provides 
a sense of how this project is intended to progress.  
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Similarly, document 7.5., CPAA Work Plan July 2015 to January 2016 is a high-level work plan for the 
next seven months that describes the range of activities that need to be undertaken to lead the CPAA to 
success. 

Another area of additional activities for the CPAA over the last few months has been the development of 
policy positions on the potential role of ACHs in Medicaid Purchasing. In response to a request by the 
Washington State Health Care Authority (HCA), the CPAA provided public commentary on this question, 
submitting a carefully crafted document to the HCA reflecting our region’s consensus position on this 
topic (see document 7.6., CPAA ACH Potential Role in Medicaid Purchasing). Building on this work, the 
CPAA also provided written public comment in response to the release of the Medicaid contract for 
Early Adopters (see document 7.7, CPAA Early Adopter Medicaid Contract Commentary).  

Additionally, the CPAA has assisted the state and other emerging ACHs with the development of their 
regional cross-sector collaboratives in a number of formal and informal ways. This has included helping 
to prepare and participating as speakers in HCA webinars, conference calls and in-person meetings; 
participation in and assisting with the development of the HCA’s statewide ACH Development Council; 
phone calls with partner ACHs on a range of ACH related topics; and the sharing of key ACH documents 
developed by our region with other emerging ACHs. In addition, the CHOICE Executive Director serves 
on the state’s Health Innovation Leadership Network (HILN), an HCA-convened group of 50 or so leaders 
from various sectors within the state to advance the Healthier Washington transformation initiative, 
participating in quarterly meetings and seeking to serve as a bridge between the network, the CPAA and 
other ACHs throughout the state. In short, the CPAA has actively participated in the development of the 
ACH health system transformation initiative beyond our region. We have willingly and openly shared our 
learnings with other regions and the state in hopes that our experience as a pilot ACH may inspire and 
help others along their ACH development journey. 

In sum, considerable time and energy has been spent by our region on additional activities not covered 
by categories 1-6. We are excited about the progress that has been made with our Youth Behavioral 
Health Coordination Pilot Project within a short few months. We see this progress as a clear 
demonstration of the great potential that exists for a regional, cross-sector approach to successful 
health system reform.  

Following is a brief introduction of each document included in the ACH Readiness Proposal Portfolio in 
support of Category 7. 
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7.1. CPAA Pilot Project Flier  
This document describes the goals, approach, scope of work, and outcomes to date of the CPAA’s pilot 
project, the Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project. The flier was developed for participation in a 
panel discussion on Adverse Childhood Experiences and Primary Care organized by the Washington 
State Department of Health in May 2015.  
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Pilot Project 

Guiding Principle: Better health and better quality at less 
cost.  

Goal: Identify children with behavioral health challenges 
(mental health and chemical dependency) as early as 
possible in both education and health care settings, and 
connect at-risk children with community-based 
interventions and treatment services.  

Outcome: Decreased number of school-aged youth with 
unmet behavioral and physical health needs through 
improved care coordination by schools, primary care 
physicians and pediatricians, and behavioral health 
providers. Improved health is expected to lead to improved 
school attendance and academic achievement.  
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1217 4th Ave E, Suite 200 

Olympia, WA 98506 
360.539.7576 

info@crhn.org 

www.crhn.org 

Winfried Danke 
Executive Director 
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Pilot Project 

Approach: Bring together different community sectors to 
work together toward a common goal through mutually 
reinforcing actions (collective impact). 
 
Stakeholders: Behavioral Health Providers, Community-Based 
Social Service Organizations, Educational Service Districts, 
Medicaid Managed Care Organizations, Pediatricians, Primary 
Care Providers, Public Health, Schools, etc. 
 
Project Phases:  

 
 
Today (Planning Phase): Project Work Group is working on: 

• Clarifying Workflows 
• Selecting Behavioral Health Screening Tools 
• Compiling an Inventory of Existing Community-Based 

Resources 
• Selecting Pilot Test Sites 

 
What’s Next? 

• Get ready for field testing starting Fall 2015 at four 
schools (2 rural, 2 urban) 

• Run pilots 
• Assess and modify as needed before scale-up 

 
For More Information: Contact CHOICE Regional Health 
Network at: info@crhn.org or (360) 539-7576. 
 
 

 

Planning Testing Scale Up

About CHOICE 
 CHOICE Regional Health 

Network is a regional 
nonprofit collaborative of 
health care leaders including 
hospitals, community health 
centers, public health, and 
behavioral health agencies as 
well as the region’s leading 
medical home. 

 CHOICE’s core geographic 
service area includes Grays 
Harbor, Lewis, Mason, 
Pacific and Thurston 
counties. 

 CHOICE seeks to improve 
community health in Central 
Western Washington 
through collective planning 
and action of health care 
leaders. 

 CHOICE works in three main 
program areas: (1) Improving 
access to health care 
services; (2) Improving care 
coordination and care 
integration; and (3) 
Supporting health system 
planning and transformation. 

 CHOICE supports the 
Cascade Pacific Action 
Alliance (CPAA), a seven-
county Accountable 
Community of Health, by 
providing leadership, 
stakeholder outreach and 
engagement, and meeting 
support. 
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7.2. CPAA Pilot Project School Selection Matrix 
This document represents a shortlist of schools that have been researched as potential CPAA Pilot 
Project field testing sites. The matrix evaluates potential test sites based on a number of selection 
criteria that the CPAA Pilot Project Work Group developed through extensive conversations. The 
document illustrates the very deliberative process that the group employed to select pilot test sites. For 
example, in selecting schools, the group sought to balance rural and urban environments as well as 
different student age groups. The matrix was used successfully to come to agreement on a final list of 
pilot project test sites, which span four counties and range from elementary schools to middle and high 
schools (see document 7.3., CPAA Pilot Project Work Group Meeting Summaries for details documenting 
the pilot site selection process). 
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ESD School District Type School Name County Rural Urban >3 ACEs Interest
Existing BH 
Resources

Existing Comm 
Resources

Recommend 
for Pilot

ESD 112 Wahkiakum School District High School Wahkiakum High School Wahkiakum Yes Yes Yes Yes Unknown Yes
ESD 112 Wahkiakum School District Middle John C Thomas Middle School Wahkiakum Yes Yes Yes Yes Unknown Yes
ESD 112 Longview School District Elementary Helen's Elementary Cowlitz Yes Yes Unknown Yes Unknown Alternate
ESD 112 Longview School District Middle Monticello Middle School Cowlitz Yes Yes Unknown Yes Unknown Yes
ESD 113 Pioneer School District Elementary Pioneer Primary School Mason Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
ESD 113 Pioneer School District Middle Pioneer Intermediate/Middle School Mason Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
ESD 113 South Bend School District Elementary Chauncey Davis Elementary Pacific Yes Yes Unknown Unknown Unknown Alternate
ESD 113 South Bend School District Jr/High South Bend Junior/Senior High School Pacific Yes Yes Unknown Unknown Unknown Alternate
ESD 113 Rochester School District Elementary Grand Mound Elementary Thurston Yes Yes Yes Yes No Alternate
ESD 113 Rochester School District Elementary Rochester Primary School Thurston Yes Yes Yes Yes No Alternate
ESD 113 Tumwater School District Elementary Black Lake Elementary Thurston Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Agreed Upon Criteria: 
• Mix of rural and urban sites

• 2 Urban and 2 Rural
• Range of youth age

• 2 Elementary/2 Middle or High School within a feeder system
• ACE "hotspots"
• School interest and on-site capacity to participate
• Potential for maximum results
• Innovation and resource development
• Existing behavioral health and community resources to be coordinated
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7.3. CPAA Pilot Project Work Group Meeting Summaries 
These meeting summaries span six months of CPAA Pilot Project Work Group meetings. They 
demonstrate the breadth of the pilot project tasks that the group successfully tackled and the challenges 
encountered along the way. 
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Youth Behavioral Health Integration Project Work Group 

Meeting Summary, 1/30/2015 

I. Pilot Project Composition and Role of the group 

The composition of the group was reviewed. It was agreed that there should be an 
individual representing Behavioral Health from the Educational Service Districts (ESD). 

• Lynn Nelson will reach out to Sandy Mathieson and Erin Rife from ESD #113. 
In order to further engage ‘experts’ in the field, CHOICE will reach out to the following 
sectors/individuals: 

• Medical: Dr. Kevin Haughton 
• Community Health Centers: Valley View or Sea Mar  
• Regional Service Network:  Mark Freedman 
• Public Health: Social Service specific 
• Behavioral Health Resources 
• Cascade Mental Health 

II. Pilot Project Work Plan 
It was suggested that we have pilot schools identified by May 1st (vs. June when the school 
year will be letting out). The team will review care coordination strategies in the future. This 
element was not stated in the work-plan.   

III. Review Screening Tools 
Lynn Nelson agreed to compile data that has been used in the schools in the last few years, 
and will also list potential criteria that the group will want to look for in screening tools.  It 
was stated that the group be careful to select ‘school’ or screening tools vs. diagnostic tools 
that are utilized by physicians.  The Bright Futures model was suggested noting it has a 
more universal application.  

IV. Summary and Next Steps 
CHOICE will send out a Doodle poll to determine future meeting availability for this group.  
It was determined that bi-monthly, one hour meetings would be appropriate at this time, 
with additional activity completed off line. 
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project Work Group 

Meeting Summary, 2/27/2015 

I. Review of Screening Tools 

Lynn Nelson of ESD #113 briefly reviewed a list of 6 screening tools she is most familiar, and 

provided the following link as a guideline to the selection process. 

http://www.aap.org/en-us/advocacy-and-policy/aap-health-initiatives/Mental-

Health/Documents/MH_ScreeningChart.pdf 

 

Some other points to consider in selecting a screening tool are as follows: 

 Some screening tools are sensitive to certain diagnoses and age levels   

 It is best to select targeted population age/grade level before determining specific screening 

tool   

 The tool selected should be one which can be used by both clinicians and educators 

 The group will want to determine if the screenings will be administered on a referral basis or 

conducted throughout the entire school, of which there are benefits and disadvantages to 

both 

II. Discussion around site location/age/grade level 
This discussion yielded the following determinations:  

 It will be beneficial to implement this project at both the elementary and middle or high 

school level to capture two different age ranges; in addition to having a rural and urban 

setting for each of the targeted populations.  

 Identifying behavioral risk factors in younger populations has many benefits, one being 

earlier treatment which in return drives down health care costs.   

 A benefit of targeting an older population is that the project may have an opportunity to 

leverage existing programs in the community, which is one of the goals of the grant.   

 It was recommended that the group look at using feeder schools as an approach to 

capturing both populations, and being able to educate the community simultaneously.   

 Another recommendation was to look at implementing the project in schools where there 

are existing behavioral health resources. 

 One consideration to still be determined is where the screening will take place- within the 

schools or clinical setting?  How will the project coordinate services between these two 

sectors? 
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III. Summary and Next Steps 

 Members of the group will compile a list of recommended schools in their communities and 

email those to CHOICE by March 4th close of business.   

o Initial School Districts include: Tumwater, North Thurston, Olympia, Rochester, 

Longview and Kelso.  

 CHOICE will email these lists to Lynn Nelson, who will then forward them on to the 

appropriate ESDs. 

 The Prevention Centers or nurses of the ESDs will be able to do a scan for existing resources 

for those schools. 

 CHOICE will follow up with the schools who have existing resources to determine whether 

or not they would like to engage in the project.  

 The next meeting is March 17th, 11AM-12PM.  The group determined it is best to meet 

twice/month.  Please stay tuned for additional meeting dates.  
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project Work Group 

Meeting Summary, 3/17/2015 

I. Site Selection / Review 

• The team reviewed a matrix developed by our school partners outlining a draft list of pilot 
schools and behavioral health resources.  The team had a lengthy discussion about the 
information and determined that it was not yet comfortable identifying potential sites or 
screening tools.  
 

• Specific questions the team explored: 
o What other community/social support resources are available in our communities? 
o How and when do we approach potential schools to gauge their interest and 

capacity to participate in the pilot? 
o What are our criteria for selecting sites? 
o  Should we pursue universal or referral-based screening and how might that 

decision impact our sites/their capacity? 
o After screening, what are we envisioning that the pilot would do (e.g., activities, 

focus)? For instance, are we looking to connect students to medical homes, 
coordinate referrals to community resources, or…? 
 

• The team agreed to try to resolve these questions at its next meeting, beginning with email 
follow-up between meetings (see next steps below) 
 

II. Summary and Next Steps 

• Team members will send feedback to CHOICE via email by Friday, March 27th on the 
following items: 
 

o Criteria:  Below is an initial list of criteria for selecting sites. What else would you 
recommend we add? 
 Mix of rural and urban sites 
 Range of youth age (elementary/middle school and high school) 
 Availability of existing behavioral health and community resources 
 School’s interest and capacity to participate (including a school professional 

available internally) 
 Others? 
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o Pilot Activities:  After screening, what are we doing under this pilot (i.e., what 
specific activities are we—our communities, schools, pilot team—doing to better 
serve youth)?  Examples mentioned so far include: 
 Connecting youth to a medical home 
 Coordinating community and medical referrals 
 Others? Please describe. 

 
o Screening:  Would you recommend we pursue universal or referral-based 

screening? 
 

• CHOICE and our ESD partners will also touch base about potential next steps. 
  

• The next meeting is March 31st, 2PM-3PM  
o Teleconference: 1-605-475-5950;   Access Code: 3289542# 
o Using your cell phone can sometimes be problematic with accessing teleconference 

calls and is usually a good practice to use a landline when available.  
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project Work Group 

Meeting Summary, 4/13/2015 

 

I. Base Design Assumptions & Outstanding Issues 

• The team reviewed a CHOICE memo outlining the project’s initial base assumptions, 
including: 

o Demonstrating a functioning ACH process 
o Using the triple aim as a guiding principle 
o Improving care coordination for school-aged youth at risk of behavioral health 

issues in both clinical and educational settings (includes screening, care coordination 
and early intervention) 

o Having two phases of the project plan (Phase 1 planning through June 2015) 
o Focusing on coordinating existing community-based resources in Phase 1, with 

interest in expanding pilot to address gaps and increase funding in Phase 2 
  

• The team will resolve several outstanding issues at an in-person, longer-team meeting in 
late April/May, including: 

o Specific pilot work flows (who does what?) 
o Screening 
o Pilot sites 
o Care coordination details 
o Future funding 

 

II. Initial Outreach to Schools  

• In the meantime, the team agreed to reach out and learn from an initial, broad list of 
schools about their current landscape, existing community resources, services being 
provided, barriers and challenges, and potential interest/capacity in this pilot work. 

 
• We will follow-up with the following list of schools. (Note: this list does not represent our 

initial or preferred pilot sites; outreach is intended to help the team be as informed as 
possible about how to design a pilot in partnership with potential schools): 

o Wahkiakum County: Julius Wendt Elementary School, John Thomas Middle School 
and Wahkiakum High School 

o Grays Harbor County: Ocosta Junior Senior High School 
o Mason County: Pioneer Primary School and Pioneer Intermediate/Middle School 
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o Pacific County: Raymond Elementary School, Raymond Junior/Senior High School, 
Chauncey Davis Elementary School, South Bend Junior/Senior High School, and 
Willipa Valley Elementary, Middle and High Schools 

o Thurston County: Grand Mound Elementary School, Rochester Primary School, 
Rochester Middle School, Bush Middle School, Tumwater Middle School, a feeder 
elementary school for Bush Middle School, and a feeder elementary school for 
Tumwater Middle School 
 

o The team agreed to reach out to the school nurse, counselor, principal and/or 
additional contact person at these schools  

 

III. Summary and Next Steps 

• The CHOICE team will draft an initial list of standardized questions to ask schools; will send 
via email to full-team for input 
 

• Julia agreed to do an initial outreach to the Wahkiakum schools, Lynn to the remaining 
schools 

 
• The next team meeting is currently scheduled for April 28, 2:30-3:30PM. CHOICE is in the 

process of scheduling a longer, in-person meeting; details to follow. 
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project Work Group 

Meeting Summary, 4/28/2015 

 

I. General Updates 

• Winfried reminded the team that we have yet to complete 4 of our grant deliverables: work 
flow detail, screening tool(s) selection, pilot site selection and the resource inventory 

• Lynn provided an update on her Thurston County Board of Health presentation about the 
pilot; feedback was positive 

 

II. Initial Outreach to Schools  

• The team finalized the list of questions and outreach schools (see separate attachment) 
 

III. Process Improvement 

• We discussed opportunities to improve our current team process, including: 
o Agreement that we proceed with decisions made by the group rather than 

revisit/churn on issues when member feedback comes in after the fact (example: 
criteria) 

o Need to include school partners on team meetings when pilot sites are selected 
o Inherent tension for both this pilot team and within the broader Council in terms of 

the clinical verses community perspective 
o Need to clarify/detail the pilot’s workflow 

 

IV. In-Person Meeting Presentation 

• The team agreed to the following key decisions/outcomes for our in-person meeting on May 
12, 1-4pm: 

o Create a detailed workflow: Outline specific roles and responsibilities (who does 
what?) 

o Review recommendation by behavioral health lead about what screening tool(s) we 
should use; make decision 

o Make progress on selecting pilot sites, specifically: 
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 Narrow down the list—cross off schools from our outreach list that are not 
interested in participating in the pilot; and 

 Use our agreed upon criteria to do an initial ranking of schools we have 
already had an opportunity to speak to/learn from (initial weighting and 
sorting) 

 

V. Summary and Next Steps 

• Lynn and Julia to do an initial outreach to identified schools 
• All team members are invited to email ideas/sketches regarding workflow (what do you 

envision the activities and workflow to be?) 
• Next meeting is May 12 from 1-4pm; CHOICE to forward details 
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project Work Group 

Meeting Summary, 5/12/2015 

 

I. Workflow Analysis  
The team created an in-depth flowchart for how the pilot would ideally operate, including key steps, 
who would be responsible for what, the type of screening tools used, etc. Below is a summary of this 
workflow analysis. 

For youth identified in schools: 

Step 1: Identify students for additional, referral-based screening based on applying universal 
criteria across all students, such as early warning signals, absenteeism, grades, etc. 

 WHO: Individual school staff and/or existing interdisciplinary team(s) that typically 
include the principal, school counselor, school nurse, school psychologist, teacher and/or 
staff member. 

Step 2: Screen students using recommended screening tools & interpret results (SDQ, GAINSS, 
and Pediatric Symptoms Checklist, with the possible addition of other questions/tools if 
needed) 

 Identify the types of clinical, behavioral, social/emotional, academic and/or basic 
supports a student needs 

 WHO: School counselor, school nurse, school psychologist, student assistant professional 
or social worker (specific person will depend on school; whoever it is must have the 
expertise to interpret screening tool results)  

Step 3: Identify one case manager per student to coordinate services. This person would be 
located at or affiliated with the school, and would be responsible for linking all 5 areas 
the pilot is interested in coordinating: clinical care, behavioral health, social/emotional, 
academic and/or basic supports. This person’s activities would include but not limited 
to: 

• Attaining confidentiality release forms to share information across systems 
• Identifying and coordinating referrals 
• Serving as the information conduit between all those serving the student (e.g., 

feedback loop between education, clinical and community settings)  
• Helping the student find a health home 
•  
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• Notifying provider practices in the selected area about the pilot and his/her role as 
the lead case manager for students attending that school 

 WHO: The exact person will depend on which schools are selected and their current 
staffing capacity.   

Additional notes on this role:  

• One potential benefit of the pilot would be to find ways to increase case 
management capacity at the pilot school (e.g., having multiple ACH partners 
help fund a case manager)  

• The team agreed that ideally this case manager would be based at the school. 
Other potential options might include a care coordinator located in a provider’s 
office, a community health worker, an existing community organization, and/or 
an existing MCO care coordinator. That said, the team’s preference was to have 
a school-based case manager, at least for this pilot phase.  
 

For youth identified in clinical settings: 

Step 1: Identify youth for additional, referral-based screening based on applying universal 
criteria common in clinical settings (e.g., preventative care, well child visits, other visits) 

 WHO: Provider, sometimes social worker in various clinical settings (e.g., Community 
Health Center, pediatrician’s office, family practice clinic, tribal health clinic) 

Step 2: Screen students using screening tools typically used in clinical settings & interpret 
results (e.g., SCARED, GAD7, PHQ9, CRAFT) 

 Identify the types of clinical, behavioral, social/emotional, academic and/or basic 
supports a student needs 

WHO: Provider, nurse 

Additional notes on this step:  

• Unlike in the school setting above, the team decided not to recommend specific 
screening tools for providers. As part of the pilot, however, the Bright Futures 
resource could be offered to providers in a pilot community, which includes 
various screening resources. 

Step 3: Identify one case manager per student to coordinate services, again across all 5 areas: 
clinical care, behavioral health, social/emotional, academic and/or basic supports.   
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WHO: Provider, nurse and/or medical assistant would ideally refer ongoing case 
management back to school-based case manager (step #3 above).   

Additional team notes on this step:  

• The type of case management and the person responsible for it will depend in 
part on the pilot sites selected, the provider office’s capacity, and the type of 
insurance a youth has. For this reason, the team discussed that care 
coordination/case management for youth identified in clinical settings might 
best be done by the school-based case manager (step #3 above), particularly for 
the pilot phase.  

• Some provider practices may have a care coordinator that can take 
responsibility for that student. 

• At a minimum, there’s a need to give providers a place to direct inquiries about 
clinical, behavioral health, social/emotional, academic and basic need resources 
available in that community.  

Value Add of Pilot:  

As the team created this workflow design, it identified several value-adds of the pilot (i.e., what the 
pilot can offer that is above and beyond current practices; how it can provide value to schools and 
communities): 

• By focusing on case management across all 5 areas: clinical care, behavioral health, 
social/emotional, academic and/or basic supports (equally important and integrated)  

• By providing information, education and training on current best practices for case 
management 

• By serving as a knowledge hub and providing an inventory of all the available resources and 
options to those serving youth (e.g., to clinicians, social service providers, caregivers, family 
members, school staff, etc.) 

 

II. Pilot Sites 
Lynn Nelson updated the team her outreach with the initial list of schools identified. Based on this 
information and the team’s feedback, the list of potential pilot sites was narrowed down to those 
schools that have either expressed interest in participating in the pilot and others that still need 
additional follow-up. 

Interested: 

• Ocosta Elementary, Middle and High School (Grays Harbor) 
• Rochester Primary School and Grand Mound Elementary School (Thurston) 
• Tumwater Black Lake Elementary School (Thurston) 
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• Pioneer Elementary and Middle School (Mason) 

Additional Follow-up Needed: 

• Tumwater Middle School (Thurston; Megan to follow-up) 
• Wahkiakum Elementary, Middle and High Schools (Wahkiakum; Julia) 
• Kelso Elementary, Middle and High Schools (Cowlitz; Julia) 
• South Bend Elementary, Middle and High Schools (Pacific; Lynn) 

In the event that we lack urban options, the team discussed revisiting North Thurston or Longview 
schools.  

III. Screening Tools 
As mentioned above, the team discussed various screening tools at length during the workflow analysis. 
It decided to recommend three potential tools with school partners: SDQ, GAINSS, Pediatric Symptoms 
Checklist, with the possibility of adding other questions or tools if needed. These would be 
recommendations only; the decision on which screening tool a school selects will be done in 
collaboration with pilot sites.  

 

IV. Summary and Next Steps 
Our next team meeting is May 22 from 2-3pm via conference call.  

Dial-in: 1-860-970-0300; 8945714# 

Assignments: 

• Megan, Julia and Lynn to follow-up with additional schools listed above to gauge their interest & 
current landscape (see above) 

• CHOICE team to update the pilot site matrix (including criteria-specific detail) based on 
information gathered through our initial school outreach & today’s meeting 
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project Work Group 

Meeting Summary, 5/22/2015 

 

I. Prior Meeting Outcomes 

The group reviewed the Meeting Summary from 5/12/15, and reiterated adamancy about assigning 

one case manager per student. The group also recognizes that the work flow created last week may 

not be a “one size fits all” model, but should be an adaptable learning lab that can be scaled to fit 

different schools in the future. Facilitators also gave reminders that this project should focus on 

coordinating and augmenting existing resources and should not necessarily rely on obtaining new 

funding. 

II. Pilot Sites 
Looking at the CPAA School Pilot Selection Matrix, the group decided to remove four schools based 

on the criteria of not being ACEs “hotspots.” These schools are moved to a second tier, and may be 

contacted again should the other site options fall through: 

 Helen’s Elementary School (Cowlitz) 

 Monticello Middle School (Cowlitz) 

 Kelso High School (Cowlitz) 

 Ocosta Junior & Senior High School (Grays Harbor) 

Several schools still need follow up to assess interest: 

 Wahkiakum Elementary, Middle and High Schools (Wahkiakum; Julia) 

 South Bend Elementary, Middle and High Schools (Pacific; Lynn) 

 Tumwater Middle School (Thurston; Megan to follow-up) 

Once we have a complete assessment of interest, the group would like to analyze the options based 

on weighted criteria. For further discussion: how will we weight the agreed-upon criteria for 

choosing sites? The group did agree that the feeder school criteria should have less weight right 

now, since running the pilot will build enthusiasm within the school districts and possibly lead to 

feeder school interest later on. 

The team agrees that the urban options are very limited, but we have a good mix of age levels and 

counties represented in the current list. 
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III. Project Plan 

1. After reviewing the draft project plan, the group agreed that an 18-month project period that 

includes an entire school year will be more attractive to schools and will provide more 

opportunity for learning from the pilot. While starting this September is not feasible, it may 

work well to start a ramp-up, promotion, and initial implementation in January 2016, and then 

continue the pilot with the bulk of implementation work happening in the 2016-2017 school 

year. 

 

2. The facilitators also want the group to start thinking about how to tell the story once the pilot 

project period is over. This is a consideration for further down the line, but we want to make 

sure that our work is summarized in a way that is useful so that we and others can learn from 

the project. We should start thinking about how we would put together a case study, or some 

other kind of report. 

IV. Summary and Next Steps 
Our next meeting is June 4, 3–4pm via conference call.  

Dial-in: 1-860-970-0300; 8945714# 

Assignments: 

 Megan, Julia and Lynn will complete follow-up with remaining schools listed to gauge their 

interest & current landscape. 

o Wahkiakum Elementary, Middle and High Schools (Wahkiakum; Julia) 

o South Bend Elementary, Middle and High Schools (Pacific; Lynn) 

o Tumwater Middle School (Thurston; Megan to follow-up) 

 

 CHOICE team will update the pilot site matrix (removing Cowlitz and Grays Harbor schools) 

based on the decision in today’s meeting, and update the draft work plan to encompass an 18-

month project period. 
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Youth Behavioral Health Coordination Project Work Group 

Meeting Summary, 6/4/2015 

 

I. Prior Meeting Outcomes 
The team reviewed the prior meeting outcomes. At the 5/22/15 meeting, the team agreed to an 18-
month pilot project period to begin in January 2016 and extend through the 2016-2017 school year. 
Four schools were removed from the Pilot Selection Matrix based on the criteria of not being ACEs 
“hotspots.”  

A few corrections to the Pilot Selection Matrix were made since the last meeting: 

• St. Helen’s Elementary and Monticello Middle School in Cowlitz County have been 
corrected to Longview School District. Both schools have now been added back as viable 
options, since they were removed last meeting on the criteria that they were in the 
Kelso School District, which is not an ACEs “hotspot.” 

• Julius A Wendt Elementary School, Wahkiakum High School, and John C Thomas Middle 
School have all been corrected to indicate “Yes” in the “Interest” column. 

II. Pilot Sites 
Liz reported that Tumwater Middle School is not interested due to the many changes happening at 
the school.  

The group was able to narrow down the list to four pilot sites and three possible backup sites: 

• The urban schools will be: 

o Black Lake Elementary School, Tumwater School District, Thurston County 

o Monticello Middle School, Longview School District, Cowlitz County 

o Backup: St. Helen’s Elementary School, Longview School District, Cowlitz County 
(if Monticello is not interested) 

• The rural schools will be: 

o Pioneer Primary and Intermediate/Middle School, Pioneer School District, 
Mason County (these schools will be treated as one pilot site based on a small 
population, shared campus, and collaborative administration) 
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o John C Thomas Middle School and Wahkiakum High School, Wahkiakum School 
District, Wahkiakum County (these schools will be treated as one pilot site 
based on a small population, shared campus, and collaborative administration) 

• Backup Schools: 

o Chauncey Davis Elementary, South Bend School District, Pacific County  

o South Bend Junior/Senior High School, South Bend School District, Pacific 
County  

o Rochester Primary School, Rochester School District, Thurston County 

o Grand Mound Elementary, Rochester School District, Thurston County 

 Sara will confirm if Rochester schools are a viable backup option. 

III. Summary and Next Steps 
Our next meeting is June 16, 10:00M-11:00AM via conference call.  

Dial-in: 1-860-970-0300; 8945714# 

Meeting Outcomes:  

We have finalized the list of pilot sites: 

1. Black Lake Elementary School, Tumwater School District, Thurston County 
2. Monticello Middle School, Longview School District, Cowlitz County 
3. Pioneer Primary and Intermediate/Middle School, Pioneer School District, Mason County 
4. John C Thomas Middle School and Wahkiakum High School, Wahkiakum School District, 

Wahkiakum County  

Assignments: 

 Michael will follow up with St. Helen’s Elementary and Monticello Middle School to gauge their 
interest & current landscape. If Monticello Middle School is not interested, he will go ahead and 
move forward in pursuing St. Helen’s Elementary as the pilot participant. 

 Lynn will follow up with Chauncy Davis Elementary and South Bend Junior/Senior High School to 
gauge their viability as backup options. 

 Sara will clarify whether or not Grand Mound Elementary and Rochester Primary School are 
viable backup options. 

 CHOICE team will update the pilot site matrix based on the decision in today’s meeting, and 
update the draft work plan to encompass an 18-month project period. 
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7.4. CPAA Pilot Project Work Plan 
This document charts out the work for the CPAA Pilot Work Group for the next seven months. At 
present, this is a high-level work plan that will be further refined by the work group over the next 
several weeks to guide the group’s work through January 2016.  
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Actions Tasks Completion Date 
Create a project plan  Describe what will be in place in years one and two: 

o Planning: July through Dec 2015  
o Ramp-up & Preliminary Implementation: Jan. through 

June 2016  
o Full Implementation: Sept. 2016 through June 2017 

July 1, 2015 

Develop a budget  Draft a rough budget based on the project plan 

 Brainstorm potential revenue streams that could make this 
project sustainable 

 Identify grants or other opportunities to fund initial project.  

September 1, 2015 

Develop an inventory assessment  Gather inventory of communities’ assets and gaps.  

 Develop metrics to define “success” for the project 

September 1, 2015 

Research best practices  Research best practices to use consistently for case 
management.  

September 1, 2015 

Recruit four pilot sites  Use information obtained from initial list of schools and apply 
selection criteria 

 Discuss project plan and scope of the project with 
Superintendent/leadership level and the top four schools and see 
if partnership is possible.  

 Ascertain MOU with schools 

 Identify pilot site contacts and welcome them to the Pilot 
Workgroup 

 Get feedback from pilot sites on project plan and adjust as 
needed  

October 1, 2015 

Develop a stakeholder 
engagement plan and implement 

 Develop an awareness campaign about the project 

 Engage with key stakeholders about how they can help  

November 1, 2015 

Implement the project  Work with schools to have staff and capacity in place to go live 
Jan. 2016.  

January 2016 

Monitor, evaluate, and adjust  CPAA members will meet at least monthly to monitor the 
project and adjust as needed 

 Review of overall project should happen in July 2017 

Continuous 
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7.5. CPAA Work Plan July 2015 through January 2016  
This document summarizes the work ahead for the CPAA for the next seven months. It is an initial work 
plan that organizes work in four main categories: Structure and Governance; Planning and Strategy; 
Action; and Backbone related activities. The CPAA will work on all four tracks simultaneously. As with 
the Pilot Project work plan, this document will be further developed over the next few weeks.   
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Type of Work Tasks Month Status
01-Structure and Governance Review and approve governance documents Jun-15 In-Progress
02-Planning and Strategy Develop RHIP 6 month plan and get buy-in from stakeholders Jun-15 In-Progress
02-Planning and Strategy Begin strategy development Jun-15 In-Progress
03-Action Determine Pilot Sites for Youth BH Coordination Project Jun-15 Completed
04-Backbone Submit designation proposal for July 1 designation as an ACH (June 15) Jun-15 In-Progress
04-Backbone Weekly HCA check-in calls Jun-15 In-Progress
04-Backbone Bimonthly ACH Development Council Meetings Jun-15 In-Progress
04-Backbone Submit signed contract for July throught January 2016 Jun-15 Not Started
01-Structure and Governance Research tribal engagement strategy Jul-15
01-Structure and Governance Define ACH roles Jul-15
02-Planning and Strategy Discuss Global Waiver at Council Meeting Jul-15
02-Planning and Strategy Further RHIP Strategy development Jul-15
02-Planning and Strategy Engage with technical assistance from Empire Health Foundation Jul-15
03-Action Implement Youth BH Work Plan Jul-15
03-Action Develop Youth BH budget Jul-15
03-Action Develop Youth BH inventory assessment in pilot communities Jul-15
04-Backbone Submit HCA Financial Report (July 31) Jul-15
04-Backbone Submit HCA Narrative Report (July 31) Jul-15
04-Backbone Weekly HCA check-in calls Jul-15
04-Backbone Bimonthly ACH Development Council Meetings Jul-15
04-Backbone Attend Health Innovation Leadership Network Qtr Meeting Jul-15
01-Structure and Governance Cancel the August Council Meeting Aug-15
02-Planning and Strategy Submit Global Waiver feedback to HCA from CPAA Council Aug-15
03-Action Research best practices for Youth BH project for case management Aug-15
04-Backbone Weekly HCA check-in calls Aug-15
04-Backbone Bimonthly ACH Development Council Meetings Aug-15
01-Structure and Governance Discuss Sustainability Plan Sep-15
01-Structure and Governance Develop initial internal communications plan Sep-15
01-Structure and Governance Develop initial external communications plan (messaging) Sep-15
01-Structure and Governance Plan tribal meetings - Send invites Sep-15
02-Planning and Strategy Finalize strategies for the RHIP Sep-15
02-Planning and Strategy Develop strategies for the Practice Transformation Hub Sep-15
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03-Action Recruit the Youth BH Pilot sites Sep-15
04-Backbone Weekly HCA check-in calls Sep-15
04-Backbone Bimonthly ACH Development Council Meetings Sep-15
02-Planning and Strategy Develop a community engagement plan Oct-15
03-Action Develop stakeholder engagement plan for Youth BH project Oct-15
03-Action Implement Youth BH Workplan and engagement Oct-15
04-Backbone Weekly HCA check-in calls Oct-15
04-Backbone Bimonthly ACH Development Council Meetings Oct-15
04-Backbone Attend Health Innovation Leadership Network Qtr Meeting Oct-15
01-Structure and Governance Continue the development of a communications plan Nov-15
01-Structure and Governance Host tribal meetings Nov-15
01-Structure and Governance Review, update, and approve CPAA Governance Structure Nov-15
01-Structure and Governance Review, update, and approve CPAA Charter Nov-15
02-Planning and Strategy Identify RHIP key metrics Nov-15
03-Action Staff and develop protocols for Youth BH Coordination Project Nov-15
04-Backbone Weekly HCA check-in calls Nov-15
04-Backbone Bimonthly ACH Development Council Meetings Nov-15
01-Structure and Governance Complete Sustainability Plan Dec-15
01-Structure and Governance Finalize revised charter Dec-15
01-Structure and Governance Finalize communications plan Dec-15
02-Planning and Strategy Design Metrics Dashboard Dec-15
04-Backbone Weekly HCA check-in calls Dec-15
04-Backbone Bimonthly ACH Development Council Meetings Dec-15
04-Backbone Weekly HCA check-in calls Jan-16
04-Backbone Bimonthly ACH Development Council Meetings Jan-16
04-Backbone Attend Health Innovation Leadership Network Qtr Meeting Jan-16
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7.6. CPAA: Potential Role of ACHs in Medicaid Purchasing 
This document was developed after extensive conversations among the members of the CPAA Council. It 
summarizes the partnership approach and broad health care system transformation approach adopted 
by our region, which emphasizes investments in population health improvements, while commenting on 
the potential roles that ACHs may play in Medicaid purchasing. It is the first-ever policy document issued 
by the CPAA Council and was submitted as public commentary to the Washington State Health Care 
Authority in April 2015. 
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Accountable Communities of Health Roles: Medicaid Purchasing 
The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance appreciates this opportunity to comment on the proposed role of 
Accountable Communities of Health (ACH) in Medicaid Purchasing outlined in the document DRAFT Role 
for ACH as a Partner in Purchasing in Washington, WA State Health Care Authority, Last Updated: January 
16, 2015. In response to the draft paper, our region would like offer the following initial thoughts: 

Stakeholder Partnerships 
 Our region is seeking to develop a partnership approach with all health stakeholders, including 

Health Plans. With this in mind, we strive for win-win solutions. 

Community Accountability 
 Our region believes that community accountability must be based on clearly articulated roles and 

responsibilities of different health stakeholders reflecting shared regional priorities and regionally 
aligned strategies and actions. 

Health System Transformation 
 Our region is particularly interested in facilitating health system reforms that emphasize 

investments in population health improvements to address the social determinants of health.  

 Our region feels strongly that if ACHs are intended to serve as key vehicles to achieve health 
system transformation, ACHs must be able to affect public and private spending across far more 
than just medical care for poor people.  ACHs should have influence over spending for all of the 
most critical determinants of population health based on shared local and regional 
priorities.  These include all of those areas identified in the University of Wisconsin’s annual 
county health rankings including health behaviors, social and environmental factors, personal 
behaviors and clinical care as defined in those rankings. 

 Our region affirms that Medicaid purchasing is important; however, payment reform is bigger 
than Medicaid purchasing and the ACHs must have a meaningful role in facilitating payment 
reform beyond Medicaid procurement. 

Performance Monitoring and Evaluation 
 Our region believes that the role of ACHs in performance monitoring and evaluation is not limited 

to monitoring and evaluating the performance of “the health plans”, and that ACHs should 
enhance existing performance monitoring and evaluation mechanisms, rather than duplicate such 
mechanisms. It is our view that the ACH needs to have a role in monitoring, assessing and 
reporting publicly on the performance and community wide outcomes of all major sectors 
affecting our region’s health on a scope that parallels that of the county health rankings. Focusing 
only on entities which are contracted by the state to provide Medicaid services, such as Medicaid 
Managed Care Organizations, Regional Service Networks/Behavioral Health Organizations, 
and  Area Agencies on Aging excludes community health improvement activities that explain the 
overwhelming majority of community health outcomes such as public health, K-12 and higher 
education, economic development, employment, housing, and others. These reports should 
encompass the investments of many relevant state agencies making investments in our region’s 
housing, education, etc., and the reports should be shared with these state agencies to guide 
future budget and policy decisions.  
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ACH Partnership with Washington State Health Care Authority 
Data and Community Accountability  
In order for ACHs to be effective, ACHs need access to high quality data and data analytics. Ensuring 
accountability in our region depends on our ability to know how well we are performing individually and 
collectively vis-à-vis our region’s performance targets. This includes all ACH stakeholders, not merely “the 
Health Plans”. Given that our region is composed of seven distinct counties, such data need to be provided 
at the county level, not only at the regional level.  

Our region does not currently have the ability to effectively access and analyze such data and developing 
such capabilities would be cost prohibitive. Therefore, we will need to depend on the state to provide 
high quality data and data analytics in order to fulfill this critical performance monitoring function. We 
would welcome the opportunity to work with the state to help identify the right data points and data 
reports to support effective ACH performance monitoring. 

Shared Cost Savings and Reinvestments 
To sustain the interest and participation of our stakeholders in the ACH, our region must be able to affect 
increased investments in population health improvements. Developing an effective formula for 
identifying, capturing and sharing cost savings across sectors for reinvestment into population health 
improvements is key to accomplishing this. We would welcome the opportunity to work with the state 
and other ACHs to help co-design an effective shared cost savings and reinvestment model. 

ACH Roles Specific to Medicaid Purchasing  

Our region would welcome the opportunity for ACHs to be involved in: 

1. Supporting the active involvement of Medicaid contractors in at least one high-priority regional 
ACH project that involves investments in population health improvements; 

2. Setting performance metrics and targets for Medicaid contractors that align with our region’s 
shared health priorities, strategies and actions;  

3. Developing contract requirements for Medicaid contractors (MCOs, RSNs/BHOs, AAAs, etc.) to 
ensure contract language is aligned with our region’s shared health priorities, strategies and 
actions; and 

4. Monitoring the performance of Medicaid contractors in our local communities. 

Final Thoughts 
We appreciate this opportunity to share our thoughts on the role of Accountable Communities of Health 
in Medicaid purchasing and beyond. Again, we would like to reiterate that our view of the role of ACHs in 
the health care transformation process is much more expansive than merely participating in the 
monitoring and evaluation of our health plan partners. We hope the above is helpful as the state further 
develops its thinking on these matters and we look forward to hearing from you in response to this 
memorandum. 
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7.7. CPAA Early Adopter Medicaid Contract Commentary 
This document builds on the aforementioned document (see document 7.6., CPAA ACH Potential Roles 
in Medicaid Purchasing) and provided public commentary by the CPAA to the Washington State Health 
Care Authority on the Medicaid Early Adopter contract. It reiterates key positions from the CPAA’s public 
commentary on the roles that ACHs may play in Medicaid purchasing. Additionally, it emphasizes the 
importance of establishing a gain share arrangement that is structured such that ACHs receive a portion 
of cost savings to reinvest in population health improvements.  
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Draft Medicaid Contract for Apple Health – Fully Integrated 
Managed Care 

The Cascade Pacific Action Alliance appreciates this opportunity to comment on the “Early Adopter” 

draft Medicaid Contract for Apple Health – Fully Integrated Managed Care. We understand and respect 

your need to expedite the public comment period in order to meet contracting deadlines and we thank 

you for extending the comment deadline to make it possible for us to provide our comments. 

Given the considerable length of the draft contract, our comments are necessarily based on a cursory 

review of the document. It is our hope that we will have the opportunity to engage with you and your 

colleagues over the coming months in a more thorough review and deeper discussion of the core 

elements of the contract. We would welcome this opportunity for dialogue in particular assuming the 

draft contract is intended as a template for future contracts applicable to our region. 

Comprehensive Approach 
In keeping with our region’s interest in pursuing broader population health improvements through the 

Accountable Community of Health - reflected in our recent comments on the potential role of ACHs in 

Medicaid Purchasing in general (see attached document) - we urge the state to take a comprehensive 

view. It is our hope that such a broader view will guide future iterations of this contract that pertain to 

our region.  

Gain Sharing and Reinvestment 
In reviewing the draft, an area on which we would like to comment pertains to the mechanism for 

identifying, capturing and reinvesting shared cost savings. We would like to emphasize the importance 

of partially sharing cost savings with the Accountable Community of Health to allow reinvestments in 

advancements of population health.  Meaningful gain sharing is vital to support our region’s ability to 

improve the health of our communities through investments outside of the clinical realm. It is essential 

to sustain our region’s interest and the engagement of our stakeholders in the Accountable Community 

of Health. At present, the draft contract does not appear to reference the intent to share gains with the 

Accountable Community of Health. We would encourage clarifying the contract such that this link is 

explicitly made.  

Final Thoughts 
We would warmly welcome the opportunity to engage with the state in a more detailed conversation 

about our region’s thoughts on health system transformation over the coming months. We believe that 

our region can be very helpful and effective in advancing population health improvements in 

partnership with the state, Medicaid Managed Care Organizations, and many other health stakeholders. 

Developing such a collaborative approach, however, will take time. 

Thank you once more for extending the comment deadline on the “Early Adopter” contract. We hope 

the comments above are helpful and we look forward to hearing your response and engaging in a 

deeper dialogue. 
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Conclusions 
Over the past twelve months, our region has made significant progress with the development of the 
CPAA, a collective impact initiative that spans seven counties and engages multiple community sectors 
in voluntary, mutually aligned actions to improve the health of our communities. We are particularly 
grateful for our experience as one of only two ACH Pilot Communities in the State of Washington over 
the last six months. Designation as an ACH Pilot Community provided us with the opportunity to test the 
feasibility of our collective impact approach while working in a meaningful way on a serious real-world 
problem: how to improve through cross-sector collaboration the coordination of care for school-aged at 
risk youth suffering from behavioral health conditions. We are extremely encouraged by the progress 
we have been able to make and believe that we have successfully provided a proof of concept.  

Meanwhile, we were able to make similarly good progress with the further development of the CPAA 
governance structure, broad-based community engagement, and our Regional Health Improvement 
Plan. It is our hope that the narrative above and the portfolio of documents and outputs referenced 
sufficiently demonstrate that our region has developed a strong foundation for collaboration on regional 
health improvement efforts in partnership with the state and that the CPAA is ready for designation as a 
fully functional ACH. 
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